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BEYOND THE STEREOTYPES: WOMEN, ADDIC-
TION, AND PERINATAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE

THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITrzE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in Room

2325, Rayburn House Office Building, the Hon. George Miller
[chairman] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Boggs, Levin, Marti-
nez, Evans, Bliley, Hastert, and Machtley.

Staff present: Karabelle Pizzigati, staff director; Jill Kagan,
deputy staff director; May Kennedy, professional staff; Joan Silver-
stein, research assistant; Dennis Smith, minority staff director;
Carol Statuth, minority deputy staff director, and Joan Godley,
committee clerk.

Chairman MILLER. The Select Committee on Children, Youth,
ana Families will come to order for the purposes of conducting a
hearing titled "Beyond the Stereotypes: Women, Addiction, and
Perinatal Substance Abuse."

During the last few years we've become increasingly aware of
the human havoc wreaked by substance abuse. In 1989, as many as
1 in 10 pregnant women used crack cocaftie with devastating
consequences. Millions more used other illicit and legal drugs that
posed serious and potentially life-threatening problems to them-
s,!lves and to their babies.

In 1986, this select committee held its first inquiry into the ef-
fects of parental substance abuse an infants. Witnesses warned us
then and in subsequent hearings (4 the burgeoning problem and
the need to provide adequate services to women before, during and
after pregnancy both to insure healthier birth outcomes and to
reduce the incidence of perinatal substance abuse.

They also confirmed what we ahead,/ know about addressing
similar problems: it is more humane and cost effective to provide
adequate e:Irly care or treatment than to solve neglected and en-
trenched problems. Despite repeated warnings we have neither lis-
tened well nor acted with sufficient speed and reason.

A select committee survey of hospitals in large metropolitan
areas last year revealed that two-thirds had no place to refer sub-
stance abusing pregnant women for treatment. Of a handful of
drug treatment programs that accept pregnant women, most ignore
critical service needs such as child care.

(1)
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With nowhere to turn for treatment, women in more than a
dozen states are also facing iail sentences for fetal drug exposure.
We know the tragic impae, af perinatal substance abuse on chil-
dren, but we must address more attention to the broader context,
to the addicted v linen themselves, in order to enable them both to
recover from the addiction and to gain self-sufficiency to care for
themselves and their children.

Frequently victims themselves of physical and sexual abuae, pov-
erty and a lack of access to medical treatment, drug abusing
women of childbearing age represent a critical link in the chain of
lost human possibilities.

The problem of perinatal substance abuse is an urgent and a
complicated problem. For that reason, the select committee will
hold a series of hearings on tnis topic over the next several weeks.

Nor are drugs the only crisis these high-risk women confront.
The effects of drug exposure may be compounded i v exposure to
HIV infection. The Centers for Disease Control reports that nearly
fourth-fifths, some 78 percent of children who test positive for HIV
at birth, have mothers who are intravenous drug users, or have
mothers whose partners have used drugs.

Criminal drug abuse is not the only cdprit. Legal drug use
durhig pregnancy can represent as serious a health problem as il-
licit drug use. Tobacco and alcohol companies continue to target
women of childbearing age through advertising campaigns and in-
appropriate prescription drug use remains high.

A new study involving more than 600 chemically dependent preg-
nant women in Michigan has documented a range or problems due
to legal and illicit substance 'buse among pregnant women. This
study finds that as 'le severity of drug use increased, the amount
and quality of prenatal care declined and birth oiecomes worsened.
We will learn more about this study in our next 1 earing in Detroit
on Monday, that will focus on the treatment issues.

Today we hope to learn what is known about chemically depend-
ent women and their need for guidance, support and comprehen-
sive treatment. The members of this committee are all extremely
concerned about the fates of the most visible victims of perinatal
substance abuse, the infants; but we must either take the need for
drug abuse prevention and treatment for women very seriously
indeed, or accept an ever increasing number of babies born hooked.

Among our witnesses today are leading scientists and innovative
service providers who will provide the best information describing
the circumstances and diversity of women across the country who
are chemically dependent in order to help us understand better the
range of their needs. We are especially pleased to welcome a
woman who has overcome her problem with addiction and has
gone on to help other women in the same situation.

One of our stereotypes is that this problem is confined t,:, north-
eastern urban centers so we are particularly interested in hearing
from our witness from Atlanta. We are eager to learn about what
is known currently, as well as the important questions that remain
unanswered. I want to thank in advance all of the witnesses for
coming.

[Opening statement of Hon. Georgo Miller follows:]

a
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OPENING STATEMENT OF RON. GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN Cr;NORESS

FROM THE S1ATE oF CALIFORNIA, AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,

Yount, AND FAMILIES

During the last few years, we have all become increasingly aware of the human
havoc wreaked by substance abuse. In 1989, as many as 1 in 10 pregnant women
used crack-cocaine with devastating consequences. Millions more used other illicit
and legal drugs that pose serious and potentially life-threatening problems to them-
selves and their babies.

In 1986, this Select Committee held its first inquiry into the effects of parental
substance abuse on infants. Witnesses warned us then, and in subsequent hearings,
of the burgeoning problem and the need to provide adequate services to women
before, during ancl after pregnancy to both ensure healthier birth outcomes and to
reduce the incidence of perinatal substance abuse. They also confirmed what we al-
ready know about addressing many similar problems: it is more humane and cost-
effective to provide adequate early care and treatment than to solve neglected and
entrenched problems.

Despite repeated warnings, we have neither listened well nor acted with sufficient
speed and reason.

A Select Committee survey of hospitals in large metropolitan areas last year re-
vealed that two-thirds had no place to refer substance abusing pregnant women for
treatment.

Of the handful of drug treatment programs that accept pregnant women, moat
ignore criti-al service needs such as child care.

And, with nowhere to turn for treatment, women in more than a dozen states are
also facing jail sentences for fetal drug exposure.

We know the tragic impact of perinatal substance abuse on children. But we also
must direct more attention to the broader contextto addicted women themselves
in order to enable them both to recover from addiction and to gain self-sufficiency to
care for themselves and their children.

Frequently victims themselves of physical or sexual abuse, poverty, and lack of
access to medical treatment, drug-abusing women of childbearing age present a crit-
ical link in a chain of lost Iftiman possibilities.

The problem of perinatal substance abuse is an urgent and complicated problem.
For that reason, the Select Committee will hold a series of hearings on this topic
over the next several weeks.

Nor are drugs the only crisis these high-risk women confront. The effects of drug
exposure may be compounded by exposure to HIV infection. The Cente'rs for Disease
Control reports that nearly four-fift---some 78%of children who test pzitive
HIV at birth have mothers who are intravenous drug users, or mothers whose p
ners abused drugs.

But criminal drug use is not the only cllprit. Legal driig use during pregnancy
can present as serious a health hazard as illicit drug use. Tobacco and alcohol com-
panies continue to target women of childbearing age through advertising campaigns
and inappropriate prescription drug use remains high.

A new study involving more than 600 chemically dependent pregnant women in
Michigan has documented a =we of problems due to legal and illicit substance
abuse among pregnant women. This study finds that as the severity of drug use in-
creased, the amount and quality of prenatal care declined, and birth outcomes wors-
ened. We will learn more about this study at our next hearing in Detroit on Monday
that will focus on treatment issues.

Today we hope to learn what is known about chemically dependent women and
their need for guidance, support, and comprehensive treatment.

The members of this Committee are all extremely concerned about the fates of
the most visible victims of perinatal substance abusethe infants. But we must
either take the need for drug abuse prevention and treatment 1-a. women very seri-
ously indeed, or accept and ever-increasing number ofbabies "burn hooked."

Among our witnesses today are leading scientists and innovative service providers
who will provide the best information describing the circumstances and diversity of
women across the country who are chemically dependent, in order to understand
better the range of their needs.

We are especially pleased to welcome a woman who has overcame her problems
with addiction, and has gone on to help other women in the same situation. One of
our stereotypee is that this problem is confined to Northeastern urban centers, so
we are particularly interested in hearing from our witness from Atlanta. We are
eager to learn about what is known currently, as well as about important questions
that remain unanswered.

Thank you all for coming.



WOMEN, ADDICTION, AND PERINATAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE

FACT SHEET

ILLI DRUGIIEECTT0
ACROSS SOCIOECONOMIC GROUPS

w Over 5 million women of childbearing age (15-44) currently
use an illicit drug, including almost 1 million who use
cocaine and 3.8 million who use marijuana. (National
Institute of Drug Abuse [NIDA], 1989)

In a recent survey of 715 pregnant women in Pinellas
County, Florid,- nearly 15% tested positive for substance
use, with no significant difference among socioeconomic
groups. (National Association for Perinatal Addiction
Research and Education [NAPAREJ, 1989:

While actual drug use may not be significantly higher
among pregnant minority women, they are ten times more
likely than white women who use drugs to be reported to
child abuse authorities. (NAPARE, 1989)

HEAVY SMOKING, ALCOHOL USE ON THE RISE AMONG
YOUNG WOMEN

Approximately 6 million American women are alcoholic or
alcohol abusers. Despite stable drinking patterns among
the general population over the past 25 yegs, recent
studies indicate an increase among younger women who are
heavy drinkers (5 drinks a day or more). (National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism [NIAAA], 1987;
NIAAA, unpublished, 1990)

Nearly 24% of American women smoke and the fastest
growing group of smokers in this country are women under
age 23. E,:ery day, 2,000 young women start smoking. The
percentage of women who smoke 25 or more cigarettes a
day increased from 13% in 1965 to 23% in 1985. (Surgeon

9



General's Report [SGR], 1989; U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services [DHHS], February 1999)

4

Although pregnant women are just as likely as nonpregnant
women to have ever smoked (43% to 45% respectively),

v pregnant women (21%) are less likely than nonpregnant
women (30%) to be current smokers. Black women were
the least likely of any group to smoke during pregnancy.
(Williamson, 1989)

PREGNANT SUBSTANCE ABUSERS AT (MEAT RISK OF
AiDS, SEXUALLY TRANSMUTED DISEASES AND

HOMELESSNESS

In a survey of 337 pregnant substance abusers in 63 AIDS
demonstration projects nationwide, 20% are homeless api
23% spent time in jail six months prior to the interview.

(NIDA, unpublished data, 1990)

Of the same 337 women, 36% engaged in sex for drugs or
money, placing themselves and their babia; at high risk for
HIV infection; 98% engaged in vaginal sex, while only 4%
used condoms consistently; and 15% had a sexually
transmitted disease in the past 6 months. (NIDA, 1990)

In New York City, pregnant cocaine abusen; were 4.5 times
more likely than nonusers to have a sexually transmitted
disease (New York City Department of Health [NYCDH],

September 1989)

TREATMENT/PRENATAL CARE ELUSIVE rIlt SUBSTANCE-
ABUSING PREGNANT WOMEN AND MOTHERS

At Boston City Hospital, 80% of mothers surveyed who
used heroin or cocaine received no prenatal care. New

York City cocaine abusers were 7 time% less likely than
non-abusers to have received prenatal care. (Arnaro, 1989;

NYCDH, 1989)
,1

Of 78 drug treatment programs surveyed in New York City,
54% exclude all pregnant women; 67% will not accept

1 0
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pregnmt women on Medicaid; and 87% will not accept
pregnant crack-addicted women oz.. Medicaid. (Chavkin,
1989)

Of California's 366 publicly-funded drug treatment prog-
rams, only 67 treat women ard only 16 can accommodate
her children. Similarly, Ohio has 16 women's recovery
programs, and only two can accommodate her children.
(Weissman, 1990; Ohio Department of Heaith, 1990)

Reports show that 23% of women entering treatment, as
compared to only 2% of men, encounter opposition from
families and friends. Similarly, 42% of women experienced
problems due to entering treatment, as compared to 20%
of men. (Beckman and Amaro, 1984)

EFFECTIVE TREATMENT APPROACHES DOCUMENTED

Pregnant women who participated in a smoking cessation
program at a Michigan WIC clinic were 16 times more
likely to quit smoking than nonparticipants. (Mayer, 1990)

In a study of alc.ohol-using pregnant, women in Atlanta,
35% discontinued alcohol use when presented information
on the potential harm of alcohol use during pregnancy.
(Smith, 1986)

In Pinellas County, Florida, 77% of male and female
substance abusers who are referred by the courts to
Operation PAR, a comprehensive drug treatment program,
and who complete the 18-to 24-month program do not re-
enter the criminal justice system. (Florida Department of
Corrections, 1989)

Of 54 babies born in 1989 to cocaine-using mothers
enrolled at the Philadelphia Family Center, an outpatient
drug treatment program for pregnant women and children,
75% were carried to full term. None were born prior to
33 \ ....eks gestation. (Philadelphia Family Center, 1990)

1 1
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INFANTS SERIOUSLY AFFECTED BY PFAINATAL UB-

STANCF ABUSE

A new eight-city survey reported that nearly 9,00C babies
were born exposed to illicit drugs in 1989 at an estimated
cost of $500 million for providing care through age 5.
(Office of the Inspector General, 1990)

Each year, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) affects nearly
5,000 babies and is the third leading cause of birth defects
associated with mental retardation. Thousands more children
are born with Fetal Alcohol Effects (FAE), a milder form of
FAS. (National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependen-
cy, 1988)

Smoking increases premature deliveries, spontaneous abor-
tions and still births. A pregnant smoker's infant is on
average seven ounces lighter than babies of ncnsmokers.
(SGR, 1989)

Between 1985 and 1988, the number of congenital syphilis
cases Fncreased by 130%. Experts estimate that there will be
over !,,000 congenital syphilis cases in 1989. (Centers for
Disease Control [CDC], 1990)

As of February, 1990, there have been 2,116 reported cases
of pediatric AIDS in children under age 13. Eighty percent
of these pediatric AIDS cases are attributed to maternal
transmission from an infected parent, and of these, 90% of
the babies' mothers either use intravenous drugs or had
heterosexual partners who were IV drug abusers. (CDC,

1990)

TREND TO PROSECUTE PREGNANT SUBSTANCT

ABUSERS PROCEEDS

To date, over 30 wome en crimilly charged for
drug use during pregn, for delivery of drugs to a minor.
A Florida woman has been convicted. Hundreds more
pregnant substance abusers have been civilly charged for

1 2
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alleged child abuse. (American Civil liberties Union
[ACLU], February 1990)

Four states have amended definitions of chili abuse to
include drug use during pregnancy (aids, Illinois,
Oklahoma, Rhode Island) and three states have included
alcohol and drug use during pregnancy (Indiana, Nevada,
Utah); one state amended its definition of aiminal child
neglect to include prenatal exposure to controlled rabstanca
(Minnesota); and three states require doctors to report to
the state if either the mother or the child has a positive
urine toxicology screen (Minnesota, Oklahoma, Utah).
(ACLU, February 1990)

4/19/90
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Chairman Muiza. I would like to recognize Mr. Bliley of Virgin-
ia.

Mr. BULKY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to begin by commending you for holding these hearings

on the consequences of drug abuse on pregnant women and their
children.

From the information we have gathered to date, it appears that
we are heading for uncharted waters. There are no maps to guide
us. It is our job to attempt to survey the relevant medical and ligal
issues surrounding subetance abuse, even though they ir ay conflict
with or even flreaten some other deeply held positions. Perhaps
these hearing will lead na to reconsider those.positions also.

We will take the risl at let me make it clear at the very begin-
ning of these hearings I.' At the delicate balancing act of rights in-
cludes both mother and child. We cannot separate our concern for
the mother from our concern for the child. Let us also keep our
focus and attention on the real issue of al,,holism and the illegal
substance abuse which brings us here today.

To attempt to use this issue to immerse ourselves into other
areas will invite false solutions. While we face this series of hear-
ings with many questions which need answers, let us review what
we do know.

According to a recent voluntary survey, there are 8,689 alcohol-
ism and drug abuse prevention facilities across the 50 states, the
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. In fiscal year 1988, combined
state, local and federal expenditures for alcohol and drug abuse
treatment and prevention services totaled over $2.1 billion.

Of this $2.1 billion, 77 pernent was used for treatinei... se 'vices,
15 percent was used for prevention and 8 percent was us4d for
other activities such as training, research and administration.

State and local governments have taken a leadership role, which
has bn all too often overlooked. They provided 57 percent of the
funds for treatment and prevention, while the federal government
and private sources supplied 23 and 20 percent of the funds respec-
tively.

The Presddent's fiscal year 1991 budget seeks $2.7 billion for
treatment and prevention, a 75 percent increase over 1989 expendi-
tures. The commitment to preventing and treating substance abuse
is substantial. Part of our responsibility must be now to find out
whether these treatment strategies are working.

There is an obligation to demonstrate that treatment works both
to end abuse during pregnancy ald over time. A child's health and
development is at stake. For example, there is growiag concern
that the drug problem may be causing increases in the ii..ant mor-
tality rate. There is widespread agreement that increases in foster
care placement are related to drag abuse.

Congress must also be careful not to undermine the effectiveness
of local prevention and treatment efforts by imposing federal re-
quirements which will become barriers to treatment. From the in-
formation gathered to date no one &tally knows what works to
treat every drug in every situation. There are many differences
among the communities served by those 8,689 facilities I mentioned
earlier.

1 41
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For example, some communities haie an alcoholism problem, but
not a crack cocaine problem. As more money becomes available for
treabnent, policyznakers need to resist the temptation of telling
local professionals how to b.eat clients. Drug abuse is not a condi-
tion caused by income or race. It begins as the acting out of envy,
pride or anger. Dark clouds of drug abuse spread across neighbor-
hoods and communities because it was too often excused or rationa-
lized by our undisciplined and self-iadulgent society.

At the personal level, we must meet anger with justice, jealousy
with hope and pain with compassion through the health and Wel-
fare service systems. Treatment programs should work with their
community organizations, including churches, in this regard. It is
clear that successful programs will draw their strength from the
community and cannot be uniformly programmed by the federal
bureaucracy.

It is everyone's goal to mend the family which was broken by
drugs, but we must also recognize that despite the support of dedi-
cated professionals working in the social welfarc system, some fam-
ilies cannot withstand the hurricane-force waves of drugs. In some
situations local officials must draw me line between the needs of
the child and the rights of the parent.

From a policy perspective we must work to insure that due proc-
ess is safeguarded for the parent and the child, without detrimen-
tal effects on the child.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Hon. Thomas Bliley followsj

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. BLILEY, JR., A REPREE=TATIVE ns
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA AND RANKING REPUBLICAN MEMBER

Let me begin by commending the Chairman for holding this series of hearings on
the consequences of drug abuse on pregnant women and their childraa. From the
information we have gathered to date, it appears that we are heading for uncharted
waters. There are no maps to guide us.

It is our job to attempt to survey the relevant medical and legal issues surround-
ing substance abuse even though they may conflict, with or even threaten some
other deeply held positions. Perhaps these hearings will lead us to reconsider those
positions also. We will take the risk. But let me mace it clear at the very beginning
of these hearings that the delicate balancing of rights includes both mother and
child. We cannot separate our concern for the mother from our concern for the
child.

Let us also keep our focus and attention on the real issue of alcoholism and illegal
substance abuse which brings us here today. To attempt to use this issue to immerse
ourselves into other areas will invite false solutions.

While we face this series of hearings with many questions which need answers,
let us review what we do know:

According to a recent voluntary survey, there are 8,689 alcoholism and drug
abuse treatment and prevention facilities acmes the 50 states, the District of Colum-
bia, and Puerto Rico.

In fiscal year 1988, combined state, local and federal expenditures for alcohol and
drug abuse treatwent and prevention services totaled over $2.1 billion.

Of this $2.1 billion, 77 percent was used for treatment services. 15 percent was
used for prevention oervices and 8 percent was used for other activities such as
training, research, and administration.

State and local governments have taken a leadership role which has been all too
often overlooked. They provictld 57 percent of the funds for treatment and preven-
tion while the Federal ,7overntient and priva:e sources movided 23 percent and 20
pentent of the funds respectively.

The President's Fiscal Year I391 budget seeks $2.7 billion for treatment and pre-
vention, a 75 percent increase ocer 1989 expenditures.
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The commitmt t to preventing and treating substance abuse is substantial. Part
of our responsibility must be to now find out whether these treatment strategies are
working. There is an obligation to demonstrate that treatment works both to end
abuee during pregnancy and over time. A child's health and development is at
stake. For example, there is growing concern that the drug problem may be causing
increoes in the infant mortality rate. And there is widespread agreement that in-
creases in foster care placement are elated to drug abuse.

But Congress must also be careful not to undermine the effectiveness of local pre-
vention and.treatment efforts by imposing federal requirements which will become
barriers to treatment. From the imbrmation gathered to date, no one really knows
what works to treat every drug in every situation. There are many differences
among the communities served by thoee 8,689 facilites mentioned earlier. For ex-
ample, some communiVes have an alcoholism proEem but not a crack cocaine prob-
lem. As more money becomes available for treatment, policymakers need to resist
the temptation of telling Iccal professionals how to treat clients.

Drug abuse is not a conditioin causad by income or race. It begins as the acting
out of envy, pride, or anger. The dark clouds of drug abuse spread across neighbor-
hoods and communities because it was too often excused or rationalized by our un-
disciplined and self-indulgent society.

At the personal level, we must meet anger with justice, iealousy with hope, and
pain with compassion, through the health and welfare service systems. Treatment
programs should work with their community organizations, including churches, in
this regard. It is clear that successful programs will draw their strength from the
community and cannot be uniformly programmed by the Federal bureaucracy.

It is everyone. 3 goal to mend the family which was broken by drugs. But we must
also recognize that despite the suF port of dedicated professionals working in the
social welfare system, some families =mot withstand the hurricane force waves of
drugs. In some situations, local officials must draw the line between the needs of the
child and the rights of the parent. From a policy perspective, we must work to
insure that due process is safeguarded for the parent and the chr...1 without detri-

lentel effects on the child.

'Cr- 0.) .0
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PACTS AND FINDINGS

MO CONSNNSUS OS TEE 'MINT OP 121 MIL=

o The National Institute on Drug Muse (NIDA) estimates that
over 5 million women of oaild bearing age are using illegal
substances; including 1 million women of child busing age on
cocaine. tomermas, 01 fir et C.. inspastar thwarel, 00111, Parry 10110 n. 1.1

o The Office of National Drug Control Policy estimates that
100,000 °crack babies" are born each year. mmuemommulemiseeamne
eau mere. anany

o /A a study of 35 hospitals trout around the Oountry, the
overall incidence ot substance abut., in pregnanCy was 11% with a
range fros 0.4% to 278. Extrapolating from the 3,809,000 live
births in the United States MI 4 whole, this implies that 375,000
drug-addicted infants are born each year. Ere insChoweff. Vessileoribmen
Establishing turner of tam* Areal 5 af re lir Met kraal .1 Wrier. Jim 30, ME, is. 308.1

o No one knows how many crack babies there are. A nationAl
total of 1 or 2 percent of all live births, or 30,000 to 50,000
crack babies, seems a realistic figure. oftesereee,-twouemeoceal
$111 C. Protect Mewl Istria intern, tau lOOP, gs,

nE01IE OF USN TO TI2 NNWSORX MILD- -MUMS

o No study of cilldren's outcomes published to date has
adequately controlled for the lmount of drug use, the intensity of
drug use, the frequency of chmg use, and the typo of drug use.
awe.. P. O, qinatlenst irlieetians ef Prenatally Ono Upper Chiberr. Wel bar in (samaras,
in prima

o There is no info.mation regarding the relationship of patterns
of cocaina use in pregnancy and differential effects on outcome of
pregnancy md the newborn infant. A 1986-88 study at Northwestern
University found that the weight, length, and head circumference
of infants whose mothers used cocaine only in the first trimester
were not significantly reduced frost that of drug-free control
infants. lira ammo, Orriffith, Sant lasersers IletTersikene, nestierel Pahlwr
of Cocaine Ur In Prrneryo Prinevil Croat,* Aggi, Neer InUS, yp. Mt, 5743.1

o The effects of cocaine on pregnancy in human beings ars
uncertain. A 1983-84 study at Northwestern University found that
the neonatal gestational age, birth weight, length, and head
circumference of infants of cocaine-using women were not affected

cocaine use. Ungromff. Willearry,Sherfidwoll,rnmembsrly, 'Gunner* M
Prerarey,e Ono Emmen ferns( of Mien, rotator 1013. so. ON, 11441.1

is
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o Despite considerable knowledge of cocaine's elfects on the
adult user, information regarding the outcome of infants exposed
to cocaine in-utero is available only in limits& numbers of
infants. Mom Ryan. Saundra MIMI. Loretta "Imam. "Coca Ina Anna In Pregnanye Wm* co the Fond
ew heinen. lartiniaaftLitdatliallei. 1117. 11. 295.1

O The long-term effects of prenatal drug reposure on the
cognitive, social and emotional development of children remain
undetermined. cant matwah Wt. NANO. JwWwwwd. onewased pow in pm. at ans

Wonve."InwessA

o At this point in time, we do not have definitive inforsation
about the futures of porinatally drug-exposed children. Resetrch
tells us little about long-term outcomes, but strongly suggests
that children may be affected quite differently by their prenatal
and postnatal experience. Mahood P. WS. PliantIonot liallootiore of Prw.SeItyIPiq
twond CIRUIra add Writ tit Iiicaste. In araaa4

O Some reports aro zuggesting that drug-affected children are
a class of llildren unlike anything we have ever seen. Yet, these
children vaey greatly from each other and are probably far more
like other children who have suffered prenatal and environmental
insults than they are different. Mora.Presaroldrotromudawhohwowrot2.1,90.
a. 2.1

NaTERNAL SUSSTANCX ASUSR AND SIMS OUTCOMNS

o Althougl- the exact distribution of (a) drug between maternal
and fetal circulation is difficult to detersine, drugs with high
abuse potential (e.g., opiates, cocaine, sedative -hypnctics,
alcohol, aml stimulants) are found in the fetus if the mother is
using or abusing these drugs. :a.oaawn..tmetavivamvaavs varwataueliwv
po Pediatric' Melee of forth Perim Doc. ink v. UAW

Kiriluana

Abnormalities of the nervous system, interpreted as immaturity
and disruptions of fetal sleep patterns
--Decreased birth weight, length, head circusference
--Increased incidence . stillbirth and neonatal mortality
--Use by mother near time of delivery can prolong or shorten labor
and delivery'due to effects on infant behavior
--Withdrawal
Mord taboo lens. 1465.. ant ItIcherd 1. lam. aka.. noopenont soon el and iNtae, (firm wd Iwoudeo
Mote on the Wont et 11,10MM peva Acc/4 In aialislIklendalinamibt.(.01101.2LUSEISILLIC.
Pd. it. Mk In preao.)

Oraint

--irritability, hyperreflexia, tresulousneso
--decreased birth weight, length, head circusference
--Neonatal neurobehavioral dysfunction
--Congenital anomalies: cardiac, genitourinary, and limb

is



malformations
- -Visual and auditory dysfunction
--Seizures which might indicate cerebral palsy or mental
retardation
--Long-term developmental neurobehavioral disabilities
--Withdrawal
--Increased incidence of spontaneous abortion
--Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (Min want Wive Jove, Me.. are Meese* i.
loses MO., name* levet WI Me IMMO NNW SW Wheat effects MI dia 1.4W1 leavrel One
heao." la lifilltelLi101111.1001a..110310/111018.0tAllede LAM Set II. Ms I,, Proest Iry ISM%
wren 5Iell55. tenets Mom" Meade* Nam 111 feemeeys Meat ea the Fetes ew 5551515,.
isodidemumustediff, Vol. 5, 11471 Silbert* Came, Jespellislirese, Sae Wire, ebtenv4 Ossalset
0a Swale early Prepeasy efat Peroar for Coremaltsa Uressnitat peseatiss. kt ;pm p.
Dims PotIttf GM Darlene Colesse, sescatre awl the *1st MI leo Stria erlefit,s p. anabry MO, p.

Heroin, Morphine, Opium
--Lower birth weight
--Mental and neurological deficiencies
--chromosomal breakage and aberration
--Drug-induced respiratory depression
--Vascular changse
--Narcotic withdrawal irome: hyperactivity, respiratory

distress, fever, diarrhea, m. secretion, sweating, convulsions,
yawning and face scratching r...,:tememe,meeouee,amemeeseetelko
AWN,: Olmt and Ineirect Effects el the Infant of Nstorrel One Abs.,. In 01/4bIle antes ascots, resort el
the remora of Pronstol_Sece, Yet. II. OM, In pross.1

mothadone
Methadone -.exposed newborns are significantly smaller in weight

and length compared to drug-free infants through 6-9 months of age,
but usually catch up in weight and length by 12 months. The one
exception is that of head circumference: it does not exhibit catch -
up growth. Snell head size in young infants has been reported to
he predictive of poor deve'opmental outcome. oft Omelets. nose Me In
Program: Parasetors SO Mak. Jae FedIatrIcs Clinks ef Norte &arks Dee. 111116, p. 4106.1

phencyclidine MCP)

--Withdrawal, including tremors, irritability, hypertonia
- -9uddk, outbursts of agitation, rr;4:1 changes in level of
conscioc.mess, bizarre eye movements, sleeplessness
--Vomiting, diarrhea
- -Respiratory distress
--Spasticity
- -Cerebellar malformation
- -Increased risk of prematurity and lower birth weight mertumemee,
tidied loon, stevenont Wert en Oros *vet Wrest Aral Where if fasts on the Welt of maternal One
Www. In hells Melo Wrdee Hain al % efiltolt of Orryetal tare, Vol II, OM, In press; Arthur
stmt., nochry Sodonles. Ives 5.au. esonsul eonlfoststlav of estornsl PleroyelIdIns (pp) Abrw
appIstrfia, weer 1531, P. SW; Wry Wean, Newt $okol, %bin, °Weal Own Possible effects on
the frae, yodIrtrIrs Jewry IteOr O. 18.)

20
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AlC.QA21

o For pregnant women who consume three drinks of alcohol per
day, there is a 10 porcont chance that their babies will be born
with the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS). The risk rises to 33
wrcont if the mother imbibes six drinks per day. The risk rises
as the dose increases. mien ewes issgaLamiLiusoKlami. umeirm" em
koorlean Fisk Writ hue, Int 196t, p. 1111

o Fetal Alcohol Syndrome has not been raported in children of
"social-" or "moderate -" drinking wosen. It has become apparent
that children severely affected by Fetal Alcohol Syndrome are born
to only those mothers who comma iarge amounts of alcohol daily
during pregnancy. men. Swot to tOo u.s. Orem. In MIMMI OW NAM. ISa.. p. 821.2.1

ZEMIN DITI OX TX1 W1N-TM cannuantunr. macre orM MOM
MIN II MIT=

o A UCLA study of 18 month old toddlers prenatally exposed to
a variety of drugs suggests both physiological and bohavico,1
effects of prenatal exposure. Prenatal drug-exposure appears to
have an adverse effect on developmental processes that cdumods
beyond the newborn and early infancy period. Drug-exposed toddlers
demonstrated significantly lower intellectual functioning than a
drug-free comparison group. Dramatic deficits were seen in the
drug-exposed children's spontaneous play where self-initiation,
organization, and follow-through without the assistance of the
examiner to guide the tasks, were called for. se.kkeeoe.i.mioleeeml.
Aor 11006. 'Attie/Pont and Ploy In Pronstal Do4 Lop Moo,. In p0e05.1

o A review of five longitudinal studies which evaluated
methadone-exposed infants throughout their first two years suggests
t t no long-term developmental seguelae are directly associated
with methadone exposure in -utero. mwstsitwee*wwtwenoweewe.44.sweexe
64cooto of 1:61140o0 Nen to Notkodore i.IntiIn.d volou A kook, of tonoltudlyst Studios, ppralotediaa
161.12.1911X-l4 hl0aially, 1966, p. 271.274.1

o A New York City study found neurobehavioral deficits in
children of methadone-treated mothers at 18 soothe of age which may
be predictors of later learning and behavioral problems. tr,...ftmo.
Nolen Johns., PatflOron of Nothoorp-moIntalnod Notions: followto to Ill Mont Os of Ago, poopy1 of WI ottIPI.
WPM 1962. p 192.1

o The Bost recent findings from a Seattle longitudinal study
show alcohol-related neurologi:al and behavioral effects have
persi ted in the children of the heavier-drinking mothers to at

4 years Of age. cows Baran to the tl.t. Groom on Alto Pot ed Pop Itp, Paw). MI,
D. 66.1

o A ten-year followup study of adolescents who were born with
the fatal alcohol syndrome indicates that its effects are
pernanant. The correlation between severity of mental retardation
and severity of physical deformtty and growth deficiency has

2 1
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persisted into adolescence. mecimmajaAmma.olvmmmeluvemetbaumunen,
ire. 10.'34

o Th best studies show that children exposei to drugs before
birth may ',till have intelligence in the normal range They may
also have a range of other atypical cognitive and gross motor
characteristics. munwem.Mrch.midmenleelImelleetteeNMeentellyIneCemeellanele:

311111.31111-111.21M1111.inoVO.1

PMOVILN Of 8UNSTINCi-A2USINO NOTINNS

o Rhode Island completed a survey of hospital admissions in
October and November 1989 to measure the statewide prevalence of
illicit drug use by pregnant women. Findings:

--Specimens for 35 (7.5%) of the 465 women were positive for
at least one drug.

--Women with public insurance were four time morn likely to
be positive (16.1%) than wzra women with private innurance
(0.1%).

--Cocaine was detected more commonly in woman who were other
than white (8.2%), used public insurance (8.9%), wars
classified as living in poverty (6.8%), had one or more
children (4.2%), and delivered at the regional perinatal
center (3.9%). Women who were using public insurance were
also more likely to be positive for marijuana (5.6%).

ICDC. ettetevide Owe Iwo et Illicit limy USa W Pronto Won Omit islenr. N O; Vol. De. ON 14
CO. 224. 32f. Operted by lei ift Moho.. rf Griffin, 1,11, vie Scot. O. NI Pete. Office ef NOS off
tvoustico, Div of folly Melte. node islene Dot of Melte; 141 Croon. ;11. Nye Wane NsdcII Solon
f A yea. PO, hwie... WIN* of It.ftiCIU d GoecOeilleteelole island Section.)

o Rost crack mothers are not teenagers. Most often, they ara
between their early 20s and 30s, with an average age of 25 to 28
years. Usua:ly, they have batman two and four other children.
Crack babies reported to the child welfare system are primarily
black, with t smaller number of Hispanics and oven fever whites.
(Trot tablas. Offlia. of tee inspoter Noel. C fOyery IN. p. 1.1

o A 1984 Boston City Hoppital study of pregnant women found that
cocaine users were more likely to be single and born in the United
States than nonusers, and were less well nourished. Mdmohfroa.Morry
vts e pl. Kash,. We purply prewar Preoltro eel Cernistee. PIItrI Ø. INS. P. MIL1

o Karijua-a and snorted cocaine are more prevalent among middle
and upper income women, while crgck and heroin use are more often
found in lov income:roman. Dove fog. eereetrioloe :Mote folthildrene fovicelleede uy
Policy Costleme WV, room 29. 1900, O. 3.1

o A Boston City Houpital utudy found that Mang adolescents,
pregnant drug users were more likely to be black, have a history
of abortiog and venereal di , report wire negative life events

22
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and violence during pregnancy, ana receive more support from the
father of the baby who was more likely to use marijuana and
C001111111. trneeterate Men, 1807 Mem" arm' ttehrel...n Use Mine hilitssoont Pethetet Preeflle
a eftr.. vimariA6 Jar IMP. p. 144.150.3

O Drug 011. can supor:.:4ts all other aspects of the lives of crack
addicted mothers. In Ate w...rds of one cassmorkst, working with the
mothers "is like beating your 'mad against a brick wall...becauss
you ars dealing with somoons h.. has no control ovor her life.
Sho's worried about her next hit." Caseworkers can *paid days
tracking mothers who give false addimnswas to hospitals and then
abandon their babies. MoSURMaLcsaaaestasasereassoomm,roarnoma.a.
1.1

O 'The most remarkable and hideous aspect of crack coCains use
seams to be the undermining of the maternal instinct. Last year,
an addicted mother in Oakland was found to have smoked crack at
home during labor and between the delivery of twins, both of whom
later died. This type of behavior indicates total Obsassion and
extraordinary chemical dependence." sramasitatmaaaraarria..r.r, dad
In ee 555W1 tenftve11. the Owe et helmet tebetente *Awe,. ~Irs beteee the *ew Meet
Gamete. WO 99ltdr1/1. Testk, SW F.tIIa. lieeldrotat. Sc. Apr11 11. 110e. p. 134.1

=DUG 07 FEDERAL DWG 010MT201. PROGRAMS

O Spanding for all ftderal dr-4 control progress has grown from
$1.4 billion for both outlays and budget authority in 1981 to a
proposed FY 1991 level of $10.6 billion in budget authority. The
Prasidant's FY 1991 request represents an increase of 12 percent.

FEDERAL DUO CONTROL BODorT
(in billions of dollars)

1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1990* 1991*

Budget Authority 1.4 1.9 2.6 4.6 6.3 9.5 10.6

Outlays 1.4 1.8 2.4 3.6 5.6 6.9 9.7

est testes

(kdeet_el the Unied ltette toyetreeet Meat leer 1091. SCtle 111.1., p. 111.)

P2
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FROMM DRUG CONTROL ArTrrirns
(budget authority it millions of dollars)

FY1989 FY1990 FY1991 FY90-21 Increase

Criminal Justice
Treatment

$2,682
888

$4,191
1,337

$4,279
1,492

$ 88
155

2%
12

Education, Com-
munity Action, 8

677 1.118 1,242 124 11

The Workplace
International Ac-
emities

304 419 690 271 65

Interdiction 1,467 2,029 2,373 344 17
Research 231 318 383 65 20
Intelligence 57 71 172 101 142

TOTAL $6,302 $9,483 $10,631 $1,148 12%

FUNDING OF PREVISTION AND TRIATIENNt ACTIVITIES

Two dozen Departmm its, agencies and sub-agencies spent $1.6
billion on treatment and prevention activities in 1989. The PI'
1991 President's budget request seeks $2.7 billion. The following
table provides a breakdown of the agencies which have
responsibility for prevention and treatment:

NATIONAL DRUG COXIMOL BUDGET
(Budget authurity in millions of dollars)

prua Abuse Prevention 1989
=LEI/

1990 1991
Wane.* mutat

ONDCP 1.2 4.0 5.5
Special Forfeiture Fune 0.0 0.0 0.0
ADAMHA 120.8 234.5 282.9
Centers for Disease Control 20.0 25.2 30.2
Human Development Services 30.0 29.b 29.6
Family Support Administration 3.0 1.9 0.0
Dept of Defense 69.7 72.5 74.6
Education 354.5 539.2 593.3
Housing and Urban Development 4.1 49.2 75.0
Labor 38.2 70.1 83.5
Bureau of IlaInd Management 0.1 0.3 0.3
National Park Service 0.2 0.4 0.4
Bureau of Ind!an Affai 2.6 5.7 6.9
Office of Ter. 8 Intntal. Affairs 0.0 0.2 0.4
ACTION 10.1 9.2 P.6
Agency for International Development 3.: 4.7 3.4
DEA 2.2 2.2 2.2
Office of Justice Programs 13.0 56.6 30.8
Federal k.iation Admin. 4.3 12.6 13.2

PREVENTION SUBTOTAL 677.1 1,118.1 1,241.8

4
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ONDCP 1.2 4.0 5.5
SpeCial Forfeiture fund 0.0 0.0 0.0
ADAMMA 391./ 685.6 759.7
Health Care Financing Admin. 140.0 170.0 190.0
Indian Health Sarvices 18.7 32.8 33.0
Human Development Services 0.0 0.0 6.0
Education 21.8 23.3 24.4
Depart. of Wien*. 12.4 11.6 11.4
Bureau Of Prison* 4.1 6.0 8.0 at
Office vf Justice Programs 34.4 95.1 104.9
Bureau of Indlan Affairs 0.0 0.0 0.0
Labor 0.4 0.5 2.7
veterans Affairs 239.8 269.2 297.7
U.S. Courts 23.3 39.2 48.5

TREATMENT SUBTOTAL $117.8 1,337.3 1,491.8

TOTAL PREVENTION AND TREATMENT $1,564.9 $2,455.4 '2,733.6

OLISIMOILMIL.ClatteL111111111. *API UPWV. P. IL The teats P.m. usphIpptp,, AI, 11$01

o Since Fl 1987, support for all HHS anti -drug abuse initiatives
has increased from less than $400 million to $1.7 billion requested
in the FY 1991 president's budget." ou.11...tiow1,1111k4W6,U.S.Oept.of
imoltk Pp, P.

Taunus RESOURCIS TO WOKEN

o The Alcohol-Drug Abuse-Mental HrAlth Services (ADAMS) Block
Grant Set-aside for substance abuse vrogramm and services tor women
has expanded eight-fold since 1985, rising from 3% by law of all
funds, or approximately S14.7 million, to 10%, or approximately
$119.3 million, of the $1.2 billion contained in the block grant
for TY 1990. Mho Mal Topp IPPI Wept% NW. p. Oftke of Inward Ispnwarrit. PIIMI110.3

o "In Fiscal Year 1991, the ?sclera) government will devote
additional resources to pregnant addicts and their children through
outreach, treatment and resaarch. Through proposed State treatment
action plans, states will be held accountable for providing
improved and expanded outreach efforts and treatment programs for
pregnant addicts. (The Office of Substance Abuse Prevention) will
award grants...tar support demonstration programs on prevention,
education, and early intervention...(The National Institute on Drug
Abuse) will (support) demonstration grants for research and
davelopmentof outreach as well as safe and efficacious treatment
1.,_,/ices to pregnant addicts...(T)ee Administration will support
fur.her research and data collection to improve our understanding

P 5
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of the nature and extent of this yroblem.° mahauktasmaudjussau,,,30

o "(e)ervioes to women with alcohol and drug problems have
increased significantly due to the availability of funda for new
and expanded programs, as well as the cumulative effects of the
previous :,aare, efforts on behalf of this target population.
Through establishment of child care components, significant
barrier to sany women's participation in treatment (has been)
overcome in numerous States.' tmemastearee monameem melees*. Mae
Tar NW ad Meg Vow Mk P. 4. NNIMIPM. 04.1 sem. it95.3

o "Rpproximately 1200 silliou (will be provided this year) for
treatment progresa directed at adolescents, pregnant women and
infants, in addition to treatment 'campuses' aud treatment
evaluation and referral programs.' 11111111111021111111.2=111anialraMat
p. 1, an. WPM

o An'estimated $170 million will be spent by Medicaid in F11980
for drug treatment costs, up from $143 million in outlays in ry
1969. Wow mai:sant unuichiejkom ip. eft.. ph tiihrf.1

o The Alcohol, Drug Abase and Mental Health Adsinistratiou
(MAIM) of the Department of health and NUman Services (11113) spent
$48.5 million in FY 1989 on programs and research concerned with
drug abase exclusively among pregnant women, excluding block grant
funds. An additional 87.2 million was spent for research on
alcoholism and women. It will spend a projected $110.3 million in

FY 1991. The following table provides additional details:

MOM AND 8220MASt WOW

Activity num_ 771990 Est. Ex1221 gat.89-91 +/-

tam Research $13,760 $20,900 $23,900 73.4%

NIDA Demos. 18,445 25,500 26,000 41.0%

Subtotal *IDA: 32,225 46,400 49,900 54.8%

OSAP Demos. 5,145 35,049 42,844 732.7%

OTI Des's. 11,250 20,046 17,646 56.9%

TeTAI: $48,620 $101,505 010,392 127.1%

IIIA.-0Clopo4 Petit:Pep ot Ina law*
0141.--Offlop tof Mauro, AWN Prroontlew
0(1.-0les for ,4 lorword

Mum &Mew. of nnweist ammowti log WM* ff Amt. &Km.", to, 11..poom- & 545s11

o The ADAMS Block Grant, which provides 17% of all funds used
by Mates for alcohol/drug alms) services, was changed by the Anti-
Drug Abuse Act of 1966 to increase the set-aaide for women from 5%
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of all funds to "not less than 10 percent far progress and serviced
designed for women (emodmoially pregnant women and women with
depumbart children) and demonstration projects for the proVision
of residential treatSent services to pregnantwassn." smaftelanft.ft.
Act, non a, am. Me (004). P. 4154

o The Office of assangswelogiont Services (CODS) will spool
an estimated $29.6 million in 1113190 *for drill-related preventioa
activities, including...projects thetwill preVent tat amazement
of infants, identify and address their needs, and-condect early
intervention, education and divessisk, of at-risk, runaway, and

howelvws Yeath." eh P. 1314

o *An additional $6 aillion ie rapdestet tin 7818111] for the
(CODS] Child Welfare aselearch end Demometration program to
coordinate asdical and social senvioms and inorsess accept to a
wide range of comprehensive serviced; for drug-dependent ("crack
babies') and 112V infected children.' IMML.p.'07.3

flare MP LOCAL PaIVISSION 111M 1213121MMO

o In FY 198e, state governments provided $1.02 billion for
alcohol and drug abuse prevention and treatment services. Local
governments contributed $191.3 million. Together, state and local
governidents provided 57 percent of all alcohol and drug abuse
trinities:It and preventioc services expenditures. seeedeeelemmovw
Mufti and Ons ieunstrecters.
Psabingtou a., 71117 9. 1.11

VIIVala SICTOR IffORTS

o Nearly 6103 ni,sion for 1,800 grants from more than 400
foundations (private, corporate, community, etc.) has been given
between 1980 and 1987 to support alcohol/drug abuse prevention,
treatment, ressardo and education projects. foundation giving for
these purposes increased sixfold between 1980 and 1887 and came
from more foundations than ever before. flanuakre.alklAlmilmEgiaga
dairibiaidismiainkippy pp. 13, TS. Sop Tort. I.T.t TIP hundufpn Omar. MP.)

o Xn FY 1987 (ths latest figurssavailable). private foundations
gave away $26.36 million in current dollars to support ricohol/drug
abuse programs. The figure in constant dollars equals $23.20
zillion. For the first time, prevention grants ($13.7 million or
51.7%) excimmled intervention grants ($9.9 million or 37.4%). see.
op. oh.. pp. di, 13.3

o As of 1988. 87% of employee -based group health insurance plans
provided acute-care benefits of various kinds for substance abuse.
Substance abuse coverage was offered by 97% of preferred-provider
organization (PPO) plans and by 98% of health naintenance
organizations (HMOs) . rn ewe twarenes P1020 Ia p. 7. Iftkiniplw. 0.C., seta
DINCK011 Usocialon 0 Parks (07,).11
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Chairman Mum. Congressman Hastert-
Mr. HAsrzat I certainly want to thank the chairmau. for bring-

ing this issue before the committee and certainly before the Oan-
grew.

As we've heard this morning, drug abuse, and especially the use
of like crack cocaine and alcohol cuts across economic, social, reli-
gious, ethnic and racial boundaries.

When that happens we need to have concern for the parents, and
especially mothers, most importantly we need to have concern for
the children because they are the ones who have their future
before them. In some instances they're starting out life with two
strikes against them.

So we need to make sure that we just don't broad-brush this
issue, because every community, every state, every city certainly is
different They have different needs and different concerns. We
need to give those people who are the providers on that local level
the tools, they need especially to start to help salvage the children
from this type of situation and to make sure that they have a
bright and hopeful future.

So thank you, Mr. Chairman for bringing this to our attention.
Chairman Mnass. Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The problem that we have is that this is "nobody's" problem. We

have to understand that environments, whether it's a middle class
environment or a very poor environment, most of it I have seen
has come out of the poor environment where the hopelessness of
that environment and the influences and the frustration of that en-
vironment are whatwith no choice and no alternativeled to
those problems there.

That still exists, wnether it's a poor society or a little more afflu-
ent society, in the minds of people who are in a situation which
they cannot deal with or cope with and they turn to that. Those
are the things that we have to provide answers to, and how we deal
with those particular individuals that feel they can't cope. Enough
education centers, enough centers where people can go for help,
enough money spent there.

We can put a man on the moon and we can build planes like the
JVX Tilt Rotor back there and that space shuttle launch, still we
can't devote enough commitment or time to our people, the
people that need it. I commend you for these hearings and I hope
that the result of these hearings is to come to understane and reel-
ize what the problems really are and how they fester and how
we're going to do something about it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Mnixn. Thank you. Mrs. Boggs, is there a statement

you'd like to make?
Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much. Thank you

for convening this hearing. It's very, very necessary to hold this
hearing. Tomorrow I'll be going down to Florida to an infant mor-
tality conference. Our dedication in this committee, I think, should
be focused on the problem that we're addressing today.

It was very encouraging to discover that there has been some
very significant work on identifying a gene that may be responsible
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for alcohol addiction generation to generation, and certainly that is
a great step forward.

I might say, Mr. Martinez, that many of the fallouts, if you will.
of the space program have been in medical research, medical treat
ment, the kinds of products that are very helpful in all of those re-
gards. So that whatever we do in researchandlvhatever we do in
the development of it, really bears on the 'problem-that we're sid-
dressing today.

It's an extraordinarily important problem and I congratulate the
chairman and the committee staff, and all the people who will be
participating for holding it.

Thank you.
Chairman Musa. Thank you. With that we'll begin to hear

from ,3ur first panel, which will be made up of Kathleen, who is a
par4nt from Germantown, Maryland; Dr. Reed Thckson, who is the
senior vice presideit for programs in the March of Dimes Birth De-
fects Foundation; Douglas Besharov, who is a resident scholar,
American Enterprise Institute; and Dr. Sheila Blume, who is the
medical director of the Alcoholism, Chemical Dependency, Compul-
sive Gambling Program of South Oaks Hospital of Amityville, New
York.

Come forward, please. We'll recognize you in the order in which
you're listed and that I called you. Welcome to the committee.
Your written statement will be plaa.d in the record in its entirety,
and any supporting documentation that you have. I want you to
proceed in a manner which you are most comfortable and we look
forward to your testimony and we thank you for taking your time
to be with us.

Kathleen, we're going to start with you. Welcome.
Ms. "X". Hi.
Chairman MILLRR. Let me just say that I'm sorry we don't have

enough chairs in the committee room, but if people want to come
up here, if some of you want to sit down on the floor, you're more
than welcome to, whatever you'd like to do to make people come
into the room, please feel free to do so.

We're a pretty casual committee, so just hang out. We'll make a
deal with you, you're more than welcome to sit in the front row
here unless we get so many members of Congress, but we're not
going to allow you to ask questions now. You're more than wel-
come to take a seat up here if you're not comfortable down in
front. [Laughter.]

STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN "X", PARENT, GERMANTOWN, MD

Ms. "X". Hi. My name is Kathleen, and I am recovering from the
disease of chemical dependency. I've believed for quite a while now
this disease is genetic. It runs in both sides of my family. There is a
joke, my mother is Irish and my father ;..s part Indian, so someone
told me I didn't have a chance from the aeginning.

Anyway, today I work in the field of addiction. I am regional di-
rector of marketing for a treatment center, Mountain Manor, and
we have a women's and children's program. I also sit on the Alco-
hol Advisory Board in Montgomery Coun4, active on the creden-
doling board, I'm a certified addictions counselor.
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A little over six years ago I lived in Washington, D.C., I was on
welfare, I was on a methadone maintenance program 5over at D.C.
General Women's Sarvices 'Clinic, and Pretty much went from
place to place, carto car, really.had no direction and no goal. I was
emotionally, physically andapiritUally

tn*are just a little bitabOut my background. I was a kid
in Montgomery County, .attending sohool, I was an A/B student I
was raised- in an alcoholic home. I went ta n lot, my mom
took us to chureh, ard my dad owned bars. Drinking leaa_very
normal in inYifiamily.

I hire to th 'today that I ended, Up where I endedit Viaa a
t

combination of a genetic prediaPositiOn 'with social, permission. I
began (kinking very early en. I left home very young, my home life
had the appearance of a "Leave it to Beaver" of home, it was
a beautiful house aid a country club. Inside thjr mms, you know,
it didn't look what it appeared to be.

Today I know that my_ parents were victims of tne way that they
were raised, victims of the disease of alcoholism, and that they are
really good people. My dad was real sick and my mother became
real sick trying to control his drinking and dealing with her grief
and pain around his alcoholism.

There were seven children. Like I said, I left home when I was
15. I had been using drugs by the time I was 15. I became pregnant
and married a drug addict who was 19. I had two children by the
time I was 18, I was on welfare, I had dropped out of school in
tenth grade.

I want to keep it fairly brief. My child today who is now 17,
Carly, has fetal alcohol syndrome. What would happen for me is
when I became pregnant I would stop using the illegal drugs, be-
cause in my mind I said I can't shoot heroin anymore, I can't use
LSD, so I would drink white wine.

My disease had not progressed at that point to the point whei4 I
was a maintenance drinker or a daily drinker, but I did drink
wine. Back then nobody really said that there was anything wrong
with that. My child was misdiagnosed for years, I just cook her to
Georgetown Dlevelopmental Clinic. Actually, I had diagnosed her
myself, because with working in the field I started reading and re-
searching and I had thought that she had all the symptoms of fetal
alcohol syndrome.

I went on, I had another child with that marriage who is here
with me today, Erin, she has written testimony that will be entered
today.

I left fad marriage believing that my problem was this man who
was an addict, married another addict. All these behaviors are very
typical and very predictable. I know that today, I didn't then. I be-
lieved that I had to use ber- -lie I had so many problems in my life,
I had so many tragedief 4 child was a burden, I had dropped
out of school, all these t

I didn't know that I ing because I was addicted and that
there was treatment. As my disease progressed, I came to loathe
myself. I rememter feeling so confused because I had this tremen-
dous love for my kids, and I would tell myself that I'm not going to
use today, I'm not going to use anything. I would get up and I
would make promises to the children, and I would tell them,
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"Mommy is not going to drink any more wine. Mommy is notgoing
to sat any more vellums and this kind- of thing," but I could never
keep those promises.

My by day my self-esteem juit, got worse and worse and Worie,
and I just started to really believe-that I was a bad person.l..re-
member just feeling so confused. Why did my behavior not reflect
the love I felt for these kids. I really didn't care, about:myself tat
that point. I xeally believe today that being raised in the:envniM-
ment that I was, and this is not- to blame- parents, itsuattosay
that I say that I understand the disease and ,how it affeeti the
family, that I wasn't given the nurturing and iupport that I conld
have been if my parents were healthier.

Anyway, I remarried another addict, very typical again of some-
one with co-dependency and addiction. I had two other children,
and I can look and I can say that is so insane to have two more
children when I had three children that I couldn't even take care
of. What was I doing? I can understand today I was trying to fix
my life through externals. I kept thinking if I have another child
it's going to force me to pull my life together because I didn't un-
derstand the disease of addiction.

I had two more children. My fourth child died when he was two
days old, he was born prematurely due to my addiction. My fifth
child died from sudden infant death syndrome when she was
almost three months old.

You know, we can look and we can watch the news and watch
these peopin having these babies, these crack babies, and what an
awful thing. Why would they have these children if they're addict-
ed? Let me tell you, when you're caught up in the disease of addic-
tion you don't know how sick you are. There's something called
denial that goes along with the disease.

I never wanted to harm anybody, I just wanted to fix my life. My
children were the motivating factor for me to get into recovery. I
went through a lot. After my child died from sudden infant death, I
became very depressed. I ended upmy mother took my children
and watched them, because I just became very suicidal and really
gave up on life.

I got into treatment, I did go through Mountain Manor where I
work today. I went through treatment, and I went through 30 days.
After treatment they had nowhere to send me and I went back
home. Let me tell you, after years of being on narcotics and alcohol
and to go back home, I didn't have a high school diploma, I had
never really held a job other than bartending or waitressing, and I
didn't have any friends, I didn"; know how to live sober.

I ended up using again and volunteered for a long term program.
The only program that was available in Montgomery County at the
time, Second Genesis. I'm very grateful that I went through that
program, although some of their beliefs are not my beliefs.

It's a punitive model of treatment, I found. I was called names, I
had to wear toilet paper around my neck for being a person. The
belief there was, I guess, that if you change the behavior that it
would stop the addiction, although I felt that I knew I had a genet-
ic disease and that I was a good person and that I needed to be
somewhere.
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Today I;ve been sober going on six years and do work with
women and children, and I feel that I'm an advmate for children. I
volunteer and run a group over at Marx Twain School in Mont-
gomery County. Most of these kids live in, also, abusive addicted*
households and are substance abusers themselves.

My son is 18, he's a student at West Virginia Univeraiti. -My
daughter Carly lives at home ,with us and she's doing really well.
She's in a real supportive, loving environment. Erin is real coura-
geous. They're supportive of me because we understand that this is
a disease.

I guess if I get one message across, people that are suffering from
the disease of addiction are not bad people. When we talk about
women and children, their women need love and nurtu,.ing .and
tuuhrgtandirig and a safe place to be. They need skills to Make it
out there. I've been very fortunate that I was loved until I could
love myself.

I just would like to thank everybody here for listening to me
today. Thank you.

[Prepared statements of Kathleen and Erin "X" follow]
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PUPAUD STAUMINT or KATHLUN X, GUMANTONN, MD

I am recovering from the diseepe of chemieal dependency; my
name is Kathleen. I hope that my story of addiction and recovery
will help the Select Committee understand the need -"r treatment,

not punishment.
I was raised ln Montgomery County, MD in an upper Claes home,

attended parodhial school, with an above average IQ. ny dad vas
a "functioning alcoholic " and my mother was axtremely co-
dependent may father, thit is her life completely revolved around
him and his alcoholism to the pointidwere-she couldn't take care
of hers:fat anyrore. As his disease progressedandlworseb4a,,lo did
her codscendency. There were'many eecrets'in our home.

All 7 Children went through physical, mental and emotional
abuse andregligence, as neither parentsms able to provide us with
the emotional support and nurturing-for healthy self-esteem. Today
I realize that both my parents were sick, not bed.

Researth shows us that this disease is genetic. / was
certainly predisposed, that is, if I use( chemicals I would become
addicted. Plus, before I ever used, or "picked up", I had no self-
worth, truly a victim of my environment.

I naturally was drawn to a negative crowd of youngsters, like
me from alcoholic homes, who were experimenting eith drugs
themselves. I finally fit inl I became sexually active (another
predictable behavior), got pregnant and left home at 15 to move in
with my 19 year old, drug-addicted husband

That marriage lasted 10 yearr, we had three children. I would
stop using "hard drugs" when I became pregnant, and would
substitute legal drugs like alcohol, or just smoke a little pot.
In my mind, those drugs were mild and O.K. to use. My 17 year old
daughter is a victim of that legal drug use. Today, she suffers
from Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, directly resulting from alcohol use.

Today I know that one of the symptoms of the disease is an
inability to stop using, or loss of control. So what pregnant
addicts do is minimize, substitute, do more lying and hiding. If
they can control drugs, they do not have the disease.

/ tried everything to pull my life together. I didn't realize
that drugs and booze were the problem--I thought I used chemicals
because I had so many problems. / decided that my husbanu vas the
problem, so I left him. By the time my son was 13, he had attended
16 different schools. I tried to fix my life through externals.

The most painful memory I have of my addiction is the
tremendous guilt and shame I experienced around my children. I

have to remind myself that I was.also a victim myself. / remember
feeling so confused. I loved my children so very much, they were
all that mattered, although my behavior didn't refleut this love.
I came to feel I was insane, immoral and a terrible mother.

I remarried Another abusive man who war addicted. By now my
disease had progressed and I was a daily heroin IV addict. I got
on methodons maintenance to attempt to control that addiction. But
then I simply became addicted to methadone, and I lost all
motivation.

Again trying to "fix" my life I had two more pregnancies. "If

4
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have a baby, it will force me to pull sy life together,N I would
tell myself. My only goal was to be a good mother to my children.

would wake up sick every morning and try not to give in to
the pain and cravings for drugs only to break my prouise daily.
Neither of those children survi4d--one was barn prematurely, the
other vas a victim of Sand, I believe both deaths wars seconlary
to my addiction.

share this pain and tragedy openly today not only to the
A committee, but I lecture in the commenity, schools churches, etc.

as believe if someone had intervened with.love !and empathy, and
I had bean offered appropriate treatment early, these tragedies
would not have occurred.

2 finally, after 16 years of addiction, luny suicide attempts,
and losing custody of sy kids (temporarily to my parents), did go
to Mountain-Manor Treatment Center, a 30-day program. I did not
go for me went for my children. wanted to be able to take
care of them. I walked in that place believing that I was a bad
ps,:son, I was treated with love and respect, and they educated me
ahout ay disease. That was my beginning.

Atter treatment there, I was still physically addicted (i.e.,
drug craving, mood swings, inability-to sleep) and had no where to
go. Z had.= job skills, a 10th grade education was on welfare,
and knew I was doomed to rail. I volunteered ior the only long
term program available to Montgomery Cuunty residents with no
insurance, Second Genesis.

That program had a punitive approach to addiction that was
really designed to fit the needs of the jUdicial system. I wasn't
allowed to call, write or see my children very often (we had two
visits in 10 months), but I knew if I left there that I would uso
drugs again. My only goal was to be witb :dy children.

Today I am Regional .Director of Community Outreach and
Education for Mountain Manor. / also am Executive Director over
Social Model Detox Programs, and Maplewood Treatment Center for
Montgomery County. I have been sober and-drug free tor 6 years,
and I work with alot of addicted-women. I have .helpod design our
*mammy and childrens program, where children can go into treatment
with their mother. / am also happy to report that one of my
responsibilities on the Montgomery County Advisory Board was to re-
design the long term facility in Montgomery County (which
ironically enough was that punitive program that I described above)
to reflect the disease model and to better meet women's needs.

I am certainly in total support of early intervention with
addicted mothers; these women need treatment. These women are
sick, they are victims of their environment, they are not
criminals!

my ultimate dream for this severe problea would be to see the
health and welfare systems do mere training .for early intervention,
then use that knowlege to get these women into treatment.

Today, my oldest, Danny, is a freshman at the University of
West Virginia; Carly is at home; and Erin is in 7th grade at Martin
Luther Xing Junior High and she is on the honor roll. She asked
me to submit for her today her own statement for the record in
hopes th4t she could help people like us get what they need to stay
healthy.
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my children were the only motivating factor in my wanting
recovery. I wouldn't be here if I had lost them, I know that.
They taught me how to love myself. Through their unconditional
love and innocence, I found strength. I love my children, I am a
tremendous mother, I am grateful to God each and every day for my
recovery, for my wonderful children, and today to the Select
Committee for listening to my story. Thank you.

35
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PREPARED STATEMKNT OF ERIN 'X'

I remember moving a lot, never in one place long enough to
keep a friend. Going to so many sdhoels and then coming hoa x. to
find my mom asleep. Sometimes she was asleep for an hour, and
other times she didn't wake up until the next morning at 10:00 or
11:00.

I was always either late to sdhool or I just didn't go.. Now
I am so surprised I didn't have to stay back. Sometimes X didn't
take baths for days and when I went tc school my heir was always
a mess.

When I was 5 or so my brother and sister decicled to vows in
with my grandmother. I stayed vith my mom and I always stuck up
for her. When my younger sister died is when I moved in vi`h my
grandmother and when my mom went to treatment.

I was sad always. I was only in second grade and I already
needed tutoring. I didn't understand why my mom was away. I just
thought it was really unfair and wme mlways eepressed. Everyone
acting like she was such a bad person and I started to believe it.

When my mom came home she also moved in with my grendaothe .
I had started in a new school but it was different from the re...t,
it was clean and bright and much smaller. I didn't have any
friends then. Atter my nom was back, she was r new person. She
smiled more. She went to.meetings a lot.

Then in 3rd grade / started doing gaxt in school and making
friknds. I had never been this happy. I remember once when mom
was using we went to a dance studio. / couldn't believe kids
actually got to go to a dance studio. My mom said maybe one day.
Well, after my mom's recovery I took dance lessons in that very
same studio.

Now I know my mom isn't bad, she just had a disease. I also
know it is hereditary and I could easily have the same disease.
I wanted to come here today so I could help people like us get what
they need to stay healthy.

,
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Chairman Muse& Thank you, Kathleen, very much for your tes-
timony. Erin, we look forward to your -written testimony. It's very
nice of you to help the committee with your written statement and
we'll make sure that all the Members read it. Thank you very
much.

Dr. Tuckson.
Dr. Tucasox. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
Chairman Mu.= Let me make a statement, if I ,might. I think

Dr. rruckson has a time problem. So when he's done with his testi-
mony if Members have questions that are direc ly related to this
testimony, we may just go ahead and let you ask those questiona so
that he can leave and make his other appointment.

STATEMENT OF REED V. TUCKSON, M.D., SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT FOR PROGRAMS, MARCH OF DIMES BIRTH DEFECTS
FOUNDATION, WHITE PLAINS, NY

Dr. Tucionv Thank you, and I appreciate that indulgence. The
work of this committee is so very important to me personally and
to the March of Dimes. I'll submit my written testimony for the
record.

I'm going to try to respond to some of the things that were raised
in what I think was the most compelling statement I've heard in a
long time from the first witness.

We at the March of Dimes believe fundamentally that we have
to care about people. We have to care about all of the women who
are pregnant and who are suffering from the terzible consequene
of drug abuse. We :thould remember that they are American
women. They are our %omen and they deserve our concern.

As we debate public policy on these issues, I think that what is
so very important, and I commend you for your foresight in bring-
ing her first, is to realize that these are people with faces. I served
as the health commissioner for the District of Columbia for four
years prior to becoming the senior vice president of the March of
Dimes.

I've had the chance to take care of these women in clinics, in
poor neighborhoods on Wednesday nights and the one thing that
impressed me over and over again, is that these are human wings
who are suffering with a disease. As I struggled with my other re-
sponsibilities as the health commissioner for developing public
policy, it becomes very important to keep that principle in mind.

The nature of the drugs that women of childbearing age are
abusing, and we think that there may be as many as five million
women, of childbearing age who are abusing drugs across this
country, is that they are powerful drugs, and they're extraordinarily
addictive drugs.

Unfortunately, they work very well. They work at a very funda-
mental level of our brain biochemistry and our anatomy. We don't
know all that we need to know about why some people have been
able to exert the "will power" to overcome and some haven't.

Is one person a "good" person anu another a "bad" person be-
cause they couldn't overcome the addiction? No, we're just differ-
ent people. These drugs work differently. Most people who are
abusing drugs do so in combinations. One of the things we need t N
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realize is that 1..i.Nest are women who, as we have just heard, do
vellum, do crack, do marijuana, and do a lot of other drugs all to-
gether. The pattern is usually not just one drug of abuse.

We also dc nrit know the magnitude of the problem. We really
need much more work on the studies. We estimate numbers like
375,000 children are exposed to drugs in utero each year, 100,000
children are exposed to crack each year. Is the number really
100,000? We don't know for sure. NMA is doing the necessaary
work now. And two years from pow we'll know better what the
?a =bets are. It would be ridiculous for any of us to think that the
nyoblem is not extraordinary, that it is not major, or that it is nG.t.
growing.

We can debate whether it's 100,000 or 50,000. If it's 20,000, it's
too darned many and the problems are just too great.

When we look at our responses to this problem, it is clear that
we do not have enough prenatal care, period. Whether there was a
drug abuse problem or not, it is incredible that still, after all these
years, after all this technology, after all the spin-offs, we do not
have enough treatment programs. We don't have enough drug
treatment programs by several orders of raagnitude.

What is even more frustrating is there is no relationship be-
tween the drug programs and the prenatal care program& If we're
going to treat women who are addicted and pregnant, we have to
treat them in the context of the whole person. We have to care
about the baby and the mother.

I don't understand how weever get into discussions about sepa-
rating the baby out from the mother. It's all connected, the moth-
er's prenatal care is connected to the drug abuse care, the child is
connected in utero to the mother. It's all one thing that needs to be
coordinated and unified. Why we cannot devise a health care
system that puts incentives for all of that to occur, I don't under-
stand.

We just haven't put enough attention to it, it's not just money,
it's also will. We have to case manage. We don't have the case
managers to do this work. The social service system are already
overwhelmed and overloaded.

I would also say to you, Mr. Miller, one thing that I have come to
learn, the answer is not the criminal justice system. You do not
solve this problem by arresting women. You do not solve this prob-
lem by arresting children. It doesn't work that way.

If you put a barrier to access to people to come into the health
care arena, people will not come to see you. If you say that you will
go to jail or you will lose your child automatically by presenting for
care, who in their right mind would come forward and participate
willingly with the health care system.

Very quickly and to summarize, we have some things to learn.
We have to learn more about what works. We have many more
studies that need to be done. Do you know we only spend now $30
million in the Office of Substance Abuse Prevention to study this
problem, to educate about this problem and for treatment pro-
grams.

All we have is 100 demonstration grants. Next year, with the
funding that they have, all they will add is only 15 more. We don't
know what the defmition of success is, we d wet know what works
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and why it works. We don't know whether you should put women
in programs that are residential and for how long versus outpa-
tient care and which is more cost effective.

We don't know whether you should or shouldn't separate the
child from ,the mother when they are in these kinds of programs if
there's any reason to do it, scientifically or clinically.

We don't have any idea of what kinds of drugs really are going
to be effective in the long run for managing things like cocaine or
ice or, for the new threat of smokable heroin.

My five minutes is up. The thing that I would emphasize is that
in the next few weekb, we'll be testifying for the March of Dimes in
front of the Appropriations Committee. We're going to ask for $57
million for model prevention, education and treatment, well
beyond the $30 million now allocated. We're going to ask for an-
other $15 million to implement the Abandoned Infants Assistance
Act because of all the children that are going to need foster care,
and those sorts of things.

More than just asking for money, we're going to ask for compas-
sion, for love, for care, for volunteers, for human beings to reach
out to other human beings in this country. We're going to have to
work continually with the executive branch as we look at ways
that we can, at the state and federal and local level, to reorganize
the pattern of care for how we provide services.

Thank you very much for being able to testify.
[Prepared statement of Reed V. Tuckson M.D., follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REED V. TUCKSON, M.D., S=IOR VICE PRESIDZKT FOR
PROGRAMS, MARCH OF DIMES BnITH Dincrs FouNDATIoN, %ant PLAINs, NY

Good morning, Chairman and members of the committee. I am

Dr. Reed TUckson, former Commissioner of Public Health for the

District of Columbia, and n'w senior vice president for programs

for the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation. I appreciate this

opportunity to ta4k with you about the growing crisis of substance

abuse during pregnancy.

This is an issue that Congress must f:are about, and I commend this

committee for its concern. This is an issue that the nation must

care about. Abuse of both legal nd illegal drugs during pregnancy

has an obvious, significant and devastating impact on America's

mothers and babies. And for a variety of complicated social,

environmental, biochemical, and psyclological reasons, the problem

is escalating rapidly.

Common sense, medical res:arch, and clinical experience tell us

that drugs are damaging to the human bodye They also tall us that

taking drugs during pregnancy has a devastating effect on the

developing fetus. We know, for

pregnancy is associated with

example, that cocaine use during

increased risk of spontaneous

abortion, abruptio placentae, premature labor and stillbirth. We

know that cocaine exposure is associated with malformation of fetal

organs, especially the heart.

There is evidence that use of cocaine during pregnancy is

associated with higher rates of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. And
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there is some evidence that cocaine exposure may lead to problems

with emotional and educational development later in life. More

study is needed to fully understand the long-term effects of

prenatal cocaine exposure.

Drug abuse during pregnancy is also a driving force behind the

increase in congenital AIDS -- AIDS that is passed from the mother

to the fetus during pregnancy. Crack is so addictive that people

will do anything to get it -- including trading their bodies. Sex-

for-drugs transactions in the crack houses are spreading the HIV

virus to more and more women of childbearing age. Their babies are

being born with AIDS and dying within the first few years of life.

Drug-related sexual activity also is fueling the rise of other

sexually transmatted diseases. Despite all the fear and pUblicity

around AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases are gi..aing threat to

the health of mothers and babies. The risk of other types of

infection also is increased by frequent sexual contact, and we know

that infections have been linked to premature birth.

Illegal drugs are not oux only problem, however. Drinking alcohol

during pregnancy can lead to fetal alcohol syndrome, a pattern of

physical and nental birth defe-ts that includes prenatal and

postnatal growth deficiency, facial abnormalities, and a variety

of malformations of major organ systems. Ap:)roximately 5,000
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babies are born each year with fetal alcohol syndrome. And we

estimate that about 50,000 are born with the less severe symptoms

of alcohol damage known as fetal alcohol effects.

Similarly, smoking cigarettes during pregnancy is clearly

associated with an increase in stillbirth, miscarriage,

prematurity, low birthweight and neonatal mortality. Nicotine in

tobacco smoke causes blood vessels to constrict, reducing the flow

of blood to the wmmb and depriving the fetus of vital nutrients and

oxygen. The fetus is also exposed to carbon monoxide, a toxic gas

that has been shown to cause impairment of learning and memory in

animal studies.

A study published in the Journal of the American Medical

Association found that one out of five women smokes cigarettes

throughout pregmancy, or About 750,000 women each year. The

National Commission to Prevent /nfant Mortality has estimated that

smoking is responsible for about 25 percent of all low birthweight

and about 4,000 infant deaths each year.

How widespread is the is the use of illicit drugs during pregnancy?

The truth is, we don't know for sutze Not enough studies have been

done, and the anecdotal evidence tells us that the epidemiology is

chaL,Ing rapidly for the worse. We do have some estimates,

however.
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Dr. Ira Chasnoff of the National Association for Perinatal

Addiction Research and Education surveyed 36 hospitals in 1988 and

found an average of 11 percent of women used tzroin, methadone,

cocaine, amphetamines, PCP or marijuana during pregnancy. Applying

this percentage nationally, he estimated that as many as 375,000

infants may he exposed to drugs in the woMb each year.

The study found that high rates of maternal substance abuse were

not confined to large urban areas nor to hospitals with high rates

of low incame or public aid patients. And a follow-up study by

Chasnoff in Pinellas County, Florida, supported the conclusion that

substance abuse during pregnancy cuts across all socioeconomic

lines -- affecting black women and white women, and private

patients and clinic patients, in roughly the same proportions. The

only major difference was that providers were far mare likely to

report a black woman to child abuse authorities.

The President's National Drug Control Strategy report puts the

number of cocaine-exposed babies at 100,000 per year: More

conservative estimates suggest 30,000 to 50,000. Whatever the

exact number, it is clear that abuse of crack during pregnancy is

significant and increasing. Anecdotal evidence gathered by this

committee in a survey of 18 hospitals suggests there was a

tremendous increase in maternal substance abuse between 1985 and

1988, and a major shift to crack cocaine as the drug of choice for

women.



I am certainly aware from my experience as cowaissioner of pliblic

health in this city of the increasingly devastating impact of crack

on mothers and babies. In the early years, we made slow but steady

progress against infant mortality through inittatives that reduced

the barriers to prenatal care. But in cue year, those gains were

entirely wiped out by crack cocaine.

Now in this city, we find 20 to 30 women each month who are so

compromised by drugs that they must be picked up by the emergency

medical service and brought to the hospital. On any given day, we

find that as many of 75 percent or the babies in D.C. General

Hospital are there because their mothers used drugs during

pregnancy. And my colleagues all across the nation report similar

experiences.

How are we going to respond? Certainly we need more information

on the scope of the problem, and I am pleased that the National

Institute on Drug Abuse has initiated a new prevalence study of

illegal drug usage. Certainly we need enhanced understanding of

the biochemical impact of cocaine on mothers and babies, and I

woUld hope.the federal government will join wit:: the March of Dimes

in supporting research in this area.

But what we need most of all is treatment. Yes -- individual

responsibility is important. Yes -- parents, schools and
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communities need to dowelop young people who can make the right

decisions. But first and foremost, we must recognize drug

addiction as a disease.

And we must recogniie that people who have a disease need care.

When it comes to the legal drugs, there are some programs that

work. The effectiveness of 12-step alcohol cessation programs and

smoking cessation programs are well known. We need to bring these

prograns into the prenatal care clinics and make them reimbursable

under Medicaid and private insurer plans. We need comprehensive

prenatal care that treats the whole person, not just the pregnancy.

When it comes to illegal drugs, we need to start by recognizing

that people are not going to get care at the price of their

freedom. Legal action against pregnant women who use drugs will

not lock them into the jails -- it will lock them out of the health

care system. It will breed distrust between physician and patient.

Instead of coming into the system for care and a loving embrace,

people will stay underground, spreading disease and living lives

of quiet desperation.

Second, we need to decide how successful treatment is defined and

how high a success rate we require. If we define success as making

an addict 100 percent drug-free forever, then we have very few

success stories, If we define it as making a chronic user into an

occasional user, with longer durations between usage, then we have

4
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many successful programs right now. Similarly, if we define

success as helping every woman who enters a program, then we have

few successful programs. But 12 we consider a program successful

that retains and treats 20 to 30 percent of the women who walk in

the door, then we have -many good programs.

Third, we must increase our treatment capacity. Too many treatment

programs refuse to take pregnant women. Too many have no treatment

program for crack addiction. Too many programs refuse to take

women on Medicaid. Pregnant women are waiting in line to get

treatment. We need more clinics. We need more treatment slots.

Fourth, we need to increase the quality of treatremt. Health care

professionals need to be better trained to recognize and treat

pregnant substance abusers. Drug treatment needs to be coordinated

with prenatal and obstetrical care services. We need more case

management workers to ensure delivery of comprehensive, appropriate

care.

Fifth, we need to identify the most effective approaches to

treatment and replicate them around the country. Next week, the

March of Dimes will testify before the Appropriations Committee and

we will ask Congress for $57 million for model prevention,

education and treatment projects for substance abusing women,

conducted through the Office of Substance Abuse Prevent...on. We

w.11 also request $15 million to implement the Abandoned Infants
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Assistance Act, which will provide foster care for drug-addicted

and HIV-positive infants who are abandoned in hospitals.

Finally, we need to develop the national will to finance high-

quality treatment that is integrated with prenatal care. We need

to clearly define the maternal substance abuse treatment and

services that should receive priority financing and what they will

writ. Once this is done, these costs can be balanced against the

societal costs of failing to provide treatment, including the costs

of ICHs, boarder babies, foster care, and special education for

developmentally disadvantaged children.

I believe these numbers will clearly demonstrate that it makes

moral, medical and financial good sense to pay for drug treatment

instead of paying for the consequences. Thank you.
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Chairman Muss. Thank you.
Do any members have any specific questions they'd like to ask of

Dr. Tuckson? Mr. Bliley.
Mr. BULEY. Mr. Chairman, I just have a couple. I appreciate Dr.

Tuckson taking time to be with us.
Prom what you say, since there's so much we don't know about

this disease and what to do about it, don't you think it would be
better for us to grant funds to states and local government and let
them decide best how to prteed in their particular situation,
rather than for us to try to direct it from Washington?

Dr. TUCKSON. That's an excellent question, and I appreciate it. I
have had the responsibility for running programs for a city/state/
county environment. Certainly I had some very clear ideas about
how we should spend our money, and thought we were very
thoughtful and smart about some of that and, in fact, we were
thoughtful and smart about some of it.

We made a decision, for example, and this is a horrible decision
to make when you think about the consequences of it, that because
of the lack of availability of drug treatment programs in our city,
we had to make a prioritization. That's an immoral position to be
in. We said that any pregnant woman that wanted care would get
it the same day she wanted that care, evan if it meant, and it dia
mean, that some men didn't get care.

So we made a choice and we prioritized. We went and sent let-
ters to every community leader and civic leader and church leader
that we could find and said if you know of a pregnant substance
abuser, you get that person to us at this phone number, at this
number, cut through all the bureaucracy, you rt treated the same
day.

The problem with that is, while that is wonderful stuff, we can
do some things, I don't want to be overly pessimistic about the ca-
pacity to treat substance abuse new. There are success stories all
around us every day, as we've just heard, but do we really have
those clinical skills based upon the kind of research data that we
really need so that we're really good at what we do.

Can we at the local level, when we create these programs, really
go to the local legislature and say to them thlt this is the cost ben-
efit equation for how we will spend our resources, that it's better to
put a person in a residential program for a year and a half because
it decreases the recidivism rate, as opposed to a year, but in
making that choice I'm going to spend more money per client, I'm
going to use up more of the treatment slots that are available there
for effecting the waiting times and so forth? Can I really sit in
front of my state legislature or my city legislature and say to them
that I know the answers to those questions?

Can I really say to my clinicians in those clinics that I know ex-
actly how to manage this disease? No, I can't do those things.
Should the federal government be exercising that leadership role?
Should it be devoting its resources at NIH, NIDA, OSAP and all
those various places to answering those questions? Unquestionably.
They have to be the ones to do it. No local municipality could possi-
bly do that work.

They're doing that work now, they're doing it with commitment,
they're doing it the best they can, but somewhere we have to pool
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the money together, pool the intellectual talent of this country to-
gether to answer those questions.

Mr. BLILEY. I don't think that we were disagreeing. What I
meant was, and what I gather from what you say is that, yes, we
need to do a lot more research, but we're not in a position at the
federal government to set up a program nationwide to decide exact-
ly what ought 4o be done in Washington, or Richmond or San Fran-
cisco or wherever.

Dr. TuarsoN. I appreciate that and I appreciate the way in
which you're asking. This is not a debate and I don't think that we
disagree. Not to take up mcre than my fair share of the time, the
point that I would get to is local municipalities must, c If course,
tailor their problems and their responses to the local environments
that they see.

My concern simply is, is that there is a data base which wollui
serve well that decision making and that public policy debate at
the local and state level that is not now available. I just think that
the leadership for that supply of information, whether it be clinical
research or managerial and administrative research, has to come
from the federal level. I think that I do understand your question
more, and I don't think that we are in opposition.

Mr. HAMERT. I think you're probably right. Research and devel-
opmental research is the job of the federal government. It's esti-
m...ted between 1989 and 1991, for instance, OSAP demonstrations
are going to be increased 732.7 percent, which is quite an increase
and commitment. It depends on where you're starting and where
you're stopping.

I also agree the delivery of services needc to be tailored on the
local level. If you're talking about Montgomery County, German-
town or a little rural town in Illinois you're talking about very dif-
ferent needs in each area. We need research, but we need research
that can apply to the problems confronting various areas of this
country.

I see a substantial increase in dollars spent for research. Here
everybody wants dollars, whether you're lookin; at the back board
of this building or this room, or wherever, and you need to know
what kind of bang for the buck you're getting for those dollars. I
appreciate your testimony.

Chairman Mniza. Anyone else?
Mr. MACHTLEY. I just have one question. You've obviously been

on the front line dealing with people, real people, we've seen a lot
of academic people who are suggesting that we should legalize
drugs, make a trade, free drugs for treatment.

Do you have an opinion, be it your personal opinion, or some-
thing that you could represent from the agency you're now work-
ing for? Should we legalize drugs, should we be radical in our ap-
proach to drug treatment, particularly as it relates to women?

Dr. TucxsoN. Sir, I'll speak more from my experience as the
health commissioner for this city that has suffered the scourges of
it. I am not an advocate of legalizing these drugs. I am certainly
extremely concerned as I realize the addictive potential of these
drugs.

I have seen and counseled and held and cried with too many
women, too many men, who have exposed themselves, for whatever
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reasons, to these drugs and have had to struggle time after time to
try to get off of these drugs. I don't think that these are drugg that
can be treated casually or lightly.

I know that there is an inadequate system currently available to
manage the people that are already addicted. I would hate to eee
money going towards creating a system where we now give out
drugs. We don't put enough money into treatment of drugs, now
we're going to create another infrastructure to give it out, I'm very
concerned.

Too many people like this lovely person who testified have tried,
failed, tried, failed, but then eventually succeeded. I would hate for
them to have to even begin that cycle. As the March of Dimes
.,enior vice president, I also have to be very concerned about the
developing fetus. We have to care about that baby.

These drugs cannot in any way be neutral to the development of
these children. We simply could not tolerate emotionally, ethically
or responsibly the introduction of these drugs into women of child-
bearing age, already we know there are far too many that are
abusing them.

Mr. MActrruy. Thank you very much.
Chairtr an MILLER. Dr. Tuckson, I might ask you, you mentioned

and it's obvious, I think, part of what we're searching for in this
committee, and that was you mentioned the failure to link up drug
treatment, education and prenatal care in getting to women early
on in a pregnancy, prior to the next pregnancy. How do we do
that?

When we look at treatment programs for pregnant women, it's
roughly a million dollars a state. I mean, it's a very small amount
of money given the universe that we're discussing here. How do we
make this linkage? Do you have a position on that?

Dr. TUCKSON. As you appreciate well, you've studied these issues
as well as anyone, it's not easy to do. It first of all requires a (tom-
mitment and a desire to do it. We have to decide that we witt reor-
ganize the way we provide our services, whether it be services pro-
vided by the state or whether they be in the privath sector.

Secondly, we're going to have to train the various ends of tne
dyad to not only care, but to know something about it. The drug
people have to understand something about pregnancy and the
pregnanc7 people have to understand something about drugs.

The third thing we have to do is create that interface opportuni-
ty. What would be the most ideal is we would create clinic environ-
ments where all of this can occur at one place, one-stop lhopping
center, not only for the Medicaid enrollment and the fmancing
issues, but also for the drug treatment and the prenatal care at, the
same place.

Short of that, we're going to need unquestionably the case man-
agers, those kinds of human beings, resource pers-As, who are able
to look at the multiple development and multiple issues involved
and cause all of the necesgary things to occur so that the person
who needs services such as child care for the other young children
as we've heard, can have someone to help with that as they go to
the drug clinic or the prenatal care.

So we're going to need that kind of a human being, that kind of
professional that can bring it all together. Then I think we're going
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to have to look for financial incentives, as we pay for care in the
private sector, and give the incentives.

We know that the health care system responds to financial in-
centives. So I think we have to find those kinds of creative ways.

That's the way I would look, at least, to approach.
Chairman Musa. Thank you for your time. We'll let you go.
Dr. Tumor" By the way, I appreciate the indulgence, and I

have also appreciated the indulgence of my panelists.
Chairman Muzza. I have a number of questions that I would

like to submit to you, if you might answer them, for the committee,
and other membc may also do that.

Dr. TUCKSON. Yes, sir.
Chairman Mum. Mr. Besharov.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS J. BESHAROV, RESIDENT SCHOLAR,
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Bxsmitov. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, it's a
pleasure to be here. I'll submit my formal comments for the record.

Substance abuse, and especially crack cocaine, is the single most
serious child welfare problem facing the nation today. Upwards of
50,000 children are born each year having been exposed to cocaine,
many hundreds of thousands more live in the care of substance
abusers. Their needs and the needs of their children are very great.

I was in Contra Costa County three weeks ago, Mr. Chairman,
and had the opportunity, actually the very great pleasure, to do
some training for almost all the child welfare workers in the
county. I asked for a show of hands. I asked, "How many workers
in this room," I said, "have at least 50 percent of their caseload in-
volved in drugs?" I said, "Not marijuana, not alcohol, illegal drugs
beyond marijuana?'

About 90 percent of the hands ,,Tent up. Drug use by parents is a
scourge. This is a problem that goes beyond many of the issues that
we've talked about in the past before this committee, because tli;s
Lis taken on a life of its own. It has recharacterized the problems
of poverty and child welfare in this country.

In less than two and a half years we've had a 30 percent increase
in the number of children placed in foster care, and those numbers
are increasing rapidly. We'i-e seeing a major shift in who goes into
foster care. The racial dimension of this problem is very serious,
whether it's because of reporting, or because of the demographics
of usage.

In California, for the first time in history there are more black
children in foster care than white, and that's in a state with a
black population of only 12 percent. The rate of placement is three
times as great for black children, that's black poor children.

Right now one in three foster children in this country comes
from either California or New York, and this is a sign that the
pz &Mem is related to heavy drug use in our major cities and urban
areas.

I think as we talk about this problem it's very important to
make a distinction between the issues that are being raised. Some
have to do with drug treatment, but I want to talk about the child
welfare dimension.
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I'm not one of those people who thinks that the exposure of a
child to drugs ipso facto creates a child welfare problem. The ques-
tion is the ability of the parents, usually unfortunately, only the
mother, the ability of the mother to care for those children. Unfor-
tunately, from everything we know compulsive drug users, and I
use that word carefully, compulsive drug users, are too busy doing
other things, and their judgment is too impaired, to care for their
el...Rot-en properly. This is what's creating this very large child wel-
fare problem.

When child welfare agencies turn to drug treatment agencies for
help, they get very little. It's not so much because they'm in those
slots, in fact, although there can be a debate about exactly how
much, in my own home state of New York, we have relatively easy
access to drug treatment. Our problem is that it doesn't work.

Our problem is that there are high relapse rates. Our problem is
that unlike heroin addiction, there is blocker that helps treatment
efforts. So it's typical for treatment professionals to talk about re-
lapse after three months or six months, and talk about treatment
that can go on for years.

The problem with that approach to treatment, and that may be
the best we can do, is that in the meantime there are children at
home, sometimes, not always; but sometimes being brutally abused
or neglected. It's in those situations that child protective agencies
become involved. They don't have the luxury of saying we'll do
some research so that in two years or three years we'll get some
answers.

Each day child protective workers go out, look at a family and
decide what to do in the absence of treatment, whether tbere is no
money or no treatment technology. They're having to decide
whether to remove children from their homes.

The challenge and the problem is what to do once these children
are removed. I would say to you, as I describe in my written testi-
mony, that federal legislation sends the wrong signal about the
need to place some children, and we're undoing it at the state level,
but it would be very helpful if we could get a better signal from the
federal level as well.

For ten years child welfare professionals have worked very hard
on the family preservation movement. We believe in trying to keep
families together. But existing federal legislation seems to put all
the marbles on that one side. It talks about the requirement that
there be reasonable efforts before removing children from their
parents, and we all, I think, agree to that.

The point is that for some very heavy, compulsive drug users,
where the abuse to the child is serious, reasonable efforts mean re-
moving the child right away. It would be very helpful if federal leg-
islation authorized, not required, just authorized states to take that
kind of prompt action when necessary.

The second thing that I'd recommend, Mr. Chairman, is that we
authorize a top to bottom overhaul of the way child welfare agen-
cies do business. We're not going to have any magic panacea about
how to treat abusing parents or drug using parents, but we do
know enough now to give the states much greater leeway in how
they deploy those services.
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So I'm a real supporter for the bill that I believe is being worked
up in the Ways and Means Committee. It would allow states to
come to the Secretary of HHS and ask for a waiver of various fed-
eral requirements so that they can reorganize their child welfare
services to better meet tt.. needs of these families.

There's one last point that I'd like to add and then I'll stop, and
that's in relation to your question to Dr. Tuckson about what to do
in prenatal care and what to do ',hen we have a young, pregnant
woman or thereafter.

One of the things we can do is get it clear in our mind what our
objective is. There have now been two major national studies about
the degree to which child welfare agencies and public assistance
agencies talk about family planning with their clients, and the
answer is; just about not at all.

Many of the mothers who have babies a second and third time
could use some advice about family planning. We ought to be very
clear this is not a question about abortion, this is simply a questie .,
about making available information about how to avoid being preg-
nant. Whatever the debates are about the broader issues, when we
are doing drug treatment counseling and prenatal care counseling,
we ought to be very clear that we want to help these women avoid
having more children, if they want the help.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Douglas J. Besharov followsl
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Dr. Blume.

STATEMENT OF SHEILA B. BLUME, MD., C.A.C., MEDICAL DIREC-
TOR, ALCOHOLISM, CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND COMPUL-
SIVE GAMBLING PROGRAMS, SOUTH OAKS HOSPITAL, AMITY-
VILLE, NY

Dr. Bunn. First I'd like to thank the committee for inviting me
here. I think I can speak for people like myself who have devoted
our careers and our lives to helping women in need. We, really ap-
preciate the focus that you and your committee have continually
put on this not very glamorous, not very attractive area of our na-
tion's problems, which is the pregnant alcohol and drug abusing
woman.

I began my interest in this field in 1962, when I began my career
in psychiatry in a state hospital, started working with alcoholic
women, and helped found the first alcoholism treatment service for
women in New fork State.

Just like Dr. Tuckson, in any program that I headed, a pregnant
woman jumped any waiting list or any kind of bureaucratic or any
other kind of barrier. We hung onto those women as long as we
could and stuck with them and followed them very carefully. There
is a young man I know in college today who was born while his
mother was a patient in our unit.

I'm sorry to say that this interest in pregnant women and their
problems is not as widespread as we would hope it would be, and
that there are formidable barriers to women who are pregnant and
who are in need of chemical dependency treatment.

Although I rejoice in listening to Kathleen's story and in her re-
covery, I weep at the number of opportunities that were missed
when she had all those children, and was in obstetric care, and
nobody picked up her problem and nobody intervened with her and
nobody offered her what she needed.

We miss those opportunities every single day when women are in
obstetric care and they are not screened appropriately, especially
for alcohol problems. I did a small pilot study for the National In-
stitute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism a few years back, in
which I visited a number of obstetric practices of different kinds
across the country to look into exactly how women were being
screened for I:alcohol problems.

We were already doing a whole lot of educating women that
drinking during pregnancy could harm their fetus, and that the re-
search is clear and it's known; there's no question about it. We now
have little microscopic warning labels on bottles of alcoholic bever-
ages. If you can read small print well, you can see them.

But are we doing the job of identifying women who do have prob-
lems, intervening with them, getting them the treatment they
need, following up? The answer to that, unfortunately, is no.
Except for the few programs that have been established recently by
OSAP, (we'll hear about one of them in the next panel,) this is not
being done. I cannot agree more with Dr. Tuckson that we need a
systematic way to do this screening and intervention.

It should not be left to the interest of one individual or one pro-
gram or one crusader, because when that crusader moves on, the
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program collapses. It has to be systematically part of what our
health care system cares about and does routinely.

We are very concerned about the nation's cocaine problems. Let
me just say that I started and worked in the New York State
system for 20 years. I ended my career as the state commissioner
for alcoholism. So, like Dr. Tuckson, I've been in the public policy
seat. I'm now in the private sector again treating chemi de-
pendent women like Kathleen. Alcohol, other drugs, some one
drug, most in combination, and sometimes pregnant.

Pregnancy is the best time to treat an alcoholic woman or a
chemically dependent woman. The incentive to have the best,
healthiest possible infant is a tremendous motivator for treatment.
Throwing such a woman in jail where she will get no treatment, no
incentive, and not very good nutrition and not very good handling,
is the opposite of what we should be doing.

In my written testimony I have gone through some of the facts
about chemical dependency and women, including the fact that
women are more sensitive to alcohol than men. Research has been
accruing to show us that women absorb more of the alcohol that
they drink. We women lack an equal level of the enzyme ADH that
men have in their stomachs. ADH breaks down alcohol before it
ever gets into the bloodstream. We also have a lower water content
in our bodies than men so the alcohol we do absorb is less diluted.

There are many facts about women's sensitivity to alcohol that
are not well-known to the public, and certainly not well-known to
women of childbearing years who need this knowledge if they're
going to have the healthy babies that they want.

There is plenty of research about the incidence and preralence of
alcohol problems in women of childbearing age. We know that it is
not only a poverty problem, although it's certainly common enough
in poor populations. It cuts right across socioeconomic strata. For
example, Andrea Halliday and her group from Harvard published
a study in 1986, in which she looked at two private obstetric-gyne-
cological practices. She studied women with an average age of 31,
middle class educated women, and screened them for alcoholism.
Twelve percent of the women coming in for routine care satisfied a
diagnosis of alcoholism. What obstetric and GYN practice that you
know do that? Very few. It depends on the interest of the leader of
that practice, and yet that screening should go on in every practice
in this country.

I think that Congress can help us, you mentioned with incen-
tives. There is nothing the health care system responds to so well
as incentives, financial and organizational incentives.

If you look at the trends for alcohol consumption in the nation as
a whole, there has been a decrease in the average per capita alco-
hol consumption, and that's marvelous. But before we begin to feel
comfortable about that, we have to look at the fact that although
in general alcohol consumption is decreasing, consumption is in-
creasing in the population we're interested in here, which is young
adults, both male and female. These are the child bearers of our
society.

Also we can't sit back and say we're concerned about the "drug"
problem. It's tilt alcohol and other drug problem. I've also included
with my written testimony some material about nicotine. Alcohol

8 3-
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is our favorite drug in this society. It's our most used and abused
drug, and nicotine comes second. Nicotine also has a deleterious
effect on birth outcomes, and there is an association between heavy
smoking, alcohol use and other drug use.

We have to educate our young women about this s6nsitMty to
alcohol, about the effects of alcohol on their bodies, about what are
risk factors for them, and we have to start very young and we have
to continue right through the life cycle.

Women who do develop alcoholism have very particular prob-
lems-that differ from men's. Not only does the disease move faster
in women and create the late stage physical problems like cizThosis
of the liver, anemia, and gastrointestinal problems more rapidly,
but women are also deterred from getting treatment by a special
stigma that our society lays upon them.

I think Kathleen could tell us very personally about what it feels
like. Not only do we look down on women who have alcohol and
drug problems as weak-willed and ineffective, but there is a
in our society's thinking, going back as far as the ancient Romans
and the Israelites, that tells us that women who drink are lows
women, are promiscuous. We have these inaccurate sexual stereo-
types that drive the ordinary, alcohol and drug dependent woman
underground.

Furthermore, it makes them considered acceptable targets for
sexual abuse, very common in the woman that we treat, including
the middle class women at my particular institution. Many of them
have this history.

I cited one study in the written testimony and there's another
published in 1982, that looked at attitudes about rape. It st, owed
that if the rapist is intoxicated he is found less responsible for the
crime, while if the victim is intoxicated, she is found more to blame
for the rape. That is what we think in this society. It invites and
has given us a documented high rate of sexual abuse among
women who have this problem.

Both the stigma and the victimization add to the already formi-
dable barriers that face chemically dependent women who seek
treatment. Added to those weve already heard is the lack of child
care for women who need inpatient treatment. You can't concen-
trate on getting well when you're worried about what's happening
to your kids.

One other barrier has not been mentioned, which is a lack of in-
surance coverage. Many people who have health insurance cove! -
age on the job for themselves and their families find that when
they need treatment for chemical dependency, they're on their own
and they often can't afford it.

These are all areas in which the G.:tigress can help. I thank you
so much for hearing us.

[Prepared statement of Sheila B. Blume followTj
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHEILA B. BLUME, M.D., C.A.C., MEDICAL DIRECTOR, ALCOHOL-
ISM, CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND COMPULSIVE GAUBLING PROGRAMS, SOUTH OAKS
HOSPITAL, AMITYVILLE, NY

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY THIS l'IONNING. I

AM SHEILA E. BLUME, M.D., C.A.C., MEDICAL DIEECTOR or ALCOHOLISM,

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND COMPULSIVE GAMBLING PROGRAMS AT SOUTH

OAKS HOSPITAL IN AMITYVILLE, IEW YORK, CLINICAL PROFESSOR Or

PSYCHIATRY, AT THE STATE UNIVERSITY or NW YORK AT STONY BROOK

AND DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTe OAKS INSTITUTE or ALCOHOLISM AND

ADDICTIVE BEHAVIOR STUDIES. I HAVE BEEN ACTIVE IN THE FIELD OF

ALCOHOLISM FOR 28 YEARS AND B:R.VE ON THE BOARDS OF THE DIRECTORS

or THE AMERICAN.SOCIETY OF ADDI:TION MEDICINE, THE CHILDREN OF

ALCOHOLICS FOUNDATION AND THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND

DRUG DEPENDENCE. I AM ALSO CHAIRMAN OF THE PUBLIC POLICY

COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ADDITION MEDICINE, HOWEVER

TODAY / SPEAK FOR MYSELF.

ALTHOUGH THE CRACK EPIDEMIC AND COCAINE AFFECTED BABIES

HAVE DRAWN A GREAT DEAL OF RECENT MEDIA ATTENTION, WE MUST NOT

FORGET THAT WE STILL HAVE A HORRENDOUS DRUG DEPENDENCE PROBLEM IN
WOMEN IN THIS COUNTRY WHICH INVOLVES TWO LEGAL DRUGS: ALCOHOL

(OUR NATION'S FAVORITE DRUG - NUMBER ONE IN BOTH USE AND ABUSE)

AND NICOTINE, OUR SECOND FAVORITE. BOTH OF THESE DRUGS AFFECT

THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT or THE FETUS. THE FETAL ALCOHOL

SYNDROME REMAINS ONE OF THE TOP THREE CAUSES OF MENTAL

RETARDATION DUt TO BIRTH DEFECT IN AMERICA, AND IS THE ONLY ONE

OF THESE THREE CAUSES THAT IS COMPLETELY PREVENTABLE. CIGARETTE

SMOKING DURING PREGNANCY HAS BEEN SHOWN TO CAUSE DECREASED 3IRTH
WEIGHT /N INFANTS. I WILL ATTACH SOME MATERIALS ABOUT WOMEN AND

NICOTINE DEPENDENCE TO THIS TESTIMONY, BUT WILL CONCENTRATE THIS

MORNING ON ALCOHOL.

WOMEN ARE MORE SENSITIVE TO ALCOHOL THAN MEN. FOR YEARS

WE HAVE NOTICED THAT THE DISEASE OF ALCOHOLISM PROGRESSES MORE

RAPIDLY IN WOMEN AND THAT WOMEN DEVELOP THE LATE ,TAGE

COMPLICATIONS OF THE DISEASE FASTER AND WITH A .0WER ALCOHOL

INTAKE WHEN COMPARED TO MEN. WE KNEW THAT THE LIGHTER WEIGHT AND

LOWER WATER CONTENT IN WOMEN'S BODIES MEANS THAT THE ALCOHOL THEY

CONSUME WILL BE LESS DILUTED. BUT NEW EVIDENCE HAS NOW COME TO

f; 5
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LIGHT THAT SHOWS US THAT WOMEN ALSO ABSORB MORE Or TH2 ALCOHOL

THEY DRINK. COMPARSD TO MEN, NORMAL WOMEN HAVE SIGNIFICANTLY

LESS Or AN ENZYME THAT BREAKS DOWN ALCOHOL IN THEIR STONACHS.

ALCOHOLIC WOMEN HAVE ESSENTIALLY NONE Or THIS ENZYME, AND SO THEY

ABZORB EVEN MORE (I). PUT THIS ALL TOGETHER AND THE RESULT IS

THAT A STANDARD DRINK OF AN ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE (A SHOT Or LIQUOR,

A CAN Or BEER, A GLASS Or WINE) WILL HAVE fAk MORE DESTRUCTIVE

EFFECT IN A WOMAN THAN IN A MAN. ADD TO THAT INE TACT THAT

ALCOHOL ENTERS EVERY CELL OF THE HUNAN BODY AND EASILY CROSSES

THE PLACENTA TO ENTER EVERY CELL OF THE DEVELOPING FETUS, AND THE

STAGE IS SET FOR HUMAN TRAGEDY.

ALCOHOL PROBLEMS IN WOMEN CUT ACROSS ALL ETHNIC AND

SOCIOECONOMIC GROUPS. FOR EXAMPLE, ANDREA HALLIDAY AND HER

COLLEAGUES AT HARVARD FOUND THAT 12% OF 158 MIDDLE CLASS WOMEN OF

CHILDBEARING AGE WHO WENT FOR ROUTINE GYNECOLOGICAL CARE WERE

ALCOHOLICS (2). A STUDY AT JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL,

WHICH INCLUDED MANY DISADVANTAGED PATIENTS, FOUND A RATE OF

ALCOHOL ABUSE OF 12.4% IN BOTH OBSTETRICS AND IN GYNECOLOGY

INPATIENTS (3). THIS POINTS UP THE URGENT IMPORTANCE OF

SYSTEMATIC SCREENING AND REFERRAL FOR ALCOHOL PROBLEMS IN

OBSTETRIC PRACTICE (AS WELL AS ALL OTHER MEDICAL CARE).

UNFORTUNATELY THIS IS NOT COMMONLY DONE AT PRESENT.

TRENDS IN ALCOHOL USE FGR THE NATION AS !: WHOLE HAVE BEEN

TCMARD A LOWER PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION (4). HOWEVER, ESFORE WE

DERIVE ANY FEELING CF SECURITY FROM THIS TREND WE SHOULD ALSO

NOTE THAT THE OVERALL DECkEASE HAS BEEN COMBINED WITH AN INCREASE

IN HEAVY DRINKING AMONG YOUNG ADULTS, BOTH MALE AND FEHALE (4).

FOR WOMEN, THIS AGAIN MEANS THOSE OF CHILDBEARING AGE.

THE NEED TO EDUCATE OUR YOUNG WOMEN ABOUT THEII

SENSITIVITY TO ALCOHOL IS URGENT. YET MOST YOUNG PEOPLE DERIVE

THE BULK OF THEIR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT ALCOHOL FROM ONE EVER-PRESENT

SOURCE: ADVERTISING. BETWEEN THE AGES OF 2 AND 18 THE AVERAGE

AMERICAN CHILD SEES SOMETHING LIKE 100,000 BEER COMMERCIALS (5).

IN RECENT YEARS THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE INDUSTRY HAS TARGETED

WOMEN AS A GROWTH MARKET (5), YET VERY LITTLE TARGETED PREVENTION

31-228 0 - 90 - 3
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WORK IS BEING DONE WITH GIRLS OR YOUNG WOMEN. THE "WOMAN TO

WOMAN" PROGRAM OF THE ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES, AND THE

PROGRAMS OF THE NATIONK. COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG

DEPENDENCE ARE AMONG THE VERY FEW. IN TERMS OF COMPARATIVE

RESOURCES, WE ARE ROWING UP THE MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI RIVER IN A

DINGHY. HERE IS A PLACE THE CONGRESS CAN REALLY HILP.

WOMEN WHO DO DVELOP ALCOHOLISM HAVE PARTICULAR PROBLEMS

WHICH DIFF1x FROM MEN'S. THEY BEAR A VERY SPECIAL SOCIETAL

STIGMA. NOT ONLY ARE THEY LOOKED DOWN UPON AS FAILURES, BUT THIS

SOCIETY ALSO MAINTAINS A DEEPLY-HELD STEREOTYPE, DATING BACK TO

THE ANCIENT ROMANS AND ISRAELITES, THAT WOMEN WHO DRINK ARE

PROMISCUOUS (7). BECAUSE OF THIS STEREOTYPE WOMEN WHO DRINK ARE

CONSIDERED ACCEPTABLE TARGETS OF SWUAL ABUSE IN AMZRICAN

SOCIETY. FOR EXAMPLE, A 1982 STUDY OF ;APE SHOWED THAT SOCIETY

FINDS A RAPIST WHO IS INTOXICATED T3 ne ',ESS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE

RAPR WHILE A VICTIM WHO IS INTOXICATED IS CONSIDERED MORE TO

SLANE (8). THERE IS AN ENTIRE BODY OF RESEARCH ON SEXUAL ABUSE

AND VICTIMIZATION AS BOTH A PRECURSOR (9) AND A RESULT (7) OF

WOMEN'S ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE.

TODAY WE ARE FACED WITH YET ANOTHER FORM OF VICTIMIZATION

OF ALCOHOL WAD DRUG DEPENDENT WOMEN. THAT IS THE CRIMINAL

PROSECUTION OF THESE SICK WOMEN FOR SO-CALLED "PRENATAL CHILD

ABUSE," OR FOR DELIVERING CONTROLLED S'BSTANCES TO A MINOR

THROUGH THE UMBILICAL CORD. THE SUBSTITUTION OF CRIMINAL

PROSECUTION FOR PREVENTION 11D TREATMENT IS AN UNCONSCIONABLE

PUBLIC POLICY. WE LOOK TO CONGRESS FOR HELP IN REVERSING THIS

TREND (SEE ATTACHED).

BOTH STIGMA AND VICTIMIZATION ADD TO THE FORMIDABLE

BARRIERS M.READY FACING CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT WOMEN WHO SEEK

TREATMENT. (TODAY WE TEND TO SPEAF OF "CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY"

BECAUSE OF THE VERY COMMON CO-OCCURRENCE OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER

DRUG DEPENDENCE IN WOMEN) (10). THE FOREMOST BARRIERS, IN

ADDITION TO STIGMA, ARE THE LACK OF CHILD CARE AND INADEQUATE

INSURANCE COVERAGE. HERE AGAIN WE LOOK TO THE CONGRESS FOR NELp.

17
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I SIUCERELY HOPE THAT THESE HEARINGS WILL FOrlIS THE

ATTENTION Or TH/1 COMMITTEE THE CONGRESS AND Or TIM AMERICAN

PEOPLE ON URGENT AND THE D'ORTANT WORK THAT MEM BM DOUE IN

THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT Or CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY .14 WOMEN. WE

HAVE ALREADY FALLEN BEHIND. PLEASE HELP US CATCH VP.

(I HAVE ATTACHED SOME REFERENCE MATERIALS ARD A

BIBLIOGLIOHY TO THIS TESTIMONY).

THANK YOU.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS

1. Blume SB Women and Alcohol: a Review, Journal of the American Medical
Association, Sept. 19, 1986, is retained in committee files.

2. Blume SB, Alcohol and Drug Problems in Women: Old Attitudes, New Knowl-
edge, Chapter from a 1990 book (reference number 7), retained in committee flies.

3. Policy statement on chemically dependent women and pregnancy, American
Society of Addiction Medicine.

4 Chemical Dependence in Pregnancy: Latest Target for Abuse, ASAM Newe,
SeptemberOctober, 1989.

5. Position paper on tobacco, American Medical Women's Azzociation.
6 Blume SS, Dual Diagnosis. the Co-Occurrence of Psychoactive Substance Depend-

ence with other Psychiatric Disorders, retained in committee
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American Medical
Women's Association, Inc.

001 NORTH FAIRFAX STREET SUITE ACC.) ALEXANDRIA 'A 22314 TELEPHONE (703) 8360300
REPRESENTING WOMEN 51 MEDICINE SINCE 1015

POSITION PAPER. Of TOBACCO

vux I - NACICIOURD

A. Cenert Health Effects

The Surgeon Generals' reports on saoking and health have united the medical
profession in its recognition of the adverse health effects of smoking,
both for active smokers and for involuntary or passive smokers. There is a

vast list of diseases caused or exacerbated by smoking led by heart and
vascular disease, chronic lung disease and lung cancer. Now many other

cancers are also known to be associated with smoking. These include

cancers of the larynx, oral cavity, hypopharynx, esophagus, bladder, and

pancreas. Furthermore, the prevence of cancers of the kidney, cervix,
liver, ureter, and rectum is greater among smokers. Besides coroeary 'mart

disease and stroke, smokers are more prone to peripheral vascular divase,
aortic aneurysms, vascular impotence (aen), chronic bronchitis, astFaa and

pneumonia. Also, those who smoke are core susceptible to influent. and
colds, peptic ulcer disease, pancreatitis, reflux eSophagitis, irguinal
hernias, periodontal disease, headache, Legionnaire's disease, tad
subclinical vitamin C deficiencies.

B. Reproductive Health Effects

Smoking has a particularly damaging effect on fertility and reproduction in

women. It is associated with early menopause, an increased risk of
post-menopausal osteoporosis, reduced fertility, increased menstrual
abnormalities, and impaired lactation. Male smokers have reduced sperm

counts and more abnormal sperm. In pregnant women, smok.ing causes fetal

hypoxia, premature births, spontaneous abortions and stillbirths, reduced
birth weight (undernutrition), and an increased incidence of neonatal
deaths, including sudden infant death syndrome.

C. Effects of Passive Smoking

Nonsmokers also suffer. Children of smoking parents have an increased
incidence of bronchitis and pneumonia, wheezing and asthma, colds and
middle ear infections, retarded lung growth and eventual tobacco addiction,

as they themselves begin to smoke. In adults, passive smoking frequently

causes eye irritation, headache, nasal symptoms, cough, angina, allergies

and asthmatic attacks. Less commonly but more devastating is lung cancel,
a consequence of passive smoking evidenced in nonsmokers living with

smoking spouses.

'7
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D. Effects of Smokeless Tobacco

The health consequences of smokeless tobacco include tooth and gum
diseases, all the effects of systemic nicotine absorption, including
addiction, am well as carcinosa of the oral cavity, with death froa

secondary metastasis.

E. Costs of Tobacco Usage

Smoking workers suffer more sick days, reduced productivity, and increased
hr.alth care costs compared with non-smokers. The cost of tobacco products
also represents a significant financial drain on the family budget.
Furthermore, cigarettes are the leading cauee of household fires, resulting

in homelessness, injuries, and fatalities.

F. Smoking in Women and Girls

During the past twenty years the death rate from lung cancer in women in
the United States has been steadily increasing and in 1986 surpassed the

death rate from breast cancer. The prevalence of male suckers has

decreased dramatically over the last two decades, while the prevalence of
female smokers has remained essentially unchanged. A higher proportion of

new smokers are female, especially teenagerse False advertising is

pointedly directed toward women, emphasizing an association between
cigarettes and slimness, beauty, sex appeal, and pleasurable sporting

activities.

FART II - Ann LGENDA

The American Medical Women's Association (AMWA) if working toward the
elimination of tobacco use, because of the enormous drain it has placed on

the well-being of the population, both smokers and involuntary smokers, on
our health care institutions, and on our economic and ecological resources
as a nation and as a planet.

We place particular emphasis on women because of the present unfortunate

trends in their smoking habit. Our efforts are directed toward prevention,

cessation, and the promotion of a smoke-free society.

A. Individual Commitment

As physicians, we recognize the responsibility of our profession to promote

the health of our patients. Therefore, each physician member will work to
prevent and stop smoking among her patients in a manner appropriate to her
type of practice, and work to promote clean indoor air in her own office.

This shall include maintaining smoke-free waiting rooms, physicians'
offices, examining rooms and laboratories associated with the practice, as
well as encouraging and supporting the development of smoke-free hospitals

and health care institutions.
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11. Prevention

1. V. recommend vigorous anti-smoking educational programs in the
schools, particularly concentrating on the pre-adolescent age
group, since it is at this stage that future smoktng behavior is
determined. AMWA is developing and implementins such programs for
use by merbers and other interested organisations.

2. We support ban on all cigarette advertiting, since it has been
shown to promote the initiation of smoking in children, rather than
just influencing brand loyalty as the tebacco conpanies claim.

3. We strongly endorse an active antismoking advertising campaign,
featuring role models admired by young people urging a healthy,

smokefree lifestyle.

4. We oppose the distribution of free cigarettes, as they all too
often fall into the hands of invessionable young people.
Sinilarly, we oppose the sale of tobacco products co children and
sales from unsupervised vending machines. Likewise we are against
the sale of candy cigarettes which encourage preschool children to
role play the mannerisms of smoking.

5. We support a substantial increase in the mccise taA on tobacco
products, which would increase the price to a level high enough to
discourage their purchase by children and young adults.

C. Cessation

1. &WA has gathered and will expand upon a bank of inforoaLlcr
containing successful cessation techniques which are spocialty
specific for physicians in various health care roles.

2. We urge enployers to encourage workers to quit smoking by
instituting clean indoor air policies and offering and supporting

cessation programs.

3. We support the concept of reduced life and health insurance
prevail= for non-smokers and ex-sookers, as well as for the
insurance of houses, office buildings, and hospitals where there is
no smoking.

D. Smoke-free Society

1. support legislation and policy changes which pr000te a
sooke-free environment for all workers.

2. We support the public's right to a sooke-free environment,
including health care institutions, transportation conveyances,
places of public entertainment, restaurants, grocery stores, post
offices, banks, and all schools.
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3. We oppose the ponsorship of ports, entertainment, and cultural
events by tobacco companies, because uch exposure associates their
products with healthy, wholesome activities. V. particularly
deplore the intetsc involvement of tobacco comprlies in mdmority
programs, and the industry's marketing efforts targeted to recruit
smokers among the same population that they purport to assist.

4. We will work to get anti-smoking information into anemias*,
especially those aimed at women, adolescents, and children. We

vigorously oppose cigarette advertisements in such magazines.

5. We will work to raise the priority of smoking as a health issue on
the agenda of all women's groups.

6. We support cessation of federal and state government subsidies to

tobacco growers. We encourage programs aimed at helping tobacco
farmers to find alternative crops and workers in the tobacco
industry find other employment.

7. We oppose the exportation of tobacco products end their associated
diseases to overseas markets.

1763/31
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Let me just ask, if I can follow along with you, in terms of the

women that you treat, Amityville is a middle class, upper middle
class area?

Dr. BLUME. Yes. We have a range of lower to upper middle class
men and women.

Chairman MILLER. I just wonder if you might justif you can
help us in a description I these women. Have they sought treat-
ment before, how isolated are they or aren't they? What have they
done before they've come to see you?

Also, I would also be interested in your notion of how would you
measure success?

Dr. BLUME. First, if we had our women's group from South Oaks
Hospital sitting up in the front row here, you would not be.able to
tell them from the other spectators. They are young, they are
middle aged, they are elderly, they are black, they are white. They
come flora a range of backgrounds and homes, but if you know
them well there are certain similarities.

Many of them, like Kathleen, come from a family where there
was alcoholism, often multi-generational, including the grandpar-
ental generation. They're often married to or living with men who
have alcohol and drug problems. If we look at the genetic and envi-
ronmental effects in etiology, we find the studies we have show
that women are more sensitive to the environmental side of it than
men.

Women are very influenced by the partner they live with in
their pattern of alcohol and drug use. Many women are introduced
to drugs and supplied with drugs by their marital partner, so we
see that very commonly.

We always have family members participate, that'E, a key ele-
ment in treatment and we often find ourselves intervening with
the husband or the spouse of a patient trying to get that person
treatment, knowing that the family is not going to heal unless both
partners and often the children get some help as well.

Just yesterday in a group a pregnant young woman who was
leaving treatment today made a little thank you speech to the rest
of the group and told us, as I mentioned to you earlier, that she felt
blessed by the opportunity of bringing a healthy baby into the
world, which would not have been if not for her treatment.

The fact that there are thousands of women out there without
that opportunity breaks my heart, and I think it should break all
of our hearts.

Chairman MILLER. How would you measure success, do you
measure her as a success? Are you waiting six months or a year?

Dr. BLUME. She doesn't just go out there.
Chairman MILLER. I understand.
Dr. BLUME. She's going to be in continuing treatment with us.

She has a good sponsor in Alcoholics Anonymous who will be with
her as she leaves the hospital.

Chairman MILLER. How often will she have contact with you?
Dr. BLUME. She will be seeing us once or twice a week and at AA

meetings most of the evenings. As she gains strength we will
change her follow-up care.
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Chairman MILLER. She will be seeing you twice a week and AA
or at AA?

Dr. BLUME. Both.
Chairman MILLER. Both?
Dr. BLUME. She'll be coming to our after care clinic and she will

be attending her meetings. We will give her as many se -* ma as
she needs, but she's off to a very good start.

Chairman MILLER. How do you characterize your program, usual,
unusual?

Dr. BLUME. Well, I'm sorry to say we're unusual in the fact that
we look for and welcome pregnant women. I know that there have
been reports, for example, Wendy Chafidn from Columbia Univer-
sity, has studied treatment accessibility for women with crack
problems who were pregnant and found that they were unwelcome
in many programs. So that's unusual.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask the question then, Mr. Besharov
said that programs were readily accessible to these women in New
York, that's contrary certainly to what the select committee has
been Old and what our surveys show. What is it?

Dr. BLUME. I can only tell you what Dr. Chavkin found and that
there's a lawsuit going now against a few facilities in New York
City who were excluding pregnant women from their hospital
detox services. So I'm afraid it's not as available as we wish it
would be.

Chairman MILLER. We found that in our surveys, I mean from
formal policies that refused to see women who are pregnant and
substance abusers to informal policies that just don't accept Medic-
aid individuals or what have you.

Doug, how do you determine
Mr. BESHAROV. I hope I didn't use the word "readily." It's always

a question ' whether the glass is half full or half empty. We'll get
better numv,..rs. I'd be glad to subi...it to the committee a written
statement from New York City questioning Wendy's numbers.

Let me say what I thirk is happening here is that people see the
very difficult problem of finding facilities for pregnant mothers in-
volved. Here, there are liability concerns that really move this off
the table.

For example, these are potentially, or at least they're viewed as
potentially very litigious patienth. Clinics are reluctant to take one
of these pregnant mothers and offer any kind of service that might
not work, or to offer any kind of blocker that could cause any kind
of birth defect or that could be claimed to cause a birth defect.

So I think what we might be looking at here is the difference be-
tween programs that are willing to deal with pregnant women and
programs that are willing to deal with mothers. That's not the
same.

I really don't want to leave the impression that I'm saying that
there's enough in the way of services, but let me just say in New
York City the Department of Social Services has a rule that if the
mother does not accept treatment services the case must be re-
"erred to the family court. Less than 20 percent of the drug related
cases are referred to the family court. That means that those case-
workers are finding some treatment services. It's not the same as
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saying it's a perfect one or that they're adequate, it's just that
there's more out' there than is commonly accepted or described.

Chairman MILLER. Those are the same workers that checked that
all reasonable efforts have been made before they take the child
out of home. That box gets checked on all those forms, you know.

Mr. BESHAROV. I'd be glad to discuss that issue. I think it's a dif-
ficult one. I just say that when we look at these programs, we do
refer mothers to them. For example, New York City is about to
spend $300 million a year to expand treatment services. That's the
right direction.

Chairman MILLER I understand that but, again, in the Select
Committee when we look behind the referrals, what causes so
much trouble is you can be referred to Dr. Blurne's program, but
what the referral means is you're now on the waiting list to get
into the program, and that Ffitisfies the criteria to xeep :,,nu out of
court or to keep you from child protective services or keep you
from your child being taken att ay. You've been referred to a wait-
ing list.

Mr. BESHAROV. There's a real tendency in this discussion to mix
different kinds of addiction. I was . Adressing crack cocaine.

Chairman MILLER. However, you pick your addiction. Pick your
addiction and then we'll find a waiting iia for it, that's my con-
cern.

Mr. BESHAROV. I think it's very different because the kind of pro-
gram that Dr. Blume described and it's effectiveness, and we know
it's effective, is in part because it's for treatmen of alcohol addic-
tion. I don't know, I would ask an open-ended question, if I may,
whether the experience is the same for compulsive crack addicts,
because they have very different kinds of addictions, which are
much harder to treat.

Chairman MILLER. I understand that, but you take the client as
they are. If you're pregnant and you're crack addicted, to stay out
of the court system, you're referred to a program. The reference is
nothing more than a waiting list.

If it's recognized by child welfare workers or probation officers
and others as an effective program, the waiting list is only longer.

Mr. BEstuRov. I don't know how to answer this. There is an
answer which is we can go count the cases and the waiting lists. I
think the answer is that the glass is half full or half empty. There
is treatment there, but it's not sufficient.

Clearly, Mr. Chairman, you agree that there is---
Chairman MILLER. It depenis on whether you're thirsty or not

thirsty whether the glass is any good to you.
Mr. BESHAROV. No, no. If you want to assert, sir, that there is no

treatment out there
Chairman MILLER. No, I don't want to assert that. In fact, I'll

assert just the opposite that there's some very good treatment,
except it's very inaccessible except for a very small timber of
people. That's what concerns me.

There's a lot of treatment mills out there that are running
people through and picking up their insurance money, or keeping
people out of court or out of criminal courts and what have you,
and there's a lot of people who just have access to no treatment.
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That's one of my concerns when we look at this particular popu-
lationwith respect to women and to pregnant womenon wheth-
er or not, in fact, we have a model treatment system out there that
can accept these individuals and start with treatment.

In fact, as we will hear later, there are successes, just like we
have a success here in mainly alcohol treatment in the Amitrille
program. There are successes with crack cocaine, with czcauie,
with heroin addiction.

Mr. BESHAROV. I hope we're not disagreeing, because I'm not
saying that there is sufficient treatment. I might disagree with
whether there is very, very little, but it is clearly not sufficient. I
think the r-lre important point is the one that you just made,
which is that different kinds of addictions have very different suc-
cess rates in terms of treatment.

If you talk about what the next steps are, it might be quite ap-
propriate to talk about major expansions of the actual on-line
treatment ability in, for example, alcoholism. For crack cocaine the
answer is, as Dr. 'Dickson suggested, much more understanding,
much more research before really jumping ahead.

You know, it is not by accident that the only serious suggestion
about treatment of crack cocaine is acupuncture. That is because
Ito one has found anything else that really works. So I think it's
very important to make these distinctions.

Chairman MILLER. Let me go back and let me throw this out be-
cause, Kathleen, I want you to come into this. That state-ient is
what worries me in this discussion because it sort of leads to the
notion, well nothing works here so let's take the babies away,
throw the women in jail and we'll work this out because nothing
works.

The question is really what are we going to measure as success. I
mean, is it going to be lifetime abstinence, and if you can't achieve
that, that's not success? I'm wc.ried here about what our bench
marks are. I mean, that's what we would like to achieve, but in
terms of the population, how do we measure this?

You like to believe that you will be sober for six years and for 60
years and that your thinking will change so that you can pass that
on to your daughter and to your son. I don't know if that measure-
ment allows us to engage in real discussion of treatment and the
notion that we're going to achieve the level of success that politi-
cians want to invest in the program.

Dr. BLUME. May I just comment that we don't exclude cocaine
users and crack users. The program that I run is not a pure alco-
holism program. If we only had patients with alcoholism, we could
go down tO about 10 beds from nearly 100, and we'd be fine.

Many of our younger women do use crack and do use other fnrms
of cocaine, and we confront that head on and it is not a hopeless
situation. The fact that if you look in the research literature you
find acupuncture, is because the treatment of crack addiction is
new. It's part of this epidemic that came upon us really quite re-
cently.

That should not be understood by the public to mean that no-
body's getting any useful treatment for crack addiction because
there aren't yet research papers on the subject. They're being
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treated everywhere, and I'm sure in your facility, too, and they're
doing very well.

We don't have the research yet to bring this all together, but
please don't feel that there is nothing out there that'll help these
people.

Ms. 'X'. I'd have to agree. i think if you look at what I went
through, I went through a 30-day program. Well, I had been using
drugs and alcohol since I had been 14 yeras old. I used after I got
out of the 30-day program. Is that not a success? I think not.

I think when you took at what is successful and what isn't, it's
not how many times the person relapses, but is the person learning
other tools and techniques to deal with life z.,tresses and are we
helping to connect these people into resources that are going to
help them better their lives and get better jobs and get better edu-
cation, to continue on with their sobriety.

You know, one thing that we learn is it is one day at a time. I
was asked a question yesterday in an interview, "Are you afraid
and worried that you're going to fall off the wagon?" I said, "No,
not at all, because I know today 1 am not using drugs and alcohol,
but I have tools to deal with situations that come up.

In dealing with the crack problem, you know, it used to be once a
heroin addict, always a heroin addict. If that had been the mindset
when I went through treatment, as a matter of fact, when I went
through the 30-day treatment center a lot of them didn't want to
take heroin addicts, especially females with kids on medical assist-
ance.

None of these drugs are hopeless, we just have to get a little
better at what do we need to do to help these people. With the
crack cocaine, I believe the biggest problem is the environment, es-
pecially since we're talking about women and children today.
We're sending women that are in a social environment where
crack is there. When we treat them for 30 days and send them
back to the same environment, their chances of making it are not
good.

You can almost bet they're going to use again, especially, with
the point Dr. Blume had brought up about the dependency on men
and the men using the drugs I really believe that the answer is
sober environments, sober placements where the women can live
with the children and get the support services.

You're not going to fix this problem in a 30-day period, it takes a
while. You've got to keep chipping away at it.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Bliley.
Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think first of all I don't believe that there's anyone on this com-

mittee who thinks that women should be put in jail. I do think that
there are some situations in which the child of a user is at risk,
and that sometimes they have to be separated. You don't like that,
you don't want to have to do that, but sometimes In order to pro-
tect the child it has to be done.

Would you agree with tnat, Dr. Blume?
Dr. BLUME. Oh, absolutely. Throughout this country we have a

mandated child abuse and neglect reporting system, as you know
very well, it's been your doing. We regularly make reports of child
abuse and neglect and we help, when necessary, place people, and
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we will help to get them back together when we can help the
woman recover.

My comments were like Mr. Miller's in his opening statement,
that what I see that troubles me eo much is that; having failed or
perceiving Coat we failed at preventing chemical dependency in
women; having failed to make the treatment and intervention that
they need Emilable; there's now this punitive answer. Well, if we
can't help them, (and we haven't even tried sufficiently helping
them) let's punish them. That's what I'm against. I think if chil-
dren are living with parents for whatever reason who can't parent
them adequately, yes, they must be removed.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you. How many cases of alcohol abuse are you
aware of in which a newborn has been abandoned at a hospital?

Dr. BLUME. I can't respond with numbers to the I'm sure it's a
major problem and you may know more about than L It does
exist. You have newborns who go through alcohol withdrawal born
to women who have been drinking at r 'Ugh level during pregnan-
cy, and sometimes those women disappear.

Mr. BLILEy. Aren't there many more crack babies that are aban-
doned at hospitals, would you agree with that?

Dr. BLUME. Again, without numbers at my disposal, I can't
answer it from a knowledge base of research. It would seem to me
it's a common problem.

Mr. MILEY. Dr. Besharov, would you care to take a crack at
that?

Mr. BESHAROV. I Sit on the Tatality review I anel of New City's
Human Resources Administration and we review the death of
every child previously known to the agency. Last year we reviewed
the deaths of 140 children, and it is quite true that the problems
are multidrug problems. (Polydrug is the technical term.) But our
present child welfare concern is driven by this crack issue.

We have seen in those 140 cases a number of situations in which
he mothers have abandoned newborns in the hosphal. I just came

from a meeting last week with Margaret Hagerty, we're on the
panel together, and we had a mother whose baby died in the hospi-
tal and it was a week before she asked how the baby was. She gave
birth and left, and it was a week before she asked, "How is my
baby doing?"

I don't think every crack addict is a bad mother. Bad is even the
wrong word, inadequate, but some are. I was very troubled by the
suggestion before that all these children are removed haphazardly
or just by checking a box. Nationally it's about 20 or 30 percent of
the children who are removed. There a very careful weighing of
the danger to the child, I think, in most jurisdictions and the op-
tions available.

I think the system is trying very hard to identify those children
who are in most danger in order to protect them, and it is the
crack children, I think, who are in much greater immeeiate danger
than the alcohol children.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you very much.
Dr. Blume, how many of your patients who abuse illicit drugs

voluntarily entered your treatment facility as opposed to those who
entered because they were went through the justice system?
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Dr. BLUME. There's a real difference between the men and the
wmen we treat. Among women very few are referred in hy either
the drinking driver program or probation or other criminal justice
systems. Among men the proportion is much higher.

Most women that we see, and I think it's true nationwide, are
referred in because of two kinds of problems, family problems and
health problems. They are referred in by members of their families
who have been able to get help through self-help groups like Al-
Anon, or through ccunseling, or they're referred. in because they
are feeling ill and it finally becomes apparent that there is some-
thing beneath the tiymptorns that hard to do with chemical depend-
ency.

Mr. BuLny. Your statement, doctor, as well as your appendices
feature a theme endorsing more specialized treatment programs.
Would this mean that the more than 8,000 treatment centers cur-
rently in place ought to be eliminated for the sake of this goal?

Dr. BLUME Heavens, no. I wouldn't eliminate one bed or one out-
patient slot. We need every one we have in this country. I think
what I said in my oral remarlu; was that we need better coordina-
tion with what we have.

In the study that I mentioned in one hospital that I shall not
name, I introduced the head of the obstetric department to the
hlad of the chemical dependency clinic. They were in the same
large building and they had never met. There were precious few re-
ferraw Lo n-. one to the other, although the chemical dependency
treatment was seeing pregnant women, they were not coming
threagh the referred route they should have come.

Mr. BLILEY. I'm glad to hear you say that because I have intro-
duced legislation to require that localities have all of these services
for pregnant mcthers to be, for children's immunizations, for nutri-
tion all in one location because in many instances the poorin
almost all instanceshave transportation problems. If they've got
to go all across town and have to wait everywhere they go, they get
frustrated and they won't go.

Dr. BLUME. Often a referral means a little slip of paper with an
address on it, and that's not a very effective method. I agree with
you.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Mr. Levin.
Mr. LEVIN. Just a couple of quick questions to Mr. Besharov. You

referred to the half full, half empty analogy. I don't understand its
significance. I'm .trying to figure out where people come from on
this issue. Listening to the testimony I'm rather confused. What's
the relevance of calling it half full or half empty?

Mr. BESHAROV. I thought I was tryiug to respond. In fact, I didn't
understand the relevance of the chairman's question. I was trying
to respond to what I thought was a statement that there was abso-
lutely no or almost no treatment out there. There's a great deal kif
treatment, and even though it is clearly inadequate, there are
many people nut there providing treatment.

I was just trying to say that it's more than nothing, it's not suffi-
cient, but it's certainly more than nothing.

Mr. LEVIN. I don't think the chairman said it was nothing, and
Dr. Blume is right next to you.
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Mr. BEsaArtov. I hope I'm not in the middle of some kind of sym-
bolic crusade. I don't know what the issue is. I truly do not under-
stand. If you want me to say that there are inadequate services out
there, I have said it a number of times.

I don't know what the issue is. I truly don't know either, sir.
Mr. LEvui. So if you say it's clearly inadequate, that's kind of

enough, isn't it?
Mr. B1sHAutov. I don't know what
Mr. LEVIN. What's the argument?
Mr. BESHAROV. I give.
Mr. Um:. What?
Mr. BESHAROV. I give up.
Mr. Lsvrtt. I don't want you to say anything you don't want to

say. I'm trying to figure out what you're saying, and I mean that
respectfully.

What I'm trying to figure out in this field, what are the real dif-
ferences? When you say there's a great deal but they're clearly in-
adequate, maybe it isn't worth the argument unless you've empha-
sizing the great deal instead of the clearly inadequate.

Do you mean to do that? I mean, do you mean to emphasize the
great cleal of services instead of clear inadequacy? I don't think you
really want to do that, right?

Mr. BESHAROV. No. I think what I mean to emphasize is that on
the child welfare side of thiz problem, as opposed to the drug abuse
side of this problem, on the child welfare side is where we make
decisions about the welfare of children.

There are child proLective programs that can make referrals to
treatment programs, that do make referrals. Sometimes those re-
ferrals are successfui, many times they are not. In those situations
in which the referrals are unsuccessful, there is a present need to
determine what's necessary for the children, not a year or two
from now when some legislation might or might not pass.

I think that there are dedicated people out there working within
a situation of some treatment services out here, finding that even
with those treatment services some mothers cannot be reached in
the time that makes sense for the child's welfare, and those chil-
dren are being removed from the '-ome. I think in moat circum-
stances those are valid decisions, although as in everything there
are overreactions and underreactiona.

I think that is one of the challenges, I'm not really addressing
the adequacy of drug treatment services, I'm worried about the
child welfare side of it. In those circumstances where these chil-
dren have been removed, we do have to face the question of wheth-
er we do some permanent decision maknig about their long-term
welfare. Sometimes that means returning the children hon,e, some-
times it means arranging permanent foster care, and sometimes it
means freeing the children for adoption.

The thrust of my testimony that I was trying to give was that
besides any concentration you give to expanding treatment serv-
ices--

Mr. LEVIN. Which you think is in order?
Mr. BESHAROV. Yes. At the same time look at the child welfare

side of this because that's where the decisions are being made day-
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to-day. Those are the cases that are giving the caseworkers and the
parents, I think, the most troubling concerns.

If you want to halp these mothers, make the child welfare
ustem more responsive to their needs, more able to decide where

. the children should be removed or not, more able to long term
plan. That would also help the mothers and children, and that's all
I'm trying to say.

Mr Lsvni. You said if you want to help those mothers, make
sure the decisions are made because that will also help them. I'm
trying to figure out where you're coming from. You're not saying
that there aren't many instances where there are inadequate serv-
ices?

Mr. BERTAsov. That's right.
Mr. LEVIN. So to help mothers in many, many cases we need ade-

quacy of services, which we don't presently have in many cases,
right?

Mr. BESHAROV. Yes.
Mr. LEVIN. So then you're saying that there are some cases,

many, whatever, where there is adequacy of services, but even with
that adequacy the mothers will be incapable in many cases of
taking care of the children. You don't say that to diminish the
need for more adequate services?

Mr. BESIIAROV. No, sir, not at all.
Mr. LEVIN. Let me just ask Dr. Blume, what's the argument here

then? As another professional you've heard that formulation, so
what'e the issue?

Dr. BLUME. Well, as I was listening to this, going up and back, I
remembered when I was state commissioner and was sitting in the
government person's seat rather than the private provider's seat
that I'm in now. When faced with the inadequacy of the treatment
that my agency was delivering, I would admit it, but I would also
point to all the advances we ve made and all the multiplication
from where we began. I think that's where we are right now.

Certainly if this hearing were being held 15 years ago we would
not be able to point to a treatment service the size of the one Mr.
Bliley has mentioned. We had a lot less. We had very few people
even interested in talking about this subject. So we have come a
long way and we don't want to denigrate the efforts of people who
have created that funding for us and that insurance coverage that
makes us operate.

Yet, just as I said, let's not congratulate ourselves on a decrease
in average alcohol intake Rhi.:n it's rising anbmg younF people. I
would say let's not congratulate ourselves on the job we ve done in
making treatment available, because it's not available to everyone
who needs it, who would take advantage of it and who would do
well in it.

Mr. LEVIN. I think the more the two of you talk, maybe on that
point the differences are less than seems apparent at first. Are
there differences over the importance of intervontion wAhin the
family situation?

Dr. BLUME. Not at all.
Mr. LEVIN. You think there are circumstances where here has

. to be intervention to remove the child from the particular circum-
stances?
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Dr. BLUME. Yes, there are such families. I would further point
out that if we ever did the job we Gught to be doing of identifying
the women now of childbearing age and coming into obstetric prac-
tice, who need chemical dependency services, we would absolutely
overwhelm the treatment resources out there because so many
cases are being missed the way Kathleen's case was missed.

Mr. LEVIN. Just one last quick question, is there any disagree-
ment that the lack of insurance and the inadequacy of the scope of
the insurance is one important fee ure of this problem? Does any-
body disagree with that?

Mr. BEsilARov. I would say that for the crack problem I don't
think that's as major a question because most of the compulsive
crack users that I know are Medicaid eligible.

Dr. BLUME. Come to Long Island and I'll introduce you to many
who are not, especially teens who belong to families who have in-
surance coverage, who are covered for other illness by the parents'
insurance, but then when they are in need of the services are
bereft.

Mr. Biestimiov. There are always "many." We're talking about
whether out of 200,000 compulsive users whether 2 percent or 50
percent are middle clnqs. It is closer to the lower number, not to
the higher.

There is one place, sir, where the-e is a difference, and let me be
very blunt about it. If you were to spendif for some reason the
Congress were to authorize and appropriate $2 billion more for
drug treetment, which we know is not likely, $2 billion on top of
the Presi Gent's proposal and so forth, I don't think that there
would be an appreciable lessening of the child welfare problems
faced in this country because current approaches do not have a
great deal of success with the heaviest crack users.

Therefore, I think that even if you increased spending, you're
still going to have to take action on the child welfare side. My only
message here is: Don't focus just on the drug treatment side.
There s a lot that needs to be fixed on the child welfare side as
well.

Mr. LEVIN. I'd better close. You see, you've stated it, again, in a
rather either/or form. You're saying in terms of treatment the pic-
ture seems kind of hopeless. So just put your emphasis on the wel-
fare side of it. Maybe that sets the stage for the next panel.

I don't think, Dr. Blume, you agree with that statement, do you?
Dr. BLUME. I don't see it in either/or terms. I would be glad to

pick up the challenge of an extra $2 billion. I think if we had resi-
dences, as was pointed out, where women coming out of intensive
treatment could live with their kids for a few months, six months,
eight months, however much they needed to get a good start, I
think we would have a lot less need for child placement, but cer-
tainly we would still have it.

It would be a good experiment to try.
Mr. MAcirruiry. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before I came to Congress it always amazed me how there

seemed to be a problem -Ault everyone could agree was a problem,
yet when the federal government got involved, somehow the solu-
tion was inappropriate Whether it was drugs, housing, educe:ion,
whatever, somehow thcre is this Nide river between the problem



and the solution that we never seem to get across in an adequate
way.

So my question really gets to the focus of okay, how do we solve
the problem There is not a single person in this room who has
heard this testimony, who hes ever dealt with the statistics, who
can't say this is a major problem.

It sewns to me that if you look at the study that was just done in
my state, Rhode Island, that there is a profile :or a mbstance
abuser, be it alcohol or drugs. Looking at the testimony is said that
cocaine wus detected moie commonly in women who were other
than white, used public insurance, were classified as living in pov-
erty, had one or more children and delivered at the regional perin-
atal care center.

Should we in the creation of this attempt to solve the problem
focus on all women? Should we focus on selected groups of women
who are in what we would call a high risk catsisory? Can we afford
to put money across the board and then miss the people who really
need the services?

Dr. Brion. Different phases should be targeted differently. Pre-
vention, as I mentioned earlier, has to start with kindergarten and
information and prevention have to be spread in all of society. For
early intervention, we should targzt the health care system. We
have good technology. In fact, a Dr. Michele G. Cyr did an excel-
lent atudy at Brown University identifying men and women in in-
terne_ medicine practice with alcohol problems. Seventeen percent
of the women coming into treatment for other illnesses had alcohol
problems.

The technology is there to do the identification. Urine testing for
drugs is commonly used now. It is pretty accurate and can be used
in obstetric practice as well. So the technology to identify the
people at most risk is also there. At the prevention level we should
target all women. At the treatment level we're going to target
those that already have the problem, and we can identify them if
we have the systems in which to do that.

Let me just mention sonv-thing wonderful that the Congress did.
I testified a number of yev ago, on behalf of the National Council
on Alcoholism when there was a debate over what's called the
women's set aside, you know what that is, the block grants that go
to the states for alcohol and drug programs now require that 10
percent of that money be set aside for new and improved programs
for women.

Nobody wanted that. I was the only person at that time who
spoke for it, yet we studied the effect of that set aside, and it's been
good. I would like to see some teeth put in that, set aside to make
sure that the states are spending the funds appropriately. Right
now it's lett to the discretion of the states. I think it could be better
used.

There's lots that the Congress has done that's been good, not at-
appropriate at all. We just need more of it.

Mr. MAcirrixv. Should we have testing for every woman who
comes in for prenatal care and then refer them based on that par-
ticular test? We have limited resources, how do we spend them,
every woman in the high risk population? It would be great if we
could focus on every woman.
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Dr. BLUME. The test for alcohol problems is as simple as a paper
and pencil test. It costs 15 or 20 minutes of time to fill it out in the
waiting room and then it costs the training of getting staff to know
how to evaluate that test. I'll be glad to submit, (I don't think it's
with my testimony now,) a pap ei snd pencil test that has been de-
signed for women that is really easy to use.

That's not a big expense, the expense is training the staff to use
them, to be aware, to refer and then to have the treatment on the
other end that these women need.

Mr. MACHTLEY. So you think we can do it without much expense,
at least as to alcohol, and the question then would become what
about drugs?

Dr. Bunn. Right. That could be targeted. Als,) good history
taking would help you target testing in the drug area. What's miss-
ing right now is the system to do it, the coIrdination, the training
and, as one of the earlier testifiers said, the will.

Mr. MACHTLEY. Then once we put people into some treatment. fa-
cility, whatever that might be, going back to the chairman's ques-
tion again, are we going to measure success by how often they're
out of treatment? Is there some incentive, or do we just concede
that people will have lapses, whether drugs or alcohol, and we just
keep payang? I mean, what should be our standard., how do we deal
with encouraging people not to continue?

Dr. BLUME. Well, the programs that do the best, and this has
been documented in research, are the programs that have the best
follow-up and follow through. If you can afford _J have staff that
are case managers, that stay in touch with people, that make sure
that if they mi.% a session someone's calling them. Where were
you? What happened? In the outpatient phase of treatment, those
services are a great luxury in public programs now.

The staff is up to its neck just doing the treatment, and the
follow-up is not as careful as it ought to be or could be if there
were more resources. So I would say that a relapse is not a total
failure if there's follow-up and follow through. The person, as
Kathy did, can learn from the relapse and take it from there.

She relapsed and she just stayed out there relapsed. Nobedy
went looking for her, nobody followed her up. She had to go
through a whole new case finding to get into treatment again. We
know how to do this. We don't have the resource= co do it as much
as we would like.

Mr. MACHTLEY. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Chmrman MILLER. I want to thank you very much for your testi-

mony.
Let me say that my concern here is, and I'm not sure it's going

to be answered this morning, but my concern is our lack of under-
standing about these women and what works and what don't
work. That lack of understanding, as well as probably a general
lack of understanding about addiction, then drives a model of treat-
ment for families that concerns me" a great deal.

Mr. Besharov and I don't have a great debate going here, we
have a different view, I think, of what causes what to happen. My
concern is that when a woman is pregnant or a woman has chil-
dren and sne can't get a model of trea'..ment that addresses her
needs, we then take away her child, whereas we may have been
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able to keep them together had there been a treatment model that
could address her needs, provide child carea comprehensive
model.

The absence of that then causes a greater intervention by the
state into that family. Current law allows us to protect the family,
to separate the child, to take him away, reasonable effort or no rea-
sonable effort.

The fact is, that that goes on every year in this country for thou-
sands ah:1. thousands of children. It's determined that having made
that effort this child should be separated from that parent for
health or safety reasons, a whole series. That's current law. My
roncern is that all too often that is driven by the inadequacy of
services for the family in need.

Today we're looking at drug addicted families. We've listened to
family court judges in my own state and all across this country
who tell us they'iv simply removing children because of the
equacy of shelter, not because they weren't loving parents, not be-
cause they didn't care for their children, not that they didn't bust
their buns to get the kid to school, but the :act was it was unsafe
for the; child to continue living in that situation for the simple in-
adequacy of shelter. We've now split IP that family.

I have the same concern here. As I tlilk to probation officers, as I
talk to child welfare services, the inadequacy of program causes a
sick individual, if you want to use Kathleen's model, an addicted
individual, to continue to function in that fashion and, therefore,
we now start disassembling the family, very unsuccessful in getting
that thing back together once we've started that process.

So my concern is the mismatch between the individual and the
cervices; the adequacy of the services, the effectiveness of the serv-
ices and the availability of the services are not there so that we
start the other effort of taking apart the family.

I think specifically when the select committee sees the number of
programs that won't accept pregnant, addicted women, I believe
much of it is a liability issue, it's not callousness. Many programs
don't accept women with children. Just as many shelters don't
accept families, the father has to go here and the mother has to go
there and the kids have to go somewhere else. That's wonderful
when you're living in downtown Manhattan.

I think that we've got to look at that model. Finally, I'm terribly
concerned that the stereotype, which is a black, welfare mother in
an urban setting, drives us to believe that well, there's really noth-
ing that is effective here. Yet they probably have the greatest bar-
rie.-s to service, and in all likelihood they're not going to Betty
Ford or to the U.S. Naval Center in San Diego. They're going to
this place that's kind of trying to maintain people and doesn't have
the follow up.

The follow up that you talked about, the contact thab you talk
about, twice a week, is a real iuxury. In the San Francisco Bay
area there are only a couple of programs that I can name that
have that kind of contact. One program that most of the people on
the front line have faith in has 125 contacts after inpatient care
ceases. One hundred and twenty-five omtacts over the next year.

They consider the program successful if 80 percent of the young
people remaii clean in a year with that many contacts. There
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aren't many in..)grams in the nation that have that. We're real
good at keeping you locked up or what have you, but we're not real
good at following up.

The othei one that concerns me, again, is when we determine
success it wouli seem to me one measure of succEss in the case of a
pregnant woman is if we could provide abstinence for nine months,
that that would be some measure of success, certainly for the child.
If the notion is that you have to be drug free the rest of your life,
then we've-got serious problems, because as Kathleen pointed out
it's every day, there's nd written guarantee you're drug free for the
next 50 years and the next 20 minutes.

The people I've talked to who are recovering and sober, I think,
make that point. I'm just very concerned and what we're trying to
unravel in this hearing is the extent to which the inadequacy of
services is driving these other choices. I'm very excited about what
Ways and MeansI was over there testifying last week about the
merger of some of these services.

There's got to he some standard to measure at what time the
atate takes away a child. I think reasonable effortwe've got this
big project going on in the Bay Area, I don't think anybody has
found this to be a barrier to remove a child. Those boxes are being
checked without reasonable effort. It's being usedwell, that's
debate for Ways and Means, and that's why we have Ways and
Means Committee members on here. We will have that debate.

I appreciate very much your testimony here, I just think we've
got to know an awful lot more about these women. Because if the
focus in the Congress and public policy becomes simply the child,
and this isn't to separate them, then we're going to be a little bit
like Lucille Ball in the chocolate factory. The children are going to
be coining down that conveyor belt faster than we can handle
them.

As we've already seen, these children have, in fact, overwhelmed
every system they've encountered, these crack babies, and nobody
has been able to stand up to them. They're now in the elementary
schools and that's not working. I think the challenge is there, but I
think in terms of when we have the opportunity, the debates in
Ways and Means, the debates in the Commerce Committee, we
have a chance now to redesign some of these systems.

We've really got to louk to make sure that simple unavailability
of services doesn't drive us into a much more expensive and more
severe intervention by the state on behalf of families when we have
a chance for some successes.

So thank you very, very much. We'll be back to you, obviously,
because this is going to be ongoing as these other committees con-
sider legislative suggestions and solutions. Thank you very much.

Kathleen, a special thanks to you. Erin, thank you. You stayed
awake through the whole hearing. I consider that a success as a
member of Congress. It'c better than most of the people up here do
from day to day. Thank y ou very much.

Next we will hear from Iris Smith, who is the director of Preven-
tion and Applied Research for the Laboratory of Human Behavior
Genetics at Emory University; Li-. Alan Trachtenberg, who is the
medical director, Bay Area Addiction Research and Treatment Pro-
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gram in Berkeley, and Dr. Jing Ja Yoon, whc is the chief of neona-
tology from the Bronx Lebanon Hospital in Bronx, New York.

Welcome to the committee, and we will take you in the order in
which you are listed, please. Your written statments will be
placed in the record to the extent to which you can summarize,
we'll appreciate, and the extent to which you want to comment on
what you've heard in the previous panel will also be appreciated by
the committee.

Ms. Smith.

STATEMENTS OF IRIS E. SMITH, DIRECTOR, PREVENTION AND
APPLIED RESEARCH, LABORATORY OF HUMAN AND BEHAVIOR
GENETICS, EMORY UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE;
PROJECT DIRECTOR, .GEORGIA ADDICTION, PREGNANCY AND
PARENTING PROGRAM (GAPP), ATLANTA, GA

MS. SMITH. Thank you. I'm pleased to have the opportunity to ad-
dress the committee this morning. As it was stated, I'm currently
the director of Prevention and Applied Research at the Laboratory
of Human Genetics at Emory University. I am also the project ed-
rector of the Georgia Addiction, Pregnancy and Parenting Pro-
gram, which is a model intervention for pregnEnt and post partuzn
addicts.

I have worked in the field of substance abuse prevention for the
past 16 years and I have a commitment to this field as well as to
the issue of pregnency and addiction. I've also bet.- co.investigator
on several studies which are ongoing, examining the prenatal ef-
fects of drug use during pregnancy.

Based on thez testimonies that have been given there is little
doubt that this if; a very serious problem and that Cae prevrience of
drug-exposed infants is, in fact, increasing. The range of problems
can vary from serious developmental effects rr' ated to prematurity
to milder developmental problems in older kids.

We now recognize that fetal alcohol syudrome is one of the lead-
ing causes of birth defects and mental retardation in the United
States. The greate tragedy, is, of course, that it is preventable.
When we begin to talk about preventing many of those terrible
problems, we're really talking about intervening and doing pri-
mary and secondary prevention with women of childbearing ages. T
think we often forget that.

We often spend a lot of time and energy talking about what
we're going to do about the babies. We do know that there are pro-
grams that work, there are data in the field which indicate that. In
my wricten report I talk about a study that we did which was pub-
lished in 1986, which looked at the effects of a relatively minor
educational intervention with a group of alc-lol abusing mothers.

What we found was that when you did ..tducation during preg-
nancy, approximately 35 percent of those women who were abusing
alcohol at that time would discontinue their use of alcohol. When
we looked at the outcomes of their children, we found that there
was marked improvement in terms of their growth and in terms of
their development later on We're still following that population of
children, they still show improved development.
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Another thing that came out of that study was the obvious fact
that although 35 percent of those women were able to quit, 65 per-
cent were not. It was out of concern for that 65 percent of the pop-
ulation that we began to develop the Georgia Addiction, Pregnancy
and Parenting Project.

One of our objectives is to identify those women who are at risk
of continuing to use alcohol or drugs during pregnancy, and also to
identify what factors might motivate such women to seek treat-
ment and to look at what kinds of measures of success we can use
in terms of evaluating our intervention.

I'd like to respond to some of the things that have been said. I
think many of the things that are in my written statement have
already been talked about by some of the other presentors here.
One of the things I think we really need to emphasike is that early
intervention is very important, and that when you do early inter-
vention with a woman of childbearing age, it is also primary pre-
vention, becau3e these women are going to have other children.

So when you intervene in an index pregnancy, you're likely to
prevent a future pregnancy from being drug exposed, and I think
that's very important. Another early study that we did as part of
our project was to really look at women 'rho were going into treat-
ment and compare them to women that we -re seeing who were
still pregnant and abusing drugs, and to lo at differences that
might be motivating some women to seek treatment vereus those
who did not.

One of the things wi found was that the women who had gotthn
into treatment, typically, were women who had hit bottom. They
were women who were hurting, they wen. :vomen who had suffered
many kinds of problems in their lives related to drug addiction.
The women who were pregnant typically were a little bit younger,
a little bit earlier in their eddiction process and were not hurting
quite as bad.

What that told us was that what was needed was more active
case finding and outreach. As Dr. Tuckson pointed out earlier, we
have to do case management. We cannot afford to wait until these
women walk into a treatment program, and I guess there is still
some debate about whether or not ,juch programs are readily avail-
able in all areas. In ours they are not available.

We can't wait for the woman to hit bottom, because by that time
she's got three or four kids, many of whom many be affected by her
drug use during these pregnancies. So it becomes increasingly im-
portant that we do education, that we do active case finding, that
we do case management with women of childbearing ages, with
young women who are in their first pregnancy or their second
pregnancy, because, again, we're going to prevent further problems
in their children.

Another thing I think that has come out in some of the testimo-
nies thathave been made is the critical need for aftercare services.
There is a need for a continuum of care, not only detoxification
and treatment and rehabilitation, but also aftercare.

I think we tend to think of addiction as being an acute illness
that you cure in 28 to 30 days, that someone goes through a pro-
gram and they should be all right for the rest of thier lives. Well,
'la,: not true We're talking about a chronic, progressive, debili-
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tating illness, which many of these women will struggle vr'..th their
entire lives. It doesn't go away in 30 days.

As Kathleen pointed out very poignantly in her testimony, for an
individual who start d using when they were 14 or 15 years old,
you cannot expect that in a month they're going to turn around
their lives so that they will no longer have to resort to druge. We
have to be able to provide these women with continued support
when they return to the community.

One of the things that we're seeing in the population that we
work with, and I'm sure everybody in the fielf:1 is seeing this as
well, is that we're getting transgenérational patterns of addiction.
Eighty-three percent ,,Nf the women who are pregnant and using
drugs have parent, siblings who also use drugs and alcohol.

A large percent x .. those individuals have used drugs and alco-
hol with other f.--.11 members. Again, we're talking about some-
thing which 4.) pe vasivo, and for some so much a critical part of
their family uporir ding and something that they learned in the
home very early, t at it's not going to be very easy for them to
learn the new kinds coping skills that they'll need to live a drug
free life.

We have to make itercare services accessible to them to help
them deal with deficient coping skills, which will help them deal
with an environment that may remain hostile. Many women will
have to sever ties with family members, with their male significatic
others, the husbands, the boyfriends, the fathers of their children
who are still actively using and may n3t support their recovery.

We cannot expect them to return to that kind of an environment
and remain drug free, it's simply unrealistic.

I also wanted to respond to something that I heard said, which
was that there is a profile or stereotype of women who use drugs
during pregnancy. I think we need to be very cautious in promot-
ing stereotypm We know from national surveys that have been
done that drug and alcohol use crosses all socioeconmic and ethnic
barriers. It's something that we see everywhere.

One of the things that I think is happening with the issue of
pregnancy and drug abuse is that only a few sites are screening for
this. Dr. Blume pointed out that often physicians don't ask the
question. I think we neld to ask the questi.dn, where is this data
coming from, who are the hospitals who are doing the urine toxi-
cology screens? Are they only the hospitals located in inner city
poor communities? Are those the only women who are being identi-
fied?

I think that's a question which :Its not been asked and which
certainly needs to be asked at this point in time.

I don't want to go too far over my time, but I think what I'm
calling for is a more comprehensive look at what this problem is.
When we talk about the solution we talk about it as though there
is a magic bullet, as though there is one answer, well there isn't.
It's a complex problem, it's multileveled, it affects multisystems, it
affects every system in our society.

What we'i.e really talking about are multiple solutions. I agree
that there an. ,iome changes which need to be made in our child
welfare system, we certainly need more specialized treatment serv-
ices for womer., for pregnant women. We need more aftercare and
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follow-up services and we need more research, because right now
we don't have all the answers as to what is going to be effective
with any given population.

Cocaine has provided us with some new information. In some
ways it is a different kind of an addiction, v:e don't have all the
answers. Many women that we see are able to stop using drugs on
their own. Well, that has happened with other drags of addiction.
There have been some landmark research studies by Vzdar:t and
Lee Robbins looking at alcoholism and heroin abuse and finding
that individuals do quit on their own without treatment. We still
don't understand how that happens, we need more research in
those arcas as well.

So we're talking about something which is very complex, that
will require a number of different strategies from a number ,of dif-
ferent areas. There is no one solution.

Thank you. .
[Prepa7ed statement of Iris E. Smith follows.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF bus E. SMTTH, M.P.H., DIRECTOR, PREVENTION AND APPLIED
REBEARCH, LABORATORY OF HUMAN AND BEHAVIOR GENETICS, EMORY UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, PRoncr Duacro GzoRGIA ADDIcnoN, PREGNANCY AND
PARENTING PEOGRAIL (GAPP), ATLANTA, GA

a I am pleased to have the opportunity to address this committee on the

topic of women, addiction and perinatal sdbstance abuse. I am the

Director of Prevention and Applied Research at the Laboratory of Human and

Behavior Genetics at Emory Uni7ersity School of Medicine. I cm also

Pro3ect Director for the Georgia Addiction, Pregnancy and Parenting

Program (GAPP), a model intervention program for pregnant and post partum

addicts. I have worked in the field of sdbstance abuse prevention for the

past 16 years. I serve on the Board of Directors for the National

Association for Children of Alcoholics and have served on the faculty of

the ceorgia School of Alcohol and Drug Studies. For the past 12 years, I

have been a Co-Investisator for several resesvch studies on the effects of

prenatal expo-ure to alcohol and cocaine.

Therr is little question that the increasing prevalence of drug and

alcohol use among pregnant women is cause for concern. It has been

estunated that 11% of pregnant women use drugs at some time during their
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pregnancy. The effects of drug and alcohol use during pregnancy may range

from miscarriage to developmental delays and behavioral problems in

exposed children. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, which results from heavy alcohol

use during pregnancy is now recognized as one of the leading causes of

birth defects and mental retardation in the United States. The social

cobts of providing remedial services, foster care placement and medical

care for these chldren are excessive. The greatest tragedy is *hat these

problems are 100% preventable.

Recently most of the attention has been directed towbi'd intervening

with prenatally exposed children. However, when we speak about the

prevention of nerinatal addiction, we are essentially talking about early

Intervention wv.-11 women of childbearing ages who are abusing or at risk of

abusing drugs and alcohol. Prevention is always proactive. Thus, we must

begin to develop ond implement strategies for working with the woman at

risk before she has given birth to an affected child. Therz are different

levels of prevention. Primary prevention involves intervening with women

of childhvaring ages who are not pregnant. Such strategies may take the

form of education. Secondary pre ention, or early intervention, involves

intervening with an identified population at risk. In 1986, we published

the results of a study on the effectiveness of an educational intervention

with pregnant alcohol abusing mothers. We found that, when presented with

Information on the potential harm of alcohol ase during pregnancy, 35% of

a sample of alcohol us,ng pregnant women would discon inue their alcohol

use out of concern for their unborn child. When we evaluated pregnancy

ou,comes in that study, 4e found that the infants of women who had stopped

drinking had improved intrauterine growth and behavioral development when

r 4-pared to the Infants of mothers who drank throughout pregnancy. This
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occurred even if the mcther had been drinking into her second trimester

(see Appendix A).

These findings provide strong evidence that educational Interantions

will work for some of the women ah risk. Other studies have also found

that pregnancy often provides a "theraputic window" for intervention with

the pregnant addict ind many women will abstain from alcohol and drug use

during pregr-ncy.

It was evident from the study I have described to you, that the 65% of

these womln who had been unable to discontinue their wse of alcohol

constituted a high risk group. Men we exumined the differences between

the stopped dr.nkers and the continuous drinkers we found that the women

in this group were mre likely to have experienced social or medieal

problems related to their drinking. They more often came from alcoholic

families and had alcoholic siblin-,s and typically began drinking at an

earlier age than the group of women who had been able to stop. All of

these things seemed to indicate shat this group of women might benefit

from a more intensive theraputic intenention. The results of this study

formed the rationale for deve opment of the Georgia Addiction, Pregnancy

and Parenting Program (see Appendix B.

One of he primary ob3ectives of the GAPP program is to identify

factors Lhich motilite women to seek treatment for their alcohol or drug

problems as well as those fac 3rs which constitute barriers to treatmen..

Our experience has indicated that one of the greatest barriers to

treatment_ is, quite simply, the lack of it. Pew programs provide services

specifically for women and even fewer pravide specialized services for

pregnant women and new mothers. Many residential treatment facilities do

not admIt pregnant women as a matter of policy. For example, in the metro

Atlanta area only 2 programs offer specialized programs for women, the

Metro Atlanta Recovery Residences and the Fulton County Alcohol and Drug

Treatment CePter. With the exception of GAPP, there arn no programs
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specifically targetted for the pregnant addict. Other barriers to

,reatment include the laca of childcare provisions, inadequate insurance

coverage, and lack of transportation to and from treatment facilities.

There is now considerable data in the field to suggest that programa

which provide services for the preg-Ant addict can reduce the incidence of

poor pregnancy outcomes in this group. For example, The Family Center at

Tbamas Jefferson University Hospital, which providea °apprehensive medical

and sUbstance abuse services to pregnant women, has successfully reduced

the Incidence of low birthweight births from nearly 50% to 18%. Other

prototype programs such as the Pregnant and Addicted Mothers Program

(PAAM) have demonstrated that parenting education, coMbined with

copprehensive substance abuse treatment can positively impact child

outcooe. In a program for pregnant alcohol abusers at Boston City

Hospital, Dr. Henry Rosett demonstrated that 66% of a group of alcoholic

pregnant women who participated in the program either reduced or

discontinued their use of alconol and significantly improved the birth

outcumes of their children.

In developing substance abuse treatment programs we often fail victim

to the "myth" of addiction as cause. There is a tendency to think of

addiction as an acute illness, which one can treat (and cure)ir 28-30

days. We assume that once we have 'treated" the addict, all of her other

life difficulties will disappear. This is not the case. Drug addiction is

a chronic, progressive and debilitating disease. Moreover, it is

multi-determined. There are multiple paths to addiction. Risk factors

include psychological, biological as well as etwironmental factors. Once

the addict has come to terms with her addiction, she must come to terms

with her life. Studies of addicted women have found that compared to
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non-addicts, they are mote likely to have been vi:tims of phyeicai and/or

sexual abuse (sore studies have found the prevalence to be nearly 5 times

higher), to be single mothers and to have a higher incidence of medical

problems. Often they lack marketable job skills and employment

experience. Many come from alcoholic or substance abusing homes. In our

study, we are beginning to sRe transgenerational patterns of addiction.

83% of our clients report that other members of tteir families use alcohol

or drugs. 47% have used alcohol or drugs with their mothers and 23% have

used witn their fathers. Many of these women will return to drug infested

environnents where there is little support for their recovery.

For any addict, recovery from addiction is a life long process. As

with other chromic illnesses, thcrR is a risk of relapse. Relapse is not

failure. Occasional relapses during the early stages of recovery are not

unccamon. Continued support and reinforcement for a drug free lifestyle

can prevent a single relapse from triggering an extended period of use.

Twelve step programs such as Alcoholics Anonymous, Cocaine Anonymous, and

Narcotics Anonymouz have been shown to be effective in promoting continued

abstinence anong recovering addicts. Traditionally, such programs have

prcvided aftercare support through a network of self-help groups run by

recovering addicts. However, these groups are not equally accessible in

all communities. For example, a recent survey in metro-Atlanta indicated

that of 900 12 step programs, only 6 % were located in predominantly

black, low income communities. There is a critical need for a complete

continuum of care which includes not only detoxifcation and treatment but

also aftercare services tc :,rovide conti-ied support to recove,ing women

after they return to the coemunity. Such programs must be accessible both

geographically and economically. They should include the follang

31-228 0 - 90 - 4
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components at a minimum: vocational training; job placement; child care;

relapse prevention counseling; and parenting education. Many women who

are commiteo to their recovery have been forced to sever ties with drug

using spcuses, boyfriends or family members, upon whom they have been

economically and emotionally dependent. Complete and successful recovery

means that these women mist acquire the skills to become independent

ecoromically and emotionally.

The prevention of alcohol and drue:: related birth defects in a national

priority. Prevention, by definition, means tY-It we must be proactive in

intervening in the process of addiction in women cf childbearing ages.

This is a multi-dimensional problem which will require many different

strategies at the individual, family ...nd societal level. While there is

some truth to all sterotypes, not all women who use drugs during pregnancy

lack of concern for their child. Rehabilitation services for pregnant

women are often not available, and as a result, many women who want drug

treatment cannot get it. When such services are available. women are able

to recover from their addiction. I have appendiced to this report several

case summw-les of women we have seen. These cases are typical of those who

are seeking help for their addiction. Some have been successful in

conquering their addiction, others have been blocked by the failure of a

non-respsonsive system which created barriers to help.

In conclusion, while it is bmperative that we take appropriate

measures to safeguard the welfare of cu next generation, it is equally

important to ensure that those women who are motivated to seek help for

their addiction are able to find it. The creation of punitive

consequences for drug use during pregnancy, must be balanced with

compassion and ,,nderstanding for the drug addicted mother. Treatment



approaches must be comprehensive with a continudr of services that

includes aftercare. Sdbstance abuse is often only a symptom, we mat

design programs to treat the whole person and not just tho addiction.
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Clients el
Pregnant. 29 year old. divorced, black female.
was an llyr. old son who lives with the client's mother.

Eftiatiums Ilth grade
8 mon. Cosaotoloty school

Employments worked 2Yr. as cashier

Summary, Client self referred to SIAPVP at aeon. of pregnancy. She
reported es a 1-2/mon. COCalne utter and an accessional cannabis
user. She litotes that *he began snorting cocaine at cgs 25 and
then switched to smoking pipe. SAPPP assisted her ontertng
Clifton Springs outpatient treatment program. After one meeii she
discontinued treatsent. She reportedly relapsed and dent hem to
live with her mother outsid of the Atlanta area. She ?smarted
that she began attending AA gmoups at this time and began her
abstinence. In Dec. of 1989. aftr the delivery of her second son
(m 9-26-89. stm returned to Atlanta. She is raising her new son
and ettending Clifton Springs' evening groups. She has reportedly
been abstinent 'or 12 months.

=amslv: Rnn of t, ohIld,en. Reports o0 family substance abusers other then
her brother who drinks alconol.

Cl,ent, 02
Fr...wont. 73 yr. old. black. singles, female.
wes 3 ye. old daughter who lives with her and 17 yr. old
lauunter .no lives with a relative.

Euvcatimm: 2 years of col/ le, Nursing Aid skills.

Employments Worked in Food Services for 3 years.

Summary, Client reported that she bepan using alcohol at age 12. Her
.,imery irug of use is cocaine. She reportedly hos used
elsohol, .1caino, amphetamines, and cannabis on a weekly basis
over the past 10 years. Client entered FOC inpatient treatment
program at the time of her r rrrrrr I. She delivered baby girl
on 6-15-89 while still In treatnent. She gave the child up for
adoption nd Continued her treatment. Upon completing her
treatment she .as accepted into Village Atlanta. While there
she obtai.led job (factory production) nd attended AA and '

groups. She is reportedly still abstinent and working, and
currently living in a local housIng complex.

Family, Client ,poorts that her mother, father, and grandfather were
aleon,lio. and her siblings were lconsl and drug abusers.

1 01



Client: 03
egnart. 36 vr. old, black female.

No other childron.

a Education, 12th wade% 12 month data entry certification.

a

Employment: 4 mon. Soldier Twchnicin

Sumneryi Client reported that she began usinj alcohol at age 21 and
reports to monthly use of cocaine and cannabis for the past
Year. She has never been in treatment but has attended OAPPP
groups at FATC since December. She states that she has been
abstinent for 4 months. On 4-6-90 she delivered a healthy baby
boy. She ie currently living with her boyfriend and plans tO
return to her soldier technician position s soon as possible.

F.m11yr She reported that her twin brother uses cocaine, but no other
f.mily members use drugs or alcohol.
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The Georgia Addiction, Pregnancy and Parenting Project

Georgia Mental Health Institute .0 12158 Briarcliff Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30301
Telephone (404) 804-821111

MAT LE TER MONTER AECTCTICO, PREGNANCY ARD PARENTING (GAPP) nonce?

The Georgia Addiction, Pregnancy and Parenting (GAPP) Project, is a

special intervention program for pregnant women who are abusing drugs

and/or wceen who have recently given birth to'a child who was prenatally

exposed to drugs. The GAPP Project is located at Georgia Mental Health

Institute, 1256 Briarcliff Rd.. HE, Atlanta, GA. It is jointly sponsored

by tv Ga. Department of Human Resources. Alcohol & Drug Section and Emory

University School of Medicine.

The Origins of the GAIT Project

The GAPP Project began in 1980 as a research program to study the

effects of alcohrl usa during pregnancy on the growth and development of

the Child. The original research project included the identification and

followup of wren who were at risk for giving birth to alcohol affacted

children as well as the evaluation and followup of such children.

The initial research concluded by this prograa indicated that prenatal

alechol exposure can lead to a continuum of poor developmental outcome in

exposed children ranging from full Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) (which

includes abnormal facial appearance, retarded growth and mental

development) to learning and behavioral problems in children who otherwise

appear to be normal (Smith, 1979; Cbles et al., in press).

Women who participated in the study were given information on the

harmful effects of alcohol ure during pregnancy, Those who had evidence

o. chronic alcohol and/or drug problems were advised to seek additional

LJunseling. As a resun of the information and counseling provided,

th2rty-flec pec.zent (35%) of those women who were using alcohol at the

time of the interview discontinued their use of alcohol before the third

trimester (Smith, et al., 1987). The results of the neumlogical and

behavioral assessments conducted on the newborn infan:s iadicnted that the

children of women who stopped drinking had a better developmental outcome

than those of women who continued to drink during preqnency (Coles et al,

1984; Coles et al., 1985; Coles et a., 1987; Coles et al., in press; Smith

et al., 1986).

.Our findings with regard to the consequences of prenatal alcohol

exposure raised important questions about the developmental effects of

other drugs of abuse. With the exception of research on heroin and

methadone this remains a largely unexplored area. In addition, our finding

that many of the developeental effects resulting from prenatal alcohol

exposure could be prevented with intervention during pregnancy,

highlighted the importance of early intervontion with pregnant women who

are abusing alcohol and/or other drugs.

In March, 1987, the legislature of the state of Georgia funded the

GAPP Project to develop a model interventina program for pregnant women in

the greats, Atlanta metro area who are using drugs or alcohol. In

addition, the availability of federal grants funds has enabled us to

expand our existing research program to include the study of the effects

of prenatal exposure to cocaine and other drugs.
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WHRT SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE GRPP PROJECT?

Information and Referral Service.
GAPP is currently compiling data on all programs serving Oskalb/Falton

County residents which provide services to pregnant women end young chil-
dr-sn. 14 also maintain a large datelines of information on the known
effects of prenatal drug exposure. GAPP is a flatidicipliDarT prograwand
our staff includes individeele with expertise in the tallowing areas:
developmental and clinical psychology, social work, addictions, peblic
health and pediatric medicine.

Community Outreach and Education.
GAPP staff are trained to provide educational consultation to lay and

professional groups on tbe effects of Frei:atoll exposure to alcohol and/or
other drugs, identification and screening of pretiment women at risk for
drug abuse, and the epidemiologe and treatment of drug abuse among WOMMJ.

Support Groups for Pregnant Women Who are Abusing Alcohol end/or Other

En9E-
As part of our intervention program, the GAPP Project conducts weekly

support groups for pregnant women who have been using irege during
pregnancy in order to help them achieve and maintain abstinence. Groups
are open to all greater Atlanta metro area residents free of charge.

Parenting Education.
In addition to the pregnancy support groups, GAPP also conducts weekly

7arenting greups with mothers who have recently given birth to a child who
was prenatally exposed to alcohol and/or drugs. The focus of the parenting
classes is to provide support and reassurancm as well as to provide
education and train)-- in Cfective parenting skills and normal child
development. Parentu., groups are open to women in watro Atlanta county
who have given birth to a child within the last 30 daya who was prenatally
exposed to alcohol and/or drugs.

Aftercare and Support Program for Newly Recovering Pregnant and
Post-partum Addict

The Aftercare Program is intended as an adjunct to services provided by
the alcohol and drug abuse treatment programs with a specific emphasis on
topics related to parenting, prevention of relapse, coping, and re-entry
into the commuaity. Through collaborative agreements with the Alcohol
Treatment Center in Fulton County, Fox Recovery Center in Dekaib County,
Atlanta west TreaLment Center, Village Atlanta and the Save the Children
F.Jundation we propose to develop, implement and evaluate a comprehensive
Aftercare Program for newly recovering pregnant and post-partum addicted
women.

The goals of the Aftercare Program are to: (1) reinforce continued
abstinence following completion of drug treatment; (2) promote tbe
development of healthy, adaptive coping skills; (3) provide training in
interpersonal, employment and parenting skills. (4) to provide childcare
to :ecovering mothers in order that they may participate in drug treatment
and/or aftercare services.
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Developmental Evaluations of Drug-Exposed Children.

The GRPP Project staff includes two consulting developmental
psychologists with expertise in the testing and'evaluation of Oildren

prenatally exposed to alcohol and other thugs. Developmental evalustions

of all children whose Bothers participate in the program are provided

free of charge. Evaluations of children not being followed by the GRPP

Project are available on aliened basis.

Ongoing Research on the Effects of Proulatel Drug Claymore.

In addition to above activities, the GAPP Project is continuing its

ongoing research on the effects of pmenatal exposure to alcohol, cocaine

and other drugs of abuse. Our research program includes the

identification and screening of women at risk for continued abuse of
alcohol and/or other drugs during pmegnancy, neurobehavioral and medical
evaluations a infants prenatally exposed to drugs of abuse and laboratory
studies of cytogenetic and immunological changes resulting from drug use.
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Chairman MILLER. Thanks for that uplifting testimony.
Dr. Trachtenberg.

.

STATEMENT OF ALAN I. TRACHTErBERG, M.D., M.P.H., MEDICAL
DIRECTOR, BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH AND TREATMENT
(HAART) BERKELEY, CA

Dr. TRACHTENBERG. I want to echo some of the things that have
been said. Those of us in the maternal and child heeth field are
very grateful for the work of this committee in general for having
done so much to advance the health of children and families in this
country. It's wonderful that you're really trying to go beyond the
stereotypes of addicted pregnant women and kids today.

My name is Alan Trachtenberg. I'm the medical director of Bay
Area Addiction Research and Treatment. We are a private non-
profit corporation that contracts with counties and also has private
fee slots. We treat over 1,200 patients at any one time between San
Francisco and Contra Costa County, not Berkeley, although I do
live there and it's a very interesting place to live.

Chairman MILLER. It has been.
Dr. TRACHTENBERG. I'm also the medical director for the part of

BAART which we call FACET, the Family Addiction Center for
Education and Treatment. FACET is one of the few drops of water
sitting on the bottom of a, for the most part, dry glass. We are ea-
gerly awaiting the day when the glass is half full.

I would like to tell you a story that came from one of the other
parts of the glass that is unfortunately dry. Just north of where
yon and I are from, Mr. Chairman, Butte County, there is a woman
that the National Center for Youth Law calls Michelle who was an
AFDC recipient, the mom of a seven year old, a heroin addict who
became pregnant in 1968.

She learned at that time that the indicated treatment for an
opiate addict who became pregnant was methadone maintenance
through the time of delivery. There's a lot of medical consensus
and good medical data that shows that it is much better for the
fetus and the mother to maintain her on methadone during the
course of the pregnancy. Unfortunately, there is no methadone
treatment available in Butte County.

The policy there seems to be that they don't want drug addicts
there, so they don't have treatment, or they didn't in 1988, and still
don't have treatment. Addicts triere have to go 140 miles roundtrip
to get treatment. Michelle had to drive to Sacramento. which was
70 miles away each day, to get her methadone. She did get into
prenatal care.

She was able to pay the $200 a month fee from her AFDC.
Things were going well, her prenatal care was going well until her
car broke down. She continued to get to the clinic at often as she
could. She begged rides, borrowed them, paid people to take her
there, hitch-hiked sometimes, which got progressively more diffi-
cult as her pregnancy went on. This added expense, though, took
its toll on her meager income and eventually she got in arrears in
her payments at the clinic and, having difficulty getting there, and
not being able to keep up in her payments, she was not able to con-
tinue going to the clinic.
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In her eighth month she went back to using heroin, which is a
decision that I really can't criticize her too much for, because we do
know that intrauterine withdrawal is very dangerous for the fetus.
She did what in her situation might well have been in the best in-
terest of her fetus.

A few weeks before she did go in to labor, the Butte County dis-
trict attorney had announced a policy of prosecution for any
woman who delivered a baby with drugs on board. Despite this,
when she did go in to deliver Michelle told the hospital staff about
her medical condition, that she had beer. using drugs so that they
could give the best possible care to her child.

The next day she was visited by the Butte County district attor-
ney and the child protective services who did take her baby. The
district attorne, aas planning to prorecute and only dropped the
prosecution under the pressure of a lot of adverse publicity about
the case.

Today the child is still in the custody of the Butte County Child
Protective Services. I don't know what has happened to this child,
but we do know in California the usual child removed from the
family is bounced around to two or three different foster care
plar:ements. One thing we do have to keep in mind is it doesn't
solve the problem to take a child out of the fr.mily. What's going to
happen next? It's not a solution, it's just, perhaps, a different kind
of problem.'

Today there is still no methadone treatment for any opiate ad-
dicts, not even for pregnant women, other than to send them '70
miles each way to Sacramento to get their methadone, or a little
further to Davis or Pittsburgh is another site that we have. We do
have women who come that far to lur clinics in Pittsburgh and
Richmond frc,m north of us in California.

I think that story is the most important thing I wanted to tell
the committee, the rest of my remarks are in the written testimo-
ny. I did want to point out, however, that things are bad and, if
anything, getting a little worse for poor women and addicted
women. Currently Medi-Cal does not reimburse for the treatment of
cocaine addiction at all.

It's been proposed in uext year's :54,di-Cal budget that treatment
for heroin detoxification will no longer be reimbursed. This past
year, as you know, two thirds of Office of Family Planning's budget
in the state of California was cut and the Office of Family Plan-
ning-funded family planning clinics are the only source of gynecolo-
gic care for many poor women, both addicts and non-addicts. That
funding was only put pack after a very hard-fought, rancorous po-
litical battle. In fact, clinics did close, women were not able to get
gynecologic care to prevent them from getting pregnant, to prevent
them from getting sexually transmitted diseases like AIDS and
cancer of the uterine cervix.

In Contra Costa County about 10 percent of my patients have
HIV infection, and most of them havein Contra Costa County
some access to fairly good HIV related care from thv county. In
San Francisco the system is a littie bit more overburdened, we do
have more difficulty in getting care for the seven percent of our
patients there who have HW infection.

los,r
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There is an epidemic of tuberculosis in Contra Costa County
among young adult crack smokers. Crack is smoked in =all, en-
closed rooms, the ventilation is purposely kept poor to prevent de-
tection. It's just a tailor-made environment for transmission of the
tubercule baccillus. It should not be surprising that there is such
an epidemic.

Luckily some of' these crack smokers are, in addiction, heroin ad-
dicts. I say luckily because then they may come into one of our
clinics, and we skin test everyone for TB and are working very
closely with the county health department to give appropriate
treatment to people with TB infection befort they get active dis-
vitae and spread it further.

The only reason the pregnant women and the TB infected pa-
tients, et cetera, come to our clinic is because we have a modality
of treatment which is acceptable and desirable to many of the ad-
dicts, that is, we have methadone. We're the only source of medical
and public health services for many of the patients. They don't
come to us for that, though, they come to us because we have some-
thing that they want.

That has to be seen as a very important public health interven-
tion to bring addicted women into treatment, to help us get them
into prenatal care. The resources that are needed by these
womenare far more than just the medical care, the very limited
medical care we're able to give them. They need transportation.

Ymi know, Michelle's story is very common. I have lots of pa-
Lents who are, unfortunately, no longer patients because they
weren't able to keep coming into the clinic every day as they're re-
quired to by regulation, to get their methadone. Transportation is a
horrendous problem. If there were one thing that I could ask this
committee to recommend, it would be travel vouchers or some
access to transportation for all pregnant women, especially preg-
nant addicts, along with the needed access to medical care.

Thanks very nn ch.
[Prepared stat,inen -., 4f Alan I Trachtenberg follows:]
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PREPARED STATILICINT OF ALAN L TRACITIENURO, M.D., M.P.H. MEDICAL DIRECTOR,
13Ay AREA &orrice; lissimica AND TREATMENT (BAAgr) AND TEE FAMILY ADDic-
TION CENTER FOR EDUCATION AND TREATMENT (FACET), EL,tx=gt CA

Mister Chairman, honorable members of the Select Committee,
thank you for inviting me to speak with you today as you reach
beyond the deceptive and counter-productive stereotypes of
addicted women and their children. This :ommittee has
accomplished much for American children, youth and families, but
there is much that still needs to be done for the children and
families victimized by the disease of drug addiction.

Ay name is Alan Trachtenberg and I am the medical director
of Bay Area Addiction Research and Treatment. BAART is an agency
with over 1,200 patients in the San Francisco Bay area in
treatment at this time. All of them are opiate addicted and
mostly injection drug users. I supervise both methadone
detoxification and methadone maintenance services, including
FACET, which is the Family Addiction Center for Education and
Treatment. We are the only program providing outpatient
methadone services to pregnant women in San Francisco and Contra
Costa County.

>ONE DRUG USING MOTHER'S STORY

To start with, I would like to tell yoi a story about a
Pregnant woman who did not have access to a program like ours.
The National Center for Youth Law calls her Michelle (not her
real name) (National Center for Youth Law, 1990). Michelle was
an AFDC recipient with a seven year old child and a heroin habit
wher she discovered she was pregnant in 1988. Determined to
minimize the harm to her fetus, she contacted every local agency
she could for help in obtaining treatment for her drug addiction.
She even contacted local media in the hope that she might find a
Journalist who had information about treatment programs.

In a., of Butte County, California, where Michelle lived,
there was not a single treatment program available to her. There
are no methadone programs in Butte County, where the feeling is
that drug addicts are not wanted and social rather than medical
approaches are more appropriate. The medlcal literature is quite
clear, however, that once a heroin addict becomes pregnant, the
safest therapy for the fetus and the mother is methadone
maintenance (NIDA, 1979). Michelle learned that the nearest
methadone clinic was in Sacramento, seventy piles away.

The Sacramento clin'c had a two-year waiting list, but
because Michelle was both pregnant and persistent she was
admitted to the program. She paid the $200.00 monthly fee from
her AFDC grant and drove 140 miles round trip to Sacramento.
Regulations required her to attend clinic every day to receive
her dose of methadone.

Michelle obtained prenatal care and was doinci well in
treatmsnt until her car broke down. Still, she maNaged to get to
Sacranento nearly every day, begging friends or family for rides,
or buying them, and on occasion even hitchhiking. These added
expenses from her meager income caused her to fall behind in her
payments to the clinic.
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Eight and one half months pr-dnant, with no dependabl way
to get to the clinic and no way to pay its fee, Michelle gave up
on the Sacramento program. A student public health nurse who was
seeing Michelle as part of her prenatal care also tried to help
her find treatment closer to hore. They both came up mpty-
handed. Fina.ly, unable to obtain treatment, Michelle returned
to heroin use, a decision that waif not entirely inappropriate,
since sudden withdrawal could have been deadly to her fetus.

Shortly before Michelle gave birth, the Butte County
District Attorney had announced a policy -c Criminal prosecution
for any woman who gave birth to a baby that testd positive for
drugs. Such tests are not routine for a full term baby whose
mother has been in prenatal care, and it is quite possibl that a
mother could avoid such testing by hiding information fr i the

hospital staff. However, when her baby was bc;-n, Michelle
immediately told hospital staff about her drug use, so they could
provide appropriate treatment to her baby. The next day,
Michelle was visited by representatives of the DA's office and
Child Protective Services, who took the baby away from her.
Despite being told of Michelle's valiant efforts to obtain
treatment, the DA announced p,ans to prosecute her for illicit
use of a controlled substance. Only after a great deal of
adverse publicity did he drop this criminal prosecution.

Today, Michelle's Baby is still in the custody of Butte
County Child Protective Services. Niche:he's attorney, Lucy
Ouacinella, tells me that in 1990 there are still no methadone
services for pregnant addicts in Butte County. In fact, heroin
addicts still have to travel at least 140 miles each day for any
kind of drug treatment at all, except some inpatient care
available for alcoholics. This legal services attorney has
spoken with _,veral pregnant women who use drugs and plan to
avoid prenatAl care for'fear of prosecution. She even knows of
one woman who went without any prenatal care af.d delivered at
home due to this fear.

>THREE ESSENTIAL POINTS

I would like to make three essential points today.

The first is that pregnant and non-pregnant addicted women
desperately need increased access to appropriate medical and
supportive services. They can ill afford inc eeeee d barriers like
the fear of prosecution or the disdainfil attitude of many
professionals. It would be a far better use of scarce funds to
allocate them to Our starved treatment infrastructure than to the
already overburdened Judicial system.

The second point is that addiction, along with many other
diseases, is a public health consequence of oppression and
poverty. I initially realized this while I was serving in the
United States Public Health Service on the Pinm Ridge Indian
Reservation. This was the first time I came face-to-fare with a
people who had been nearly decimated by long term sociai 'eglect
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and the consequent problems c.f intergenerationgl poverty, much as
the population of our inner cities. The current epidemic of drug
addiction is growing up like weeds on a neglected lawn. The real
solution is not toxic herbicides, nor is it cost effective to
pull each weed out by the roots. The real solution is to seed
and water the lawn.

The third point addresses our hysterical and Judgmental
attitudes about drug addi,:tion, which is a chronic relapsing
disease that as seldom cured, but for wnich some effective
treatments do exist. As a society we are currently focusing an
inordinate amount of attention on particula. illicit drugs and
virtually ignoring other much more important determinants of the
health of cur women and children, such as cigarette smoking and
the lack of universal access to medical care.

>ACCESS AND BARRIERS tO CARE

To return to my first point, I would plead to this committee
to stop the obstetrical wards of this country from being turned
into obstetrical Jails. My patients are surprisingly good at
staying away from jail situations. Any measure that increases
the mean birth-weight will decrease the neonatal morbidity and
mortality. A policy that drives any population away from
prenatal care decreases that population's birthweight and
increases the amount of disability and death which will occur in
the newborns of that population. Addiction is defined as a
disease of compulsive substance abuse which the addict continues
despite adverse consequences. Fear of prosecution will not scare
pregnant addicts out of using drugs, it will Just scare them away
from any contact with a system that they must access to get the
prenatal care and drug treatment net they so desperately need.
Even if a woman continues to use drugs during pregnancy, proper
prenatal care will still improve the birth outcome in comparison
to a drug using woman who obtains no prenatal care. (MacGregor et
al, 1989).

Tne physician ,iho cares for a pregnant addict has several
patients. We care for the woman, we care for the unborn, we care
for the already born (her other children) and we care for the
father, if he is present. These are fragile families that, if
gi,en proper support, could in many cases be better environments
for children than our chaotic foster care system (Dixon, 1989).

eMO no mistake, there are certainly cases in which children do
need to be removed :rom the baologacal family. But the Judicial
approach should be a last resort, only after treatment has been
available and failed or not been utilized despite its geographic
and cultural accessibility.

>THE ROOTS AND BITTER FRUITS OF ADDICTION

My second point addresses drug addiction as a public health
consequence of oppression and poverty. Most of my female
patients have been either sexually or physically abused as
children or 7everely assaulted as adults (Regan, Erlich &
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Finnegan, 1987). Many are forced by the economic circumstances
of their lives to exchange sexual behaviors for the means they
depend on to survive.

Most influential people in otir society seem to have little
interest in an addicted woman until she becomes pregnant, often
unintentionally. Then, if she doesn't happen to live in one of
tim few states whose Medicaid programs still cover abortion
services, and If she cannot accumulate enough money in a limited
time, she may be unable to terminate her pregnancy despite her
wish to do so. Whether or not the pregnancy was desired, many
programs will not admit or continue to treat pregnant clients for
various reasons. These may include the additional and often
unreimbursed cost of the extra services and monitoring required
during pregnancy. After delivery, society again loses interest
in the woman, except in her role as a potentially unfit mother.

If we want to create good environments for the children of
addicted mothers, we must consider making the resources available
for safe and healthy homes. Then none of my patients would ever
again have to resort to post-partum prostitution to avoid living
on the street. Pregnancy and childbirth have been shown to be
risk factors for homelessness !Weitzlnan, 1989). In a caring
society this should not be the case.

But why are we focusing today on the pregnant addict? Does
anyone care about the addict before she conceives? Who cares
enough about her to fund the non-threatening contraceptive
services she may need to keep from getting pregnant and to !eep
from getting sexually transmitted diseases like AIDS or cancer of
the cervix? Last year, two thirds of thr funding for
California's Office of Family Planning were cut. Except for a
last minute and hard fought reversal, this would have resulted in
the closure of many clinics which were the only source of
gynecologic care for thousands of poor women, non-addict- as; well
as addicts.

What about the treatment women need for their drug
addictions? In our program in San Francisco almost half of our
clients are female. National)y, women are under-represented in
drug programs with only one third of addicts in treatment being
female. Why has the Medi-Cal budget for the next fiscal year
completely elim4nated reimbursement for all heroin detoxi41ation
services? This is especially concerning in light of regulations
which require that every addict have at least one unsuccessful
Oetoxification attempt before being eligible for methadone
maintenance. Expanded access to ,Irug treatment has been
recommended by every major teak fo,-ce or commission to add ess
the AIDS epidemic. Seven percent of my patirnts in San Francisco
and ten percent of my patients in Contra Cost,. County are
infected with HIV, the AIDS virus. Many of them had their
infections first diagnosed by our testing programs Many of our
pregnant patients have first been admitted as detoxification
clients. Their pregnancies were diagnosed by us, and they were
started early into prenatal care due only to the concerted
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efforts and caring attitude of the methadone maintenance staff.

Although many of the pregnancies we saw are unintentional,
some are very much desired by the patients. We must recognize
that reproduction may be the only sour:. of self-esteem available
to these marginalized women who are given the clear message from
our society that they are not worthy of concsrn or protection.

In an effort to provide what seemed to be a solution to the
last epidemic of heroin addiction, many state ler:islatures made
the non-medical possession of injection equipment ("works")
illegal. The consequence of this legislation, now as apparent to
many addicts as it is to the public health community, was to
greatly increase the transmission of bloodborne infections such
as hepatitis B and HIV from adCict to addict. From addicts these
infections spread to their sex partners and children.

Legislators must recognize that many of the diseases
associated with drug addiction are not the result of the drugs
themselves but rather the social environment in which the drugs
are ingested. A good example of this is the epidemic of
tuberculosis now being seen in the young adult crack smokers of
Contra Costa County. People smoke crack in crowded rooms with
ventilation purposely minimized to lz.ssen their risk of
detection. They inhale hot gases and cough in close quarters,
creating an environment practically tailor-made for optimal
transmission of the tubercle bacillus. One or two people in this
environment may have had quiescent Tb infections for many years,
until their more recent and probably unsuspected HIV infections
broke down their immunity. Pulmonary tuberculosis will likely go
undetected for some time, since addicts are even more likely than
non-addicts to ignore symptoms such as cough and weight loss.
Meanwhile they spread their Tb infection by the respiratory
route. Luckily some of these crack addicts will also be addicted
to heroin, and some of them will find their way into one of our
clinics where we perform skin testing for Tb infection on all of
our patients. We work closely with the county health department
to eradicate this preventable disease.

We are also the first contact many of our patients have with
any HIV counse ing or testing services. Additionally, we are
able to get thy. majority of our pregnant addicts into prenatal
care, despite %he scarcity of obstetricians wiljing to see our
patients. We wnuld not be able to conduct any of these vital
public health interventions with bur clients if they did not come
into our clinics. We are the only source of medical care that
many of them ever are willing or able to utilize, but they do not
come to us primarily for medical care. They come because we have
methadone, which is ta them the most acceptable and immediately
useful treatment for their chief complaint: opiate addiction. I

regret that we do not yet have a similarly acceptable and useful
pharmacologic treatment for cocaine addiction. / am even more
regretful that not all methadone clinics are able to tar the
primary care and pub'ic health services that we offer at BAMIT.
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>A PUBLIC HEALTH PERSPECTIVE BEYOND THE STEREOTYPES

My third point has to do with the hysteria with which
America is now addressing the problem of addiction to illicit
drugs. The news media barrage us with story after story of the
alterrating waves of stimulant and opiate addiction which have
swept this country since the early part of this century. But why
are we 4ocusing only on illicit drugs? Legal drugs like tobacco
are causing vastly more disability and death to America's
newborns than heroin and cocaine. Should we imprison pregnant
smokers? Should we continue to give federal subsidies to a
tobacco indootry that addicts thousands of future mothers every
year with cynical advertising campaigns to convince teenage girls
they will be sexier and have more fun if they smoke this or that
brand of cigarette? At least five to ten percent of all
stillbirths and neonatal deaths are attributable to smoking in
pregnancy (De Haas, 1975; Meyer et al, 1976). Furthermore,
pregnancies of smoking mothers show about the same increased risk
of infant wastage as pregnancies at high altitudes (De Haas,
1975). Would this committee be prepared to follow a proposed
policy for Jailing pregnant addicts (for the protection of the
unborn) to its logical conclusion by recommending that all
pregnant women who stubbornly remain in high altitude domiciles
should be forcibly detained in sea-level, smoke-free, prenatal
camps? I do not advocate such action. However, across the U.S.
at least 18% of all low birth weight is caused by smoking
(Simpson & Armand-Smith, 1986), while even in Alameda County,
California, which contains inner city Oakland neighborhoods
decimatedby crack, only 107. of the low birth weight in babies
born to Black women is attributable to cocaine (Petiti and
Coleman, 1990).

>RECOMMENDATIONS

What solutions can I recommend tz. the committee? I have
three general recommendations: 1) Decrease the barriers to
treatment, 2) aecrease the stigma of being in treatment, and 3)
Decrease the need for treatment.

To decrease barriers to needed treatment I suggest that:

a) Treatment in all modalities medic.11y established to
be useful in the management of drug addiction should be made
available in all localities.

b) A full spectrum of primary care services including
child care, should be funded and available in all drug treatment
clinics, so that the addicted mother with children and no working
automobile can do "One stop shopping".

c) Travel vouchers or other transportation assistance
should be readily available to all pregnant women, especially
pregnant addicts, for whom a car breakdown can lead to a
catastrophe such as Michelle's.
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With respect to decreasing the stigma of being in treatment
I remind the committee that most of us are addicted to one thing
or another, be it alcohol, eating, cigarettes, running, work, or
illicit drugs. Most of us compulsively engage in one or more
potentially detrimental behaviors to modify our internal states
of mind or mood. In this country many of us are dependent on
medications prescribed by our health care providers for our
continued life and normal functioning. The opiate addict
successfully maintained on a daily dose of methadone to which she
is tolerant, which keeps her free of illicit drugs and allows her
to function successfully in her social and family roles is a
treatment success, and should be recognized as such. Eventually
some of these patients will be able to live drug free, but some
will not. Some will return to heroin use every time their
methadone dose is tapered and will need long-term maintenance. I

would urge the committee and the American people to recognize
that ar. long as the patient remains in treatment and free of
illicit drugs she is a treatment success.

To decrease the need for drug treatment we must decrease the
risk factors for drug abuse and addiction. The most important
risk factor for drug addiction in America today is poverty. How
will we create social structures that give other options to
oppressed and despairing women besides the exchange of sexual
behaviors for money and the use of illicit drugs for relief from
the emotional pain of their day-to-day existence? I believe that
we must create economic options for young adults in the inner
cities and on th- reservations that will provide alternative
means of sustenance and self-es'eem. Then, when they are offered
a role in the seductive drug economy, be it as a supplier or a
consumer, they will know that they do have something to lose by
taking that first step. Maybe then they will be able to "Just
say no".

Members of the Select Committee, I have asKed you some
difficult questions today, and would be happy to answer ar./ of
yours.

1,16
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FACEr PAGGRAM

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

sransacm. DATA FOR FIS..L YEAR 1988 - 1989

TOTAL NLPBER OF WOMEN TREATED IN FACET 7/88 - 6/89 114

Tow, MEER OF:

Live Births (1 set of twins) 55

Stillbirths (23 weeks gestation) 1

SITS 0

AVLRNGE AGE OF CL::TNT AT T17/5 OF DELIVETY 31

AVEFAGE INFANT BISTIVEZGar 2,914 gms.
(6 lbs. 7 oz.)

AVERAGE ENFANT APGAR SCORES 7.6 - 8.7

umnis 8.5 GESTATIONEALWEEKS NO. Births Gestational Age %

42 38 uks. 76%

4 37 wks. 7%

36 wks. 2%

3 34 wks. 5%

2 33 wks. 4%

1 32 uks. 2%
(Dmnise after birth) 30 wks. 2%

1 (Demise after birth) 25 wits. 2%

EVANS' wrruprzwAL SEMPSAS* No. Babies Severity of W/D

4 None 8%

13 Mild 25%

21 Moderate 40%

15 Severe 28%

*Thirteen of the Infants in the nrderate to severe cate9orywexe givenmedication,
therefor 75% of the FACET infants did not encerience withdrawal symptoms severe
enough to r,..traire medication.

AVERAGE DOSE AT TIME OF DELWERY 33 mgs.

PERCENT OF Namcm URZIALYSTS DRUG FREE EXTESTMETHADONE 571

PIM= Cr NIBCORN URLNALTS/S WITH =A= 25%

PEEK= OF WaEN ATTENDING OB ARMIN EMS 93%

MINT OF INFPTS BIACED WITH CILENTF AFTER =VERT 51%

01.0 Ad-tion - 2%

PERCIDNI. OF CIZINT STIFILANT FREE tatmx 76%

PETKIDIr OF MIEN ATTENDING REGULAR MIAMI= APP01..TMENIS 100%

1 I E
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Dr. Yoon.

STATEMENT OF JING JA YOON, M.D., CHIEF OF NEONATOLOGY,
BRONX LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER, BRONX, NY

Dr. YooN. I thank this committee for giving me the opportunity
for me to see your interest in this tremendous problem and for
giving me the opportunity to share with you my experience and ob-
servations in -the Bronx, the South Bronx.

We had a feeling in the South Bronx that there is nobody who
cares about newborn babies born to drug-using mothers. That's our
common world every day, that nobody cares about these babies. I
thank you very much for having this bearing.

I have been a neonatologist since 1970, first at King's County
Hospital Downstate Medical Center in Brooklyn until 1976, and
then I moved to Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Albert Einstein College of
Medicine in the South Bror:x. There I stayed until now, from 1977.

During this period of my practice I have taken care of over 2,000
newborn babies born to drug using mothers. The instance of in-
fants born to drug-using mothers, self-identified drug-using mothers
at Bronx-Lebanon Hospital increased dramatically from three per-
cent in 1982, to 13 percent in 1988. There were 365 infants born to
self-identified drug users in 1988, and at least 440 babies in 1989.

This increase was mainly due te increase in cocaine use. Current-
ly over 90 percent of drug users are using comic . alone or in com-
bination with other drugs, and mostly crack.

The focus of my testimony today concerns the rights of the new-
born. We had the feeling in the South Bronx that people are appro-
priately concerned about the rights of the mothers: but babies have
rights, too, and we thought nobody was concerned about the babies'
rights.

The babies are often born passively addicted, living their first
days and weeks in the agony of withdrawal. They also suffer from
many other problems related to the maternal drug use. Some of
these problems will affect them for the rest of their lives. I would
like to share with you some of my personal observations and expe-
rience, although it may take a little longer, not more than 10 min-
utes.

Mothers using crack are different from the other drug users.
They are not teenage mothers, they are older. The mean age was
26 years of age. They are not first-time mothers, they often have
other children. They do not plan for their pregnancy, 37 percent in
our study group did not receive any prenatal care. Most of them,
even if they received prenatal care, received inadequate prenatal
care, three or four visits.

The majority of cocaine users smoke cigarettes heavily, smoke
marijuana, drink alcohol as well during their iregnancy. Many had
sexually transmitted diseases such as syphillis, gonnorrhea, hepati-
tis B and HIV infection, which can also be transmitted to their
newborn infants.

Many cocaine-using mothers seem to have little concern about
their babies. Heroin mothers 10 to 20 years ago always wanted to
take their babies home, "When can I take my baby home?" "Can I
take," "Is my baby okay?" Even though they go home and get

I,
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heroin, they come back the next day, they want to know how the
baby is and they wanted to take their babies home.

Viomen on crack don't. They sign themselves out on the same
day of the delivery or next day and they disappear. Babies are
often left in the hospital and we cannot even locate their mothers
in many occasions. They may come back next year or within six
months or seven months to deliver another premature baby, and
they disappear within one day again. All these mothers'Care about
seems to be to us that they want to get crack. That's their priority.

Babies born to drug using mothers are often born Prematurely,
have lower birth weight, have in utero growth retardation, small
heads, congenital malformations, sexually transmitted diseases and
abnormal neuro behavior during the newborn periocL Approximate-
ly 28 percent of babies born to drug-using mothers have set° posi
tivity for HIV. About one third of them eventually develop

Even after counseling, HIV infected mothers continue to get
pregnant. Babies born to cocaine users do not interact well, even
during the newborn period. This was manifested by abnormal tests.
They have small heads, of a normal electroencephalogram of a
normal cranial sonogram and cerebral infarcts in addition to the
prematurity, in utero growth retardation and congenital infection,
which will affect these infants in their future growth, development
and behavior.

On any given day in our hospital there are about 15 babies in
our nursery waiting to be placed. More than half of them were
abandoned by their own mothers. Their mean hospital stay is ap-
proximately 27 days. The numbers of days on social hold increased
from two days in 1982, to nine in 1987. For the last six months it
has increased to 16 days.

In 1987, there were 271 infants born to drug-using mothers, and
their care cost $2.5 million, and it is increasing every year. It did
not level off in the South Bronx. The future cost to society for the
care of these children will be enormous.

Education is the key, I believe. We need to educate pregnant
woman to receive prenatal care, not to take drugs, not to smoke, not
to drink alcohol, and to care for themselves and their babies.

They need to receive more prenatal care, and we need to lessen
barriers to care by providing easy access to food supplement pro-
grams and others services in the clinic, and home visits by visiting
nurs2s. Education should start before their pregnancy and before
even they use drugs, starting from kindergarten, even nursery
school.

We need to conduct drug screening tests on all pregnant women
and all newborn babies, especially those born to high risk mothers
who have had no prenatal care, who have a past history of drug
use or who admit to drug use or marijuana use or who are high. It
is particularly necessary in a community like ours, which has seen
an epidemic of drug use at this time.

Presently, routine drug screening tests cannot be conducted on
all newborn infants in New York State because of concern about
the mother's right to privacy. Many drug-using mothers deny any
drug use and do not give the doctor permission to test them and their
babies for drugs. We tested 200 consecutive pregnant women coming
in in labor anonymously for drugs, 30 percent of them tested positive.
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During the same period the incidence of self-identified drug users
was only 13 percent. This indicates that more than half of drug
users deny drug use. We need more drug treatment programs for
pregnant drug users and homes for their babies until their mothers
are rehabilitated. These crack users particularly do not have pa-
tience, they don't want to wait one minute.

If we took our time to explain to them how important it is to get
into the drug programs, they may say yes this moment, but they
turn around in two minutes they w ill say they will not go or they
may have disappeared. So we have to take them right that
moment.

I am not in favor of putting pregnant women in jail, as many
other people. I see the need in some cases for placing pregnant au-
dicta in supervised maternity homes to help get the mothe? off
drugs and to insure the baby is born drug free. This is, I believe,
the most cost effective preventive measure for the newborn babies
our future children, our future Americans to be born drug free, born
unharmed by maternal drugs.

We also need to continue follow up studies to see the long-term
effect on the infants as well as on their mothers if they became
truly drug free. We need to remember that babies have rights. We
should not look at the problem of maternal drug use solely as the
mother's problem, because her problem is her baby's problem as
well.

I thank you.
[Prepared statement of Jing Ja Yoon followsj
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PRI:pal= STAMM?! OP JIMG JA Yootr, M.D., Clifer OP NSONATOWGT, Sawa-
LUATION HOSPITAL CINTIM, Biwa, NY

have been a monatologitt since 1970, first at Kings County
Hospital Center/ Downstate Medical Custer ikarocKlifl'where 2-was
until 1976, and then at the arceut-Leben Mospital Center-Albert
Einstein College of Medicine in thellouth Bronx from 1977 to the
present time. During this parted Ofwpreatios 2 have taken ogre
of over 2,000 babies born to drug Ming mothers.

The incidence of maternal drug 'use at tke irons-Lebanon
Hospital Ceram* ham increased dramatically frog 3% in 19$1'to 13%
in 19$11. Therevere 363 infants born, to self-identified drugOsing
mothers in 1911$ and at least 440 in 16119. This increale was mainly
due to the increase in cocaine use. Currently, over 901 of dm,
users use cocaine and mostly crac.

:he focus of my testimony today concerns the rights of
newborns. People are appropriately concerned about the rights of
the mothers, but babies have rights too. The babies are often born
passively addictnd, living their first days and weeks in the,agony
:1 withdrawal They also suffer from many other problems related
to their motherw, drug use. Some of these problems will affect
them for the rest of their lives.

Lot me share with ;mu scam of my personal observations and
experience. Mothers using crack are different from the other drug
users we saw in the 1970,s when we mostly saw heroin and methadone
addiction. They are ngt teenage mothers; they are older, tho
average is 26 years of age. Thiry are ngt first-tiss mothers; they
arra have other children.

They do mat plan for their pregnancies; thirty seven percent
of them did not receive any prenatal care and most received
inadequate prenatal care, The majority of cocaine users smoke
cigarettes heavily, smoke marijuana and drink alcohol as well
during their pregnancy. Many have sexually transmitted diseases
such as syphilis, gonorrhea, hepatitis 8 mnd HIV infection which
can also be transmitted to their newborn babies.
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Many cocaine using mothers seem to have little concern for
their babies. Remn :others, 1.0,20 years age, always wanted to
taki.their babies isms with them, but women,on crack do not. They
seem.to have lost thvir maternal instinct and they don't seem to
care about theirbabies. Babies are often left in thahospital and
Ws are often unable to lookti their mothers. All these mothers
care about seasi to bg getting mars-crack.

liabies,born to drug using mothers are often born-prematursly,
have lower birth weight, in-uterogrowthretardation, small.heads,
congenital salformations, syphilis, hepatitis 5 or HIV infection-
and. abnorial neurobehavior during the newbOrn period.
Approximately 25% of babies born to dreg using mothers are
seropositive tar HIV and about one third of these infants wi.'
develop AIDS. Even after counselling, HIV infected mother.
continua to get pregnant.

Babies born to cocaine uosnanonot interact well even during
the newborn period, as manifested by abnormal axaselton tests.
They have small heads, abnormal electroenosphalograna, abnormal
head sonograms, cerebral infarcts in elition to the prematurity,
in-utero growth retardation and congenital infection which will
affect these infants in their futUre growth, development and
behavior.

on any given day there art about 15 babies in our nursery
waiting to be placed. Their mean hospital stay is.approsimately
27 days. The number of days on social hold increased from 2 in
1982 to 9 in 1987. In 1987, 271 infants wore born to drug using
nothers and their care cost 52,457,000.00: and it is increasing.
The future cost to society for the care of these children will be
enormous.

Education is the key: we need to educate pregnant women to
receive prenatal care, not to take.drugs, not to smoke, not to
drink alcohol and to care for thesselves and their babies. They
need to receive nom prenatal care and we need to lessen barriers
to care by providing easy access to food supplement programs and
other MIAOW in the clinic, and home visits by visiting nurses.
Education should start before their pregnancy.

W. need to conduct drug screening tests on all pregnant women
and all babies, especially those born to high risk mothers who have
had no prenatal care, or who have a past history of drug use, or
who admit to drug or marijuana use, or who are "high" at the tire
of delivery. it is particularly necessary in a cormunity like ours
which is seeing an epidemic of drug use at this time.

4
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Pruently routine drug screaming cannot be conducted on
newborns because of concern about the mother's right to privacy.
many drug using *others deny any drug uae and do not give the
doctor pamaisslon to test thee and theirSbables for drugs. We
'tested 200 consecutive pregnant voseWanoeynously for drugs. Thirty
percent of thee tested positive. During the_ r.se period the
incidence of self-identified drug users was only 13%. This
indicates that more than halt of drug users denied drug use.

?roe our study on 875 infants of self identified drug users
we found many adverse effects from maternal drug use which required
specie. intervention. It le Ammer, not clear as to whether
cocaine itself or other factors are responsible.

and homes for their beiges until mothers are rehabilitate&
we need sore drag treatment for pregnant drug users

I an not in favor of putting pregnant wenn injeil. est! seethe.-
need, in SO2e cases, for placing-pregnant Addicts in supervised
maternity hoses to help get the mother off drugs and Utensils* that
the baby is born dreg free. We slot) need to continue follow-up
studies to sae the long term effects on sothers and their bibies.

We need to remember that babies have rights. we should not
look at the probles of 'eternal drug use solely as the mother's
problem, because her problem is her baby's problem as well.
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Chairman Mama. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Let me, if I just might, I'm going to ask this to all three of you,

you obviously have a range of clientele here that may be helpful to
us. Again, the que.;Lion that haunts us here is obviously, as policy
makers are people who are held accountable at some lev4 or an-
other for what we do, what are we talking about in terms of suc-
cess.

As I mentioned, in different circumstances it may be measiired
in different ways, but again, just as rm worried about tha stereo-

ofthemother,Fmworriedalaoutthestereotypeofwhatftis
that must be achieved before we would invest in that program. I
wondered if you might just help us a little bit with some of your
thoughts, given the women that you have worked with. Can you
help us? Maybe you can't.

Ms. SMITH. I think the most important indicator of success in
this area, of course, is a drug-free pregnancy. That's the goal we all
have. I think you have to look at multiple indicators, you have to
look at the extent to which that woman is trying to repair her life.
Relapse is not a complete failure.

I tUnk this has been pointed out by some of the other speakers,
in that when you're dealing with chronic nines,* relapse will occur.
What you neeci to look at is how often those relapses are occurring,
how long they last. As the woman begins to get further along in
her recovery, those are going to become less and less frequent,
they're going to become of shorter and shorter duration.

Again, we're not talkii..-v about something you can cure in 30
days. We're talking about something that will take time for com-
plete remission. I think it's important to look at parenting behav-
iors when you're working with the mother e;,.(1 there are wayi. to
assess effectiveness as a parent, knowledge of child development,
her follow through wits therapeutic interventions. All of those
things are appropriate outcome measures.

Dr. TRACHTENBERG. If we're going to talk about success, let's first
talk about it in general and then specifically in the pregnant
women.

Chairman !Musa. However you want to talk about it.
Dr. TRACHTENBERG. I think in general success, what you're going

for as you treat a particular patient, is going to depend where they
start. For the heroin addict who is out on the street, using, never
been in treatment, there it one st,lp of success when they call up,
get on the waiting list, get in and get admitted to a program, even
a detox program, a methadone detox for the first time.

That's a success because they've actually admitted they have a
problem, they need treatment. They come in contact with a health
care provider, they get a physical examinatirm, they get laboratory
work done. They get told that their liver is terrible because of the
drugs they've been using and the drinking they've been doing or
whatever.

Everywhere from there to if you have someoneoh, they're usu-
ally seen as failures, by the way, because as has been said before 21
or 30 days is not long enough to change your whole lifestyle from
being a drug addict addicted to anything to get back to fulfilling
your social role successfully and not needling to compulsively use a
substance. So it may be seen as a failure in that way.
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Usually what people have to do, what heroin addicts need to do
is go through several rounds of detoxification and only then, in
fact, are they eligible for maintenance. Now if you had sax months
or a year to work with an addict, that gives you some -time to
really help them chinge in some way; amonth isn't enough:.

Eventually I feel it's a success if you have an addict.Who is main-
tained on methadone, who is not using illicit drugs, who
ing family, and societal roles successfully, and if they.need (*like
methadone every day to fulfill those roles7rwell a lot of us:need o.
take medications every day, a lot of us have behaviors we eoMpul-
siviely indulge in every day like running, work, alcohol, cigarettes. I
th. 1c they should be seen as a success.

Now once they're at that stage if they can be gotten off metha-
done entirely, if they can get drug free, that's even more of a suc-
cess, because some of them do need to be maintained on metha-
cl, me. Whenever you drop their doee they may begin using heroin
e gain. W e try tapering them and after two or three attempts at ta-
pering, if it's not successful you don't want to mess with the suc-
cess you've already had.

Now what about pregnancy in particular, what's success in preg-
nancy? I feel that if you get a term delivery of a non-growth-retard-
ed baby that doesn't have severe withdrawal and has not been too
damaged by cocaine, tobacco and alcohol, I think you've done
pretty well with the baby of that addict, and that's a success.

We've got to keep this in perspective. Smoking cigarettes causes
a lot more neonatal death than cocaine does in this country. We're
not talking about smoke-free, sea level prenatal camps to keep
women from harming their fetus in those ways.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask youexcuse me, go ahead, then I
want to come back to what you said about die pregnancy, Dr.
Yoon.

Dr. YOON. Thank you. I see five different areas we can talk
about, whether we succeeded or not. One, I will talk abor.c re-
search; two, prevention; three, identification; four, treatment; five,
follow-up. We have some data on research on immediate outczme
of the maternal drug crack use, alcohol, a lot of data on maternal
alcohol use and smoking. However, we do not have data on long
term outcome.

We do not have data on long term outcome on the drug users
themselves. We still need to do a lot of research, and until we know
a lot more, I guess we have a long way to go. Prevention, I guess
it's going to take a long time, but as a neonatologist or pediatri-
cian, I think prevention is one of the most important keys. We
have to start early.

IdentificationI'll make it very short, as short as I canwe need
to identify who is taking drugs, as you heard some of my experi-
ence that more than half of drug users deny using drugs. We have
to identify them. I guess it's going to happen not only in pregnant
women, but also in other areas.

Treatment, there is a lot more research to be done. How to treat
these women, pregnant women before they get pregnant for them
to be drug free or alcohol free. When babies are born, even normal-
ly we don't know what's going to happen, what kind of treatment
would they need for them not to be drug addicted. We need a lot of
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follow-up study, not one year, not two years, not five years, 20 or 30
years.

It moy seem to be a successful story now, in five years you may
have a healthy, normal child, you can still have without any treat-
ment program, that some of these heavily crack addicted mothers
may seem to have a normal, healthy newborn child. In five years
they may be normal, but in 15 years they may be a drug addict.

So we need real long term follow-up studies to know what's going
on. Meanwhile, we need to give them care for the babies and moth-
ers. Make it easy for the mothers to be in the program and mean-
while these babies can be taken care of by various people. There is
no such good program or many programs. Maybe there is one or
few private programs or different areas.

In the Bronx there is no program for the children who are aban-
doned by their mothers. They are in foster care and sometimes
moving from one foster care to the other foster care, in three years
they are still there in foster care because their mothers are still
not rehabilitated.

Chairman MILER. Thank you. Is it conceivable to all of you that
we may very well in some instances experience failure and possible
success at the same time, that we may lose this mother and this
baby during this immediate pregnancy, but if we stick with them
we may conceivably avoid a reoccurrence of that same situation?

I mean, we look at some programs with teenagers and pregnancy
where we get them during their first pregnancy and what we're
able to do is poetpone the second pregnancy for a longer period of
time awn children who weren't in those kinds of programs.

Is it worth the effort, again in terms of the investment we're
talking about making here to recognize we may not make it with
each and every pregnancy or hope to make it. Is that worth the
prize here?

Ms. SMITH. I think it is. We're already beginning to see that
happen with some of the women that we're working with, in that
they came to us fairly late in one pregnancy actively using, got
pregnant again and didn't use or went into treatment immediately
when they found they were pregnant. We saw that with our alco-
hol-abusing moms as well when we were doing our research on pre-
natal alcohol use.

Some of those mothers came through with second and third preg-
nancies in which they didn't use alcohol. They had started out in
the experimental group in the study we were doing and in the
second round wound up as controls. It does happen.

There is a positive effect to education. Many of the mothers that
we work with don't understand addiction, I think as Kathleen
pointed out in her t.stimony. Many of them have had very little, if
any experience with treatment, so they come to us with a lot of
misconceptions about what drug treatment is.

There is a lot of stigma, there is a lot of fear. Educational inter-
ventions can get beyond that so that when the woman recognizes
that she needs help the next time around, she'll know where to go
and how to p about getting it and the fear and stigma won't be
there or won't be aro great.

Dr. YooN. Sure. It's better to be late than never, but if you can
be on time it's even better. In Kathleen's case she had one fetal
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alcohol syndrome child, she lost two children and she has two
normal children. Do we call that a success? I think we have to
think of it very, very hard.

We could have prevented those two children who died from
dying. We could have prevented the fetal alcohol syndrome case if
we could identify her problems earlier and given her treatment
early. Prevention should be the most cost effective for the future,
for the success you're asking for.

Mr. HASTERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Yoon, that was a very good testimony and I appreciate your

being here this morning. Hew can you treat the babiee Is there an
ability to treat babies that have been born to mothers with crac::.? I
ti-Aftan, 5 RI talk about the almost irreparable damage that these
children suffer physically, let alone what happens down the line
that you can't test for and we can't predict, but what can you do
for these babies that are already born to crack or heroin addicted
mothers?

Dr. Yoort. Well, I think we can give help to these children in
many ways. We can start if prenatal care isif we lost the time
giving care from the conception time but we have a baby born to
an addicted mother or drug users, we can start giving them, I
guas, the medical treatment which is available, now premature
babies are becoming normal as far as IQ is concerned or develop-
ment:11 quotient is concerned.

Mr. HASTERT. Is there a possible prognosis then that could
happen?

Dr. YOON. Sure. Plus we can provide a loving home or we can
provide a temporary home until the mother gets rehabilitated and
we can send these children back to the mother if that occurs
within two months, three months or a year or two years. Whenever
it occurs it can bring back to there and babies can be brought to
their parents.

If that's possible, that's the best way. There are many other
early -timulation programs which I believe very much and I do
think they do change their outcome a great deal. They become
normal human beings or they at least cat .. develop up to their po-
tential. Every year the medical management has been improving
and the outcome has been improving, therefore as we do more re-
search, more care for these children we come to know more about
them, we will do better.

Mr. HASTERT. So really one of the things that's most important is
a loving, nurturing environment or family to really take care of
this child; is that correct?

Dr. Yoort. That's correct.
Mr. HASTERT. One of the problems you described stems from

these children being bumped around from one foster home to an-
. other.

Dr. YOON. Sure. At least in the South Bronx.
Mr. HASTERT. I don't want to generalize the whole country from

the South Bronx. In your experience, do you think that one impor-
tant action to take for the child's sake is to get them into a loving,
nurturing family as quickly as possible. Is it possible that limiting
parental rights and lessening the time it takes to get the child
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from a foster care situation into an adoption situation is good for
the child?

Dr. YOON. In some cases, yes.
Mr. 11.torxwr. How do you determine when you should do that

and when you shouldn't do that?
1 YooN. I don't know, but I can tell you one mother, if I'm al-

lowed to tell?
Mr. HASMT. Sure.
Dr. Yoort. Baby W was born to a mother who just came in. She

had -crack and mule in and had abruptia placenta and delivered,
24-weeker "kith congenital syphilis. I went to talk to mother and I
explained the baby's medical history and how sick the baby was.
"Would you like to see the baby?" She said "No."

"Have you ever had any rashes during pregnancy?" She did not
have any prenatal care, so I had to ask her all the questions. She
said, "Sure, look at me," and she opened her legs. I thought it was
syphillia, but we did not have any history of syphilis, she was
never treated. Within 12 hours this baby died and I went down to
talk to the mother and she disappeared.

In six months she came back with exactly the same story and
she delivered the baby in the admitting office because it was just
too late. The baby was resuscitated, brought to us and when we
went back down to the admitting office, she disappeared. So she
was never treated for syphilis. With this child we knew right away
and this child was 26-weeker, 700 gram baby who lived. After all
this, this mother never visited and it was adopted by one of our
hospital staff and the child is doing beautifally.

I wonder if you can call this a success sto ry from the child's sake
or view, or can you call this a failure bemuse she may come back
again, or she may go to another hospital without giving any history
at all.

Mr. HASTERT. Certainly we have preblems before us.
Chairman Musa Would you yield.
Mr. HASTERT. Sure.
Chairman Miume. I think on that point, because that story and

similar stories that I've heard and I think members of the commit-
tee have heard when I've talked to professionals in the field, and
certainly people working in the South Bronx or other difficult
neighborhoods and environments is sort of a public policymaker's
nightmare. You start to feel yourself get a little angry and upset
with 'hat mother at a minimum.

Dr. YooN. Right. Chairman, that's not every case.
Chairman MILLE& No, no, and I understand that. My concern in

addressing it is immediately to try to sugggest that that's not every
case, but I worry that those cases are driving public policy consid-
erations; the perception that each and every crack mother, epecial-
ly from inner cities, are these women who don't care about these
babies so we should be locking them up and that's driving this.

As I think we've seen here, and we'll hear in later hearings, this
is a cross section of America, this is a lot of different things hap-
pening. My concern isI guess what my colleagues would say to
me if I tell this story in the congressional dining room, they say to
me, "What are you going to do?" My answer is, I don't know.

:
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Dr. TRACHTENBERG. You know when you hear those kinds of sto-
ries, when I hear them, I want to ask how did the mot,her get that
wa&turman

MILIZR. I understand.
Dr. TRACHTENBERG. Did she have any poesible source .. of self-

esteem or even material sustenance other than-7
Chairman Mum. You're anticipating' our next hearing. I under,

stand that, and I was going to ask Iris 'and 'ask you, because
don't work in that particular environment--you can take;
story and say South Bronx and people say get me ctut of the room,- I
don't want to talk about it.

Now let's go to the situation in Atlanta, We're being driven by
this depiction of crack users I think Dr. Yoon has shown us.- She
has cited her caseload and what they have found it your. hospital
in the South Bronx. How do we figure this into the evation?

Ms. Shwa Well, I think there's one problem here in the way we
conceptualize cocaine abuse, too. When we talk about alcoholics or
we talk about people who drink alcohol, we don't neoessarily classi-
fy everybody who drinks as an alcoholic. When . we start talking
about cocaine it's as though we're tallring about ,the same person
over and over again.

In point of fact, there's a lot of variability. Many of these women
had, for example, problems before they became addicts, which.only
become exacerbated once they begin to use drugs. They are at vary-
ing levels of impthrment. It'F3 a heterogeneous population. There
are some cases like that that we all see, but they certainly are nut
all like that. They certainly are net all hopeless.

We see a number of women, as I mentioned before in our area
treatment is very, very limited, a number of the women, in fact all
of the women who come to our program do so voluntarily. We
carry a caseload of 100 women, none of these women are court re-
ferred. They have all come to us because they are seeking help and
because they are concerned about their children.

We see a number of those women who quit using on their own
and struggle with that with very minimal support. Vie provide sup-
port groups in the communities and we're also working actively
with church groups to develop other community based supports for
these women. Many of these women can be suocesful with relative-
ly little intervention.

I'm not talking about che same kind of individual that Dr. Yoon
was talking about, although those women exist, so do the women
we work with, mahy of whom will have very positive outcomes to
their pregnancy, many of whom who il1 be very good parents with
parenting education support, with after care support.

Again, we're talking about a wide spectrum, and we're not talk-
ing about one solution, but many for different types of individuals.

Mr. HASTERT. If I may reclaim my time, you're talking about
people who are really committed to keep the child, they have a
love for the baby.

Ms. Surrir. Right.
Mr. HASTERT. 'Dr. Yoon is talking about people who want to walk

away from the situation and virtually do it. I remember a couple of
months ago or maybe a year ago now, we had people from hospitals
right here in hospitals in Washington, D.C. talk about scores of
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mothers who have no love or affection or desire to moiler their
child and they walk out the door.

So I think we need to have legislation in place and programs in
place for those who want to help themselves and their, child and
are willing to take on that- tremendous bUrdenprograms where
they learn to take care of themselvee so that they can take care of
the children. .r :

For those who don't wish to do that or disappear, into society
eens-eplace, then we need to be concerned about the rifhts of those
children. I might say that I think those babies have rights, too, to
not be shu,ttled around from one care organisation twanother. That
they hrve the right to have a family and love and .nurturing so
that we don't repeat that cycle over again.

I think, Dr. Yoon, you've brought that out very well. Thank you.
Dr. YooN. I think we need both, There are mothers who are will-

ing to be rehabilitated and they..can be successfully rehabilitated.
There are mothers who are not willing, not willing to even listen to
you. We try to explain to them, and takipg our time, but because of
case overload and because there is no reimbursement for education
fa these women, I think it's the most vulnerable time right after
delivery because of the nature of the maternal instinct I think
that's the best time to get them.

Educate them so we can, perhaps, prevent
Mr. Hamar. Maybe we can fmd a way to stretch out that ma-

ternal instinct from them.
Dr. YooN. Right. Some of them are destroyed, but a lot of them

are not destroyed. A lot of them are not and a lot of them still do
have instincts. So when I say a lot of them don't, it doesn't mean
everybody. A iot do have it. For those who have, still there is hope
to rehabilitate them. Once they come to your program on their
own, you should have very good results.

Mr. HASTERT. Once they walk into that as a volunteer, into that
program, they've made a commitment?

Dr. Yoori. Right, they have a will to be cured. In spite of that
Kathleen had a difficult time, a long time.

Mr. HASTERT. If I may add Kathleen X is not typical of a lot of
the women that we're talking about here that come out of the
ghetto. She came from an environment that was very different, and
yet, we see substance abuse occurs across societal bounds.

Thank you very much.
Dr. YooN. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much. I think in the commit-

tee's effort to focus on the women and the treatment snd rally
their environment, this is not an effort to pit the righla of the
women against the child. The concern here is that the child has
little or no control over this problem and the treatment and pre-
vention seem to me to be the best ways that we can enforce the
rights of the child, because the child can't say stop, the fetus can't
say, "Stop, this is hurting me."

So the question is how do we get these women out of that drug-
abusing environment, or alcohol-abusing environment, or tobacco
abusing environment to protect that child.

My concern is that I worry that the debate is shifting and focus-
ing on the child as a byproduct or the result and, therefore, we
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want to go back and punish somebody for this reselt. That may, in
fact, hapmn.' Again, the proventigi of that cad being born low
birthweit, defective in any fashion, drug addicted, alcohol addict.
ed, tobacco addicted, would be the goal thatwe want.

a So I just worry that before we getanto focuihg on 375,000, babies
and, therefore, we've got a iroblemr we've got, to salv OCAV 4id ve
get the 375,000 babies. I don't tcncw if I'm niking thill'cleaf,` but
trying to look at it from how to prevent the 'inothereigslng 'in
this abusive and harmful activity, that then we can reduce that

3{

number.
..

To have that mother walk out of your receiving rooni is just' to
wait another six or seven moaths until she's back again in all like-
filuvxl. Maybe you'll never know it because she may not come, to
your hospital and may go to another hospital.

Dr. Yoorr. Or she may die from AIDS.
Chairman MILLER. She may die from AIDS or her next child may

die from AIDS. So it's an effort o try to think what is it we can do
that would prevent this behavior from taking place and the coping
with itif we come into the middle of the storyonce we are able
to identify it.

Mr. Hmare.: Would the Chairman yield?
Chairman MILLER. Sure.
Mr. HAgrawr. I think you hit the nail on the head, but I think

von also articuleted quite well that there's several levels of prob.
ems. When I r-Tote the Child Abuse Prevention Act in Illinois in

.4.983, we had to realize that vie had mothers who had problems,
and with some mothers, it was a generational problem. They were
abused children and next generation is right around the
corner. Those first crack whim those first heroin babies, those
first drug related babies are out there having babies themselves.

So if we can first of all take those children who are really in an
unwanted situation and stabilize them, you've started to look at
part of the problem I don't think anybody wants to put pregnant
women in jail, nobody wants to do that. You're right, you have to
take those people voluntarily, but sometimes there's not a lot of
volunteer feeling al,out that. We hav: to get them and get them in
the progiam somehow.

We have to stop the cycle of second and third and fourth round
children from being born to drug addicted mothers. I think that's
the issue. We just can't say well, it's a mother's issue or a baby's
issue. We have to take care of everybody. Right now the focus is on
the child who didn't want to be born as an addict.

The baby didn't want or choose that. And yet, we must help that
baby who is n,..N here and salvage their future. Then we need to
take care of the mother and try to get them on the programs.

Chairman Miura. This isn't an argument because we shared an
experience at the state level, you also provioed for the termination
of parental rights when it was in the inbrest of the child, and I
fought that fight in 1978, in the Congress. I remember the uproar
over the notion that we were going to somehow suggest that paren-
tal rights were going to be subservient to the right of the chile'.

In fact, current law allows for the protection of that child. What
I don't see in current law is preventing that child from coming into
existence in the future, tyring to deal with that. Once we have this
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damaged child, we can terminate thoee rigius in short order, we
can find a foster home. I'm trying to figure out what it is we can do
to prevent the child from coming into existence in terns of a child
that needs the foster home, in terms of educating these mothers in
prevention that Dr. Yoon and others have talked about.

I just don't want people to walk out thinking that we've now de.
cided that this is pitting the child against the mother. That's not
what thia hearing is about, it's to try to think about

Dr. TRACIIMMEG. You know I'll tell you there's one thing that
certainly can be done, well unfortunately is being done right'. now
.hat is going to make the problem -.7oree, and that is prãeecutlon of
pregnant women. Now in Butte County we know of at lomat one
woman who not only avoided prenatal care, but delivered at home
because she was on drugs and afraid that if she got into prenatal
care the word would get back to the district attorney and she
would be prosecuted.

You }save to look at what the effect of a policy is going to be
when you make a women scared that you're going to take away her
child. Idaybe she'll avoid prenatal care. I think this is the kind of
thing that I see happening with moms like Baby W's. You know, if
when they come into the hospital they get treated like scum, why
are they going to come back to the hospital, except when they abso.
lutely have to?

There is no incentive and a lot of barriers and a lot of reasons
that Baby W's mother maybe didn't want to corn, into the hospital
until she absolutely had to. We need to lower those barriers, not
increase barriers of fear.

Dr. Yoori. I had that feeling perhaps five or six years ago. We
had a lot of caseload in our hospital and maybe by preventing them
is crucifying them is worse. Because of my feeling all of our staff
tried our best, real best, to send the babies home. That was our
goal in our social service round, in cur daily round. So we spend
our staff spent night courses for the mothers, we thought a lot of
mothers were pretty good.

They came in with clean clothes, they came every day, they
seemed to be very interested. We used to send a lot of babies home
without even consulting the special services for children or without
sending visiting nurses home. We have had many unsuccessful sto-
ries as well. We have successful stories, too. Whon it becomes un-
successful, what it means is this baby iswe didn't even know
mother did not have a home, because we just believed in her.

She will be all right a few days, she may not be all right a few
days. It's only a few days we are talking about when she is not
okay, she will go into the crack house and stay there for a few days
and this baby is left at home without any attendance. It was found
by superintendent or some mothers leave this baby in a bom at the
hospital with tags on the baby's chest that this baby was born at
Bronx-Lebanon Hospital on such and stAch a day, and she disap-
pears.

So the emergency physician calls us and we had to locate the
father, and luckily in that case w? were able to locate the father
and we sent this baby to he paternal grandmother.

So that no matter what system we have, we will ;lave some suc-
cess and some failure. In what way can we succeed most? When we
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say unsuccessful or failure, doai it mean child death, or does it
mean the child is frozen and dies in the apa.ixaent alone, or does it
mean going ,to a foster case home and another foster care home.
That:s a failure, too.

Also sometimes we heve to weigh which failure is worse than
what. When we talk about success as well, any aspect when yog
talk about it., there is a real success case and just a little su
case or a delayed success like Kathleen. I think can't-we'
both?

Chairman Musa. If you keep posing these tough questions,
you're got gang to get invited back.

Iris: [Laughter]
Ms, Sung. I was going to say pretty much the same thing. It

sounds like, "Well, here are all the things we can do and we'll now
pick one." It's going to be very hard to pick one. I think there is
another issue here, which is we really don't know a whole lot about
the long term development of these crack expOsed babies, although
we talk about them as though we know what that means, we don't.

There needs to be more research done to really see what kinds of
developmental problem s these Children will have. One of the rami-
fications of that is that we're beginning to. have mothers come back
to us terrified that they've got a child that's profoundly mentally
retarded. We don't know that that's true .

Many of these moms who run away from these kids, who aban-
doned them, are afraid that these children are irreparably dam-
aged. We don't know that that's true. Again, we have to be very
cautious in making those kinds of statements until all of the data
are in, and threinfizet in at this point. We still have a lot to learn.

Chairman Thank you. This has been very helpfi.1., be-
cause I think the goal is to sort of pull, as we said, the stereotype
apart, and maybe expose it to a little bit more light and see if we
can develop policies that are a little more custom fitted to a very
difficult caseload at whatever end of the spectrum they are.

Thank you very much for your time and your help on this. As I
said at the outset, this is one in a series of hearings that we will be
having, recognizing that a number of other committees are in the
process of developing legislation, responses, modrications and re-
forms of existing programs that we hope to be able to translate this
into effective responses to the problem.

Thank you very, very much. The committee will stand adjourned.
The next hearing will be Monday in Detroit.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the select committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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AMU= StATILKINT. OF BARBARA W. LiCi, PH.D., M.P.H., Malik ADDIHICAN
ANTHHOPOLMCAL AMOOCIATION TAU PORCH ON ALCOHOL AND DRUGS, AMPUTANT
Paorseeoa or Pr/0mm (Arretutorowor), HARVA1D MEDICAL SCHOOL, Borrow,
MA

Ibis antimonywas concleand front a much larger summery and review of sociocultural.

PsYchoingicai . and biological floors contributing to gender differences in subsuince abaci

During tbe pan ten years ote multidisciplisney research group at tbe Hamad Medical School..

McLean Hospital Aloahol and Thug Abuse Research Center has conducted numerous studies o(

sublime skate effects la warm tufa use akohol, marijuana, cocaine, or opiates. May women

were found to abuse more than ono substance, and many also reponed having a family bison:), of

alcoholism.

Prevention and Intenention

Predisposing socioadoondfnaors, biological facs^'=. ant Phormocologk Ow of

subsaances all Internal o exacerbate subnance abuse problems.

I) Cazahau. Tbere is evidence for and against cause-and-effect relationship

between life crises sad substance use. 'Those who counsel women experiencing stress should be

MECo( potential risk. Preventive strategies could include increasing puNie awareness that people

often try to relieve distress with alcohol or illepl drugs, and publicizing appropriate resources for

solving problems. Male parmas also can exena social influence by providing alcohol and chugs.

The environmental distortions that accompany a family hinnty dal:ono/ion or other substance

abuse may papenate these problems in the oat generation. Studies of social drinkers and casual

substance users indicate that Undid effects, such as behavior changes and inaeased

consumption, can occur before substance abuse ts seen as a problem. AU of these fmdings point to

strong needs fa early prevention and treatment targeted to women.

2) Riglegicalfacza. These include possible genetic effects of family history of substance

abuse, presence of psychological disorders, such as depression,2- 3 and reproductive dysfunctions,

such as Infertility, tniscarriage, or stillbirths.4. 5, 6 There may be close to 28 million children of

alcoholics in the United States.' and slightly more than half are women.' Many people have

become aware of the high risk conveyed by their familial and genetic legacy, and the magrtitude of

this vulnerable population invites an educational initiative. There is a strong need to raise public
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awareness about the connections between depression and abuse of substances to aher nsoods, and

the impact of substance use on the capacity to conceive children aryl to have normal births.

3) 1110111Gablarda=

While phannacciogic effects ci 2W:ounces may am:swore clar-cut than aocioctitural or

biological factors, all intersect. Family !theory of alcceolisin may convey a ciffetentialinaaiiivity

to the eTects of alcohol.") and perhaps to other substances!' 11 Anther. the =pleasant motd

states that =company heavy drug use" 1413 also ve a significant impa-t on psychosocial

factors. One key study" found that social drinkers who abstained during a 90-day study rep.ated

unproved moods after they stopped drinking. Thus, there is also a strong need tccincrease public

awareness of the adverse consequences of substance abuse on moods and behavior.

Vith all of these interacting factors, it is important to choose appmpdate intetventions.

Prevention strategies could begin by increasing prenatal c3re for high risk wanes, as

well as providing case management for their ongoing health care, social servim day care.

employment, and financial assistance service needs.

As girls mature it is important to include information about substati= abuse effects in

ediration about reproduction. Information about possible influences from male partners who

migle encourage substance use should be available by the nine young people begin to date.

Targeting substance abuse prevention programs to 1 1 th and 12th graders is important.

However, since many high risk girls leave school, they need specially-focused outreach services.

If reproductive dysfunction is related to excessive drinking Or other substance use.

then obstemcal and Ker=ological practices are good potential resources for padett education.

Physicians. lanes, and other pnmary health care providers should be encouraged to ask specific

questions about substance abuse as a basic part of a woman's medical history.

Programs treating female substance user, ahould evaluate the status of reproductive

hormones in their patients. This strategy couid promote intervention h int tical problems that are

now rarely recognized. and improve both maternal and child health.

1:4 6
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Outreach programs targeted to vulnerable populations, such as pagnant teenagers. are

other Important contexts for providing information about coasequecees of substance abuse.

Substance abuse treatment programs often irchade a family therapy ancllor marital

therapy componott which should provide information specifically targeted toward women 10

explain the many detrimental factors in resew:Alps between male and female sultan= abases.

These approaches all intersect with emerging ideas of changing female roles . inclucring

assertiveness and limit-setting skills, and the ability to form independent social judgments.

Women's demonstrated needs for social SUppOItS15* 16 argue for Inoculating- vulnerable women

by increasing tkir awareness of interpersonal relationships and using support groups as a

=anent strategy. In sununary, creative prevention efforts 'amid exambn existing programs and

idennfy information and interventions targeted to eirls and women afro are at risk for substance

abuse and its deleterious effects on themselves. their offspring, their fanilies, and society a z large.

These recommendations are based On the following findings from Cr/ MA research as well aS

drawn from the research of others.

Gender Differences in Polysubstance :

A combination of factors contributes to women's substance abuse," I including many

differences between women and men identified a decade ago.I7 Women have fewer assertive

skills and need more support fran sccial relatioaships. Their sccial status still generally derives

from men (e.G., fathers or husbands), and their drug supplies are also likely to come firm men,

whether their =nal parmers or physicians. Typically, women are expected to play more key

family roles, and are responsible for nurturing children as well as for birth control Women have

fewer job iptions and lower paying jobs. Women also report mem medical problems, and are

perceived differendy when they seek care. Women who engage in deviant behaviors receive more

social criticism and stigma, and have Merest experiences with the criminal justice system.

Women who use drugs are likely to have been sexually abused, but most treatment programs are

focused to meet the needs of men.

1 7
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Current Epidemiology

A cross-sectional household navey of alcohol and other thug use was conducted in 1988.3

Fro:Hags were reported by Mug. gender, and age groups. To summarize, a majecity ot all American

women (633%) said that they had used alcohol within the past year (versus 68.1% kc men). and

slightly less than half (461%) had used alcohol within the past month (versus 60.0% for men). For

ages 18 to 34, rates of lifetime use were 84.5% for men and 77.9% fcc women. Roughly 15% of

Wallen and 40% of men said they drank.= least once 4 week.

In adefition, 61.7% of all adults ages IS to 34 reported that they had used an illegal drug at

least once in their lifetimes, and rates in this age group were similar for men (64.4%) and women

(60.0%). Men were more lii.ely to continue their use. since 10% room maks than females ages IS

to 34 had used an illegal drug during the past year, and 7.3% more males than femies, within the

past month. Fully 25% of both boys and gir'..; ages 12 to 17 had aied anillegal drug.

Women Receiving Mandated Alcohol or Polysubatance Abuse Treatment

Although rbe raarive contributions of psychosocial and biological Actors to adverse

consequences of substance abuse on reproduction are not yet fullyknown,19 our work with 20

women civilly committed to alcohol and chug tuzatment 4' 6 illustrates the numerous complex and

severe problems that affect women whose need for substance abuse treatment issufficiently

compellutg to be brought to the attention of the courts. A large number of these women had

hormonal disruption, reproductive dysfunction, and a family history of alcoholim Further, they

typicatly had low incomes, and smne had had =counters with thecantina' justice system. Alsait

half had been victims of actaillt. rape, or Incest.

Substance abuse can affect reprodietion, and contribute to women's health problems as

well as imp= children's growth and del eloptrent.5 One of our studies,6 analyzed reproducnve

hormone levels far 18 women ages 17 I) 58. All were detoxified at screening, and had thorough

physical examinations and laboratory tests. Two subgroups were identified." Twelve won

were diagnosed as alcohol dependent, and their alcohol intake ranged from about 1.5 to 11.0

ounces of absolute alcohol a day.6 The other women were dependent on OM or more drugs plus
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alcohol.4 Despite the fact that wcmen in ea:11 group repotted comparable numbers of tmle and

female relatives, polysubstance dependent won= also had at least one mcce alcabbidepaiident

male relative.4 The drug use patterns observed were diverse. Besides alcohol, ranging from 2.7

to 27.7 ounces of absolute alcohol a day,6 cocaine was abused most frequently, followed 'by

tranquilizers, sedative:, marijuana. opiates, and amphetamines. In keeping with their higher rates

of alcohol consumption, polysubstance dependent women said they spent almost twice the amount

of money a week on alcohol, averaging $49.70, as alcohol dependent women, averaging $25.30.6

Over 70% had abnonnal hormone levels. Blood samples were obtained for analysis of the

hal:mines essential fa normal reproductive function in 18 women, namely luteiniimg hormone,

follicle stimulating hormone, prolactin. estradiol, and progesterone. Although all specific

mechanisms of alcohol- and drug-induced disturbances of female reproductive hormanw have yet

to be determined, increased prolactin may promote amenorrhea, that is, ;meat menstruation, or

otherwise disrupt the menstrual cycle. Fifty percent of the alcoholic women had increased

prolactin levels. One patient had amenorrhea with a nonnal prolactin level, but had low luteinizmg

hormone and estradiol levels. Two polysubstance dependent women had elevated prolamin, and

one had amenorrhea with normal prolamin but low luteimzing hormone, follicle stimulating

hot mone, and estradiol levels.6 It should be noted that 50% of the alcohol dependent women had

no live bulbs, but one polysubaance abuser reported 12 conceptions, resulting in one stillbirth. 5

spontaneous abortions, and 6 live births, with 2 of her teenaged children active substance

abusers.4

Age was a strong factor in drug abuse patterns. Them was aelm?: trend over the last two

decades, whereby women both began substance abuse and nsked pregnancy in their early teen

years. Alcohol dependent women were much older at admission (average age 41 9 years) than

polysubstance dependent women (26.8 years), and alcohol dependent women had been drinking

regularly longer, averaging 17.2 versus 11.0 years. Alcohol dependent women also were

signtficantly older when they first tried alcohol, average age 17.3 versus 12 3 years, and when

they tegan regular alcohol use, average age 24.8 years versus 15 8 years. On average, alcohol

a
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dependent won= began sexual activity within a year of their 18th birthdays, while polysubsonce

dependent women reported that they had begun sexual activity shortly Met age 15.4

Studies of Marijuana and Alcohol Effects in Healthy Women

We also exanined marifitana ar dcohol effects in women who were casual marijuana

users or social drinkers with no known health problems, and no evidence of drug dependence. In

addition to analysis of substance effects on repoductive functions studied under controlled

lab:mm.5+4 4:::...ns,521. n we systematically collected data on the marijuana and alcohol

consumption from female marijuana smokers and alcohol and marijuana consumption from female

social drinkers by means of daily questionnaires that recorded alcohol and drug intake, sexual

activity, occurrence of unusual events, and changing mood states over time!". 16'23

Effects of marijuana smoking on reproduaive hormones in 16 women ages 21 to 33 were

studied under laboratory cond. dons.22 Each women smoked a one gram experimenml marijuana

cigarette. Blood samples for hcrmone level analysis were obtained for 92 hours before and 3

hours after smoking. Lutei,..ming hormone levels decreased an average of 30% whom women

smoked marijuana during the lutes] phase of their menstrual cycles, that is, immediately after

ovulation when the cotpus luteum that sustains fertilized eggs (ova) should be developing. Thus,

marijuana decreased lweimzing hormone, which in turn may affect the feats soon after

conception.n

Alcohol abuse is also associated with amenorrhea, anovulanon, dismpdon of the lured

menurual cycle phase, and damage to the ovanes, which can lead to iOfenility, spontaneous

abortion, and early menopause.5 One experiment 24 found that a dose equal to 2 drinks given to

12 female social drinkers during the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle affected their estradiol

levels within 25 minutes after drinking, when blood alcohol levels were raised moderately.

Incretxd estradiol in the early follicular phase may delay or prevent ovulation by suppressing

follicle stimulating hormone, which is necessary to promote release of ova from the ovaries.

For some women as few as 3 drinks per day can affect their reproducdve systems. An

experiment that studied effects of daily alcohol consumption on 26 social drinkers 21 f0Und that

, 1 4 0
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there may be a cut-off point after which hormonal disruption occurs. About one-halfof the women

who had 3 or more drinks a day while living on a research ward also had increasedprolactin levels

or failed to ovulate.

Another of series of our studies examined sociocultural, psychological, or biological

factors that might promote or maintain smoking marijuana or drinking alcohol inwomen'snormal

enviromnents. In one study offemak marijuana smokers, 30 women completed daily

questionnaires for 3 consecutive ree.nsnual cycles. Each day they reccided quantities and times of

alcohol and marijuana use, episodes of sexual activity, and occurrence of unusual life events.23

Time factors significantly atticted both marijuana and alcohol use. Division of these

marijuana smokers into 2 consumptice groups, 15 "heavy" users (about 3 cigarettes a day) and 15

light" users (one or less cigarette a day), shows how adverse effects of polysubstance use may

develop. Heavy users were significantly younger when they began to smoke marijuana. Heavy

users also reported more a/cohol use, mom days of combined alcohol and marijuana use. Vega

frequency of morning marijuana smoking, and more days when they smoked marijuana morning,

afternoon, and evening. Most heavy manjuana users also smoked tobacco cigareaes, placing

themselves at higlwr risk for pulmonary problems. The 2 groups Were similar in age at first

alcohol use, age at first sexual intercourse, years of regular alcohol or marijuana use, yearsof

education, and reported lifetime use of hallucinogens, tranquilizers, and cocaine.23

Study of 8 mood states recorded daily by these 30 womm13 aiso showed imptrtant

differences between heavy and light users that could be factors whichpromo- te substance abuse-

On days when they consumed both alcohol and marijuana, all women recorded stronger feelings of

friendliness, vigor, and elation, but when light users had both olcohol an d marijuana they reponed

feeling less fatigued and tense. Heavy users had lower scores for fiiendliness, elation, and vigor,

and higher scores for tension, anger, fatigue, and confusion, so that,being a heavy marijuana

smoker irdluenced every mood but depression. Unusual or stressful events occurred on 22% of all

study days. Heavy users stroked marijuana more frequently on days when there wereunusual

events. Women who reported unusual events also had stronger feelings of teraion, confusion,
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anger, fatigue, and depression.13 A study by Bnms and Geist25 suggested that stress, both

"gcod" and "bad" events, may differentially affect young men and women. Male and female high

school students who used both alcohol and marijuana had similar numbers of stressful life events,

but females generally repotted a stronger response.25 These data may partially explain

contradiacey findings regarding influences of stress in the onset of women's substance use.

Our study of 26 female social drinkers used a similar method whereby daily recceds of

consumption patterns and events were collected for roughly 90 days. Heavy drinkers, averaging

1.80 or more drinks a day, were much more likely to smoke marijuana, and to smoke more

marijuana, than moderate drinkers, averaging 1.75 or fewer drinks a day? Both frequent and

occasicwal social drinkers $aid that drinking in groups increased their alcohol use.16

Women Treated for Cocaine Dependence

A recent study2 compared social charactenstics. reasons for cocaine use, drug effects,

depressive symptoms, and psychiatric diagnoses for 95 men and 34 women hospitalized in our

treatment unit for cocaine abuse. More of the men were employed (78% versus 50%), and they

tended to have professional, executive, and sales jobs. Women were younger than men at first

drug use, about 15.6 versus 18.5 years old, younger at age of fast substance abuse trearment,

about 24.6 versus 29.1 years old, and had used cocaine for a shorter time, about 3.7 versus 5.4

years. Men and women were similar in total years of drug use--about 10.2 years, yearsof heavy

drug useabout 5 years, number of different drugs used during the previous 30 daysabout 4

drugs, and amount of cocaine used during the past 6 monthsabout 1.06.3 versus 107.5 grams; but

men and women differed in the amount of money that they had spent on cocaine during the past 6

monthsabout $10,000 versus $3,000. More men were married (40% versus 21%), but more

women lived with a drug dependent partner (36% versus 21%). Tluis, women were more laely to

receive cocaine from men.

Women gave 4 reasons for cocaine use: depression, feeling unsociable, family and job

pressures, and health problems. Overall, men claimed more intoxication from cocaine, and men

were mote likely to say that cocaine decreased sexual feelings (67% versus38%). Men and

14 2
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women felt similar cocaine efferic -.41 aggression, appetite, anxiety, and mad, but wan=

reported feeling less guilt. Most men and worn' en (57%) said they used cocaine to feel sociable.2

The pattern af slower recover y from depression among female cocaine users males their

treatment more complex. More womn had an Axis 1 DSM-III-R" diagnosis of depressicii

Women also had more derressive symptoms at admission and at 2 weeks and 4 weeks after

admission.2 Further, involvement with a drug-dependent partner may have contributed to the

more rapid developmnt of addiction in some women, since similar observations have been made

for female heroin addicts" and alcoholics."

Contributory Factors Reported From Other Studies

One important faaor is the meta to which women who abuse alcohol and other drugs

come from families that include other substance abusers," or live with spouses or mazes who are

substance abusers?* Follow-up data for 44 women were obtained approximately 6.5 years after

alcohol treatment.29 Exactly one-half recalled violence between their parents or between a parent

and themselves, and 24 reported that one or both parents welt alcoholic. At treatment. SO% had

had at least one male partner, 57% had lived with an alcohol abuser, and 18% had violent panne's.

Women who became abstamers changed their identities to nondrinkers by informing

drinking partners that they wanted to abstain, by avoiding situations in which other people drank.

by attending self-help groups, or through religious participation. Interestingly, even long-tem

abstainers relapsed into heavy drinking when prompted by a life crisis, such as &WC= or removal

of chddren from the household, although these factors could be conseimences and not caum.

Another series of reports examined gender differences in addict careers". 31 for 546 male

and female heroin users in methadone maintenance program. Women overall took less time tn

become addicted, and more women became addicted within a month. In comparison to men,

significantly snore women's heroin use was supported by others, and for a longer amount of time.

About 80% of men and women were married, and about 85% had lived with a sexual partner.

About 15% of women recalled beginning drug use with a spouse or sexual partner who was a daily

user, but no .nen said that their spouse or mate had initiated them into heroin use. Instead. men
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were more likely to statt use within a social group. No men reported living with a woman who

was previously addicted, and women were more likely to be supplied with heroin than to supply

others. Over 23% of the sample began daily heroin use within the fusi three weeks after initial

use, and about 25% became dependent within a month of fust heroin use. The average time from

initiation into hemin use to dependence was shorter fcr women, 14 months, than for men, 21

months.

Comments

Women usually enter substemce abuse treamsent after significantly less time than nten.30'31

This patens. called "telescoping," because of the more rapid development of serious substance

abuse problems, also tAWies women's cocaine use and alcohol abuse. Accordingly, it is

appropnate to conclude this b ief review with the observation that substance abuse in many regards

seems to be more serious for women. Fcr the female substance abuser, the health and well-being

of her children and herself are at serious risk. That is no single factor in women's experience that

will prevent use or prom.- Mistinence. Sociocultural, psychological and biological factors all

combine and contribute to these problems, and sociocultural, psychological, and thilogical factors

all must be addressed to relieve and prevent these problems.
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PREPAEATI STATENENT OF DR. TREVOR LIPBCOMBE, lissamten COORDINATOR, COVENANT
Houss (ADvocAcy), Nsw Yosa, NY

Covenant House is a private non-profit organization

which annually cares for over 25,000 runaway and homeiess

youth under the age of 21 in the United States. As

substantial numbers are pregnant or parenting women, and

given that substance abase is an unfortunate scourge of life

on the streets, we respectfully submit this testimony to the

Select Committee a- Children, Youth and Families with regard

to emphasising the difficult problems currently faced by

addicted women.

Street kids are not easily classified, except that they

are neither Huck rinns nor Becky Sharps. They often have

deep-rooted psychological problems, sometimes stemming from

physical or sexual abuse by a family member. They seldom

have graduated from high school, and their low level of

literacy makes it difficult for them to get any but the mcst

menial of jobs.

Running from an unsafe, violent family situation leaves

them on the street with little or no resources. some will

find their way to a shel'zer such as Covenant House; the rest

have to survive as best they can, flirting with crime, and

selling drugs and their bodies.

Substance abuse is a recurring theme throughout the

lives of these young people. From under-age drinking and

smoking -- which no-one really seems to object to, although
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such activities are illegal in the fifty states -- to

smoking crack, a viciously addictive form of cocaine which

has brought the price of hard drugs down to an affordable

level for street kids, drugs have always been present An

their lives to ease the tension and numb the pain of

existence. Sex is also there, a desperate cry for attention

and affection, however brief may be the relatAonship from

which it stems. It is not surprising that the pregnancy

rate for homeless girls is high, or that mans of them chose

to keep their babies; in many cases the baby ts the first

human being who has responded to them wlth love and who

needs them.

These are the kids to whom Covenant House seeks to

throw a lifeline. We urge the Federal government to do

likewise. We applaud the committee's openness in listening

to many different aspects of substance abuse, and we urge

the members to take swift and incisive action before we lose

another generation of youhg people through addiction.

We have established mother-child programs at each of

the Covenant House sites. In 1989, these programs cared for

over 3000 women and their children. Covenant House provides

pre-natal care for those who are pregnant, all the supplies

they need, such as baby fore, pampers and baby clothes and

even arranges child care for young women who are looking for

employment. We also provide parenting classes, so that they
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possess the parenting skills to match the lov they have fot

their babies. The aim is that when these young families

leave Covenant Hoc3e, they will be independent anet have an

alternative to a life on welfare.

At our New York site, the mother-child unit now

employs two substance-abuse counselors. They hold

substance-abuse education classes to prevent the residents

from becoming involved in substance abuse, carry out drug

assessments to determine whether a resident has a substance-

abuse problem, and try to obtain resiiential

placements for those young mothers who regu4re them. These

placements are far to hard to come by. SInce January 1,

1990, the counselors have conducted 86 assessments; 23

percent of the women are diagnosed as having a substance-

abuse problem and an additional 47 percent are in the "high

risk" category. The counselors have now abandoned their

attempts to place these mothers and their children is

residential trehtment centers, since the wait for such a

placement in New York City is about 4-6 months. Instead,

day treatment facilities are used and the family remains in

residence at Covenant House.

The massive increase in substance abuse levels

that has occurred among homeless youth is not limited solely

to pregnant or parenting women. It started in about 1985,

with the advent of crack cocaine, and has now reached

epidemic proportion. A survey undertaken at Covenant House
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New York showed that 40 percent of residents voluntarily

report substance abuse as a problem. In our Re-entry

program, which facilitates return visits to Covenant House

by the hard-core street kids who fini it difficult to remain

in a shelter environment, the level is 58 percent.

Our agency responded to this by establishing the

Covenant House Addiction Management Program (CHAMP). It is

a unique program which helps homeless youths deals with

addiction problems, whether their drug of rhoice be crack,

heroine, marijuana or alcohol. It combines the twelve-step

program employed by Alcoholics Anonymous, with individual

and group counseling sessions. It is especially important

for teenagers to have group sessions, since traditionally

adolescents rely much more on peer support and respond

better to peer pressure than they do to the inrht of

authority figures. This is pLrticularly true of street

kids, who in the past have often dismissed authority

figures, cuch as parents and teachers, out of hand.

The sad fact is, however, that young parenting or

pregnant women are just as prone to substance atuse as all

other homeless youth. Interviews with over 1100 residents

undertaken by health services professionals at our Fort

Lauderdale site revealed that:

1. 75.5% of youths have tried an illegal drug at some

.1 5
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time. 36% say they have used drugs within the last

month, and 18% admit they use drugs daily.

2. Although prevalence levels are lower for women than

men, over 20% of women have smoked marijuana within

the last month, and over 12% have used crack or

cocaine.

3. Disturbingly, pregnant or parentiag women use drugs

just as often, and if not more frequently than the

other women who are not. Within the month prior to

the interview, 19% of pregnant/parenting women had

smoked marijuana, just uncier 18% had used either

crack or cocaine and 34% had drunk alcohol.

4. Only 18% of parenting women had sought treatment, as

opposed to 23% of all the residents questioned, a

significant difference. It may be that fear of

having to give up their baby deters these young

mothers from seeking help.

5. Interestingly, the only category in which prevalence

levels are reduced for pregnant or parenting women

is cigarette smoking (42% as opposed to 55%). This

may be a response to the clear warnings that

cigarette smoking during pregnancy can harm your

children.

152
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6. A nurse diagnosed over 37% of pregnant or parenting

women as having a substance abuse problem. Of these, under

half (48%) said they wanted help.

In spite of the evident need for residential treatment

programs for pregnant or parenting women, there is a dearth

of such places. Most programs, a survey in New York City

found out, do not admit this category of substance abuser.

Society is then presented with the tragedy of young mothers

who want to get help and aro not able to receive it. They

are at risk of having their children taksn into foster care,

with all thy emotional distress that such action could

Thus we have pregnant women, desperately seeking help,

and having to face the prospects that they are more likely

to have a baby who is uncleweight, premature and has a

tendency to hyperactivity, else is miscarried or

stillborn, despite their effo_ to obtain treatment.

Society has a price to pay for neglecting the needs of

these women. First, substance abusing mothers often have to

relinquish their childran at least temporarily to social

service agencies. As the number of "uocaine babies" grows,

the need for a dramatic increase in foster care will rise

subsequently. For women receiving Medicaid, th,3 government
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must foot the bill if their children have to receive

intensive care in-a neo-natal unit whieh, as was outlined

above, is quite possible. Finally, if the parental bond is

weakened by substance abuse, we have the grim specter of an

0 increase in juvenile delinquency and, most probably, a

generation raised thinking that drug use is acceptable.

Some prosecutors have already acted out of frustration;

in response to the seemingly unstoppable tidal wave of

substance abuse among mothers, they have responded by

placing some pregnant women in prison. The intention of

incarceration is to force more women with drug problems to

seek help. There is, however, an alternative way to

approach the problem.

Pregnant or parenting women with drug problems face a

dilemma. Due to the lack of placements, the only way they

can currently receive help is to place their child in foster

care or with a family membc.r. The chances of regaining

custody of the child may not be that high if one has to

admit to a recent substance-nbuse problem.

By dramatically increasing the number of available

beds, the government can allow these women to fulfil their

two main desires: to keep their babies with them, and to get

treatment. Currently these two desires are almost mutually

1 5 4
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exclusive, and the women opt for retaining their children as

opposed to seeking help.

Given those circumstances, it is imperative that funds

be appropriated to expand substantially the ntimber of drug

treatment placements for pregnant and parenting women

Appropriations should be made to create new facilities,

expant existing ones and contorl the quality of the

services. The appropriations should also include funds for

advertising, on TV, radio, inner-city billboards and public

transit. The message:

You don't have to give up your baby to get help with

your drug problea.

An alternative would be to give women in their child-

bearing years priority access to the existiag treatment

slots. This is the initiative of the Maryland State

Legislature. It would make much sense, of course, to help

women overcome their problems even before they become

pregnant, and Maryland's plan is definitely a step in that

direction.

Finally, all such programs should incorporate parenting

skills seminars. A survey at Odyssey House, one of the few

programs in New York City which provides residential

services for young mothers and their children, shows a

success rate of 68 percent for young parents, almost 30

a
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percent higher than the rest of the population. It is the

strength of the parent-child bond that works in their favor,

and the etronger that bond can become by parenting skill

programs, the greater the chance of success.

#

Availability of day c* 'et for child:en also can enhance

a mother's potential for resisting or combatting substance

abuse. The mother then can find employment, which improves

her self-image, enables her to take care financially of her

thildren and also broadens her horizons, reducing her

inclination toward substance abuse.

We wish to thank you for thoughtful consideration of

this testimony, and trust that you will act swiftly to help

these young mothers and their children, who are all victims

of society's neglect.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FARROKH SHAHRIVAR, M.D., ASSOCIATE DDUECTOR OF PRDIAT-

RICS, CHIEF/NEONATOLOGY DIVISION, ST. LUILR'S-ROOSZVELT HOSPDAL DMUS., NM
YORK, NY

my name is Farrokh Shehriver. I wm a board certified

pediatrician with a sub-00erd certification in neonatal-

perinatal medicine. I am the Associate Director of Pediatrics

and Chief of the Neonatology Division of the St. Luke's..

Roosevelt Hospital Center ("SLRH0"). Thank you for your

invitation to submit testimony for the record in your hearing

on women, addiction and perinatal care. As Chief of the SLRNC

Neonatology Division, I am all too far;liar with the toll drugs

-. particularly crack -- nas taken on the mothers, children and

families served by SLRHC.

St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center is a voluntary

hospital affiliated with Columbia University College of

Physicians and Surgeons. The Hospital's service area extends

along Manhattan's West Siee from 34th Street to 142nd Street

and includes within it areas with extremely high rates of

adverse birth outcomes. while the role of Poverty cannot be

ignored, when crack enters the picture the magnitude of the

problem is staggering.

In 1989, SLRH0 performed approximately 4,800 deliveries.

Six hundred babies were admitted to the Hospital's Neonatal

Intensive Care Unit; approximately 25 Percent of those

admissions (130 babies) were born to drug-abusing mothers.

Drug-exposed infants demonstrate a greater need for neonatal

intensive care services because of their higher incidence of

low oirthweight and prematurity.

The Hospital uses the following criteria to determine

which motherS/infants should have a urine toxicology test to

determine the presence of drugs; all mothers nct registereo at

SLAHC for prenatal care; mothers with Signs of drug abuse; a

maternal history of drug abuse; signs of withdrawal syndrOme in

infant; abnormal maternal behavior reported by nurse, physician

15 7
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or social worker. Using these guideline* in 1989, MHO

detected drug* in 273 infants; in all but five of the infants,

the drug was cocwins (creek).

wh:le the numbers are bad and getting wars*, the numbers

only begin to tell the tragedy. Thirtyfive percent of infant*

born to Substance-abUsing mothers are premature with

birthweight* ranging from a nigh of 6 pounds to a low of

I pound. A few are born outeide the Hospital . On the street,

in cars and at home under horrifle Conditions. Our paramedics

rescued one infant from the toilet bowl.

The mothers are difficult to work with, mote difficult to

treat. One patient was so drugged that She cou:d not push

effectively during labor. Af a result a caesarian Sction was

performed. Another woman refused to remove her stockings in

the labor and delivery room. It turned out that she was hiding

cocaine in her stockings.

Some women walk in without labor pain with fetal demise.

The "lucky" infants who survive the 4-5 month intensive care

stay find themselves without parents or a home. They remain in

the Hospital as "boarder babies" until an appropriate placement

can be found. In 1986, the Hospital had 167 boarder babies.

By 1989, the figure had almost doubled to 315. Fifty.seven

percent of boarder babies are eventually discharged into foster

csre; 21 Percent to *he mother's care; 20 percent to another

relative and, 2 percent to the father.

The numbers make abundantly clear wnat crack is dOing to

the families in our community. Let ma spend a far minutes

describing crack's effect on the physical health of these

mothers and infants. These mothers have high rates of

syphilis, TB and positive HIV, also high blood pressure,

tachycardia and arrhthymia. Crack may cause malformation in

158
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the fetus and in some instanOSS death. In 1989, this Hospital

had 47 stillborns; 19 of these were directly attributablo to

maternal substance abuse (crack). In the newoorn we see

jitteriness and irritability, feeding erOblems and Sleep

disorders. Necrotizing entrocolitis (inflammation and

perforation of the intestinal tract) 000urred mOre than tWiee

as frequently in tn cocaine-positive group (7.3 percent of

cocaine-positive infants versus 3.4 verdant of Cocaine-negative

infants). These infants a;e also at increesd risk of Sudden

Infant Oath Syndromo and neurological iMpairllent, including

sho:t attention Span and problems with fine motor Coordination.

You have asked for my recommendation on solutions to this

growing problem. My initial response is not new Or original --

but it is compelling. We must provide comprehensive prenatal

and substance abuse services to at-risk women. The programs

must be comeunity-based with extensive, Culturally sensitive

outreech. The drug treatment programs should be non-punitive.

These neighborhood programs shwld be part of a tight network

for referrals to regional hospitals for evaluation and delivery.

There are too few comprehensive programs. Of the few that

exist, some target pregnant women; otherS target substance

abuser3. And only a handful wOrk with pregnant substance

abuSer

After delivery, we need special parenting programs with

home services to develop maternal competence and a positive

relationship with her infant which leads to stabilized

families. Drug treatment programs remain key. In addition, we

need special day care centers where children can receive

comprehensive health care addressed to their special Reeds and

where their mothers are helped to find lives away from the drug

culture which threatens their lives and the lives of their

offspring.

15 9
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Today there art 25 babies in the Neonatal Inteniive Care
Unit at SLRMC. That puts it at 155 percent of cappoity. The
nurses and doctc%s struggle tn keep each end every one of these

* babies *live. Despite our best efforts, a few will die and
more will be subject to life-long disabilities. A short visit
to this unit makes my point: early prenatal Care, Coupled eith

e substance abuse services, is absolutely critical. Ile have the
will; we need the resources.

Thank you.

e
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PREPARLV STATEMENT OF DR. RITHIIIRT D. EIMER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR DEMAND
REDUCTION, OFFICE OF NATICNAL DRUG CONTROL POLICY, EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE
PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON, DC

I have been working in the field of drug abuse for nearly twenty-

five years, and no single phenomenon has demonstrated to me the

destructive power of drugs as vividly as babies who have been

exposed to crack and other drugs before birth. Government and

private sector leaders must work together to find careful and

rational approaches to this problem.

During the past decades, the vast majority of users cf illicit

drugs in America have been mon. In 1985, crack cocaine somewhat

altered that pattern. Sven though the rate of cocaine use is

still twice as high for men than for women, there are now

unprecedented numbers of female addicts, many of whom are

pregnant or are of childbearing aget

Unfortunately, one of the most fundamental questions concerning

this issue is not readily answered, the question of how many

"crack babies" there actually are. The first obstacle to

finding an answer is confusion as to what we mean by "crack

baby." We know that all babies who are exposed to drugs,

including crack, do not suffer equally. Some are, in fact, born

addicted to cocaine, and are found to have smaller head

circumference, low birth weight, severe brain damage, and because

of withdrawal, cannot be touched or held during the days

following delivery.
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Other children, who are sometimes referred to as "crack babies,"

have been exposed to cocaine or other drugs in utero, but are

not, in fact, born addicted or significantly impaired. However,

they may later suffer problems such as attention deficit disorder

and other learning distbilities. Surprisingly, some drug-exposed

babies escape physical and mantel harm.

The available data leaves much to be desired, and there remain

great differences among estimates of the prevalence of this

problem. some experts hove estimated that there arm at least

30,000, and others as many as 375,000 babies who have been born

addicted to, or seve:ely impaired by, drugs.

Determining accurately the depth and breadth of the problem is

important, and both the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the

centers to: Disease Control have undertaken surveys which will

give us a much better idea what we are up against. Regardless of

the number, tiwre are too many of these babies, and finding

solutions to their plight, albeit difficult, is a priority in the

President's National Strategv.

The challenge before us is three-fold. First, female addicts,

especially those who are pregnant, must be pushed and helped to

stop their behavior which is destructive to themselves and to the

children they may be carrying. second, children who have already

31-228 0 - 90 - 6 1 2
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been brought into this world severely handicapped by their

mothers' us of drugs need special attention and the care of

loving hendx. Third, we must prevnt further drug use, and the

addiction that follows, by all embers of society --

women of childbearing age. It is clear our society can nither

afford nor manage large numbers of "crack babies."

This particular aspect of the anti-drug effort must be solved,

ultimately, through a mix of supply and demand reduction

activities. The criminal justice system, drug treatmnt, and

crug prevention efforts must all be brought to bear in

unprecedented cooperation if we are to make a difference.

The President's National Strategy contains concrete pr)posals to

increase all these effnrts. Iu particular, we are sticking to

increase treatment capacity and ma.Xedly improve the

effectiveness of the Nation's drug treatment system, Federal,

State, and local authorities are working steadfastly tf.: expand

the availability of treatment, especially for priority

populations such as pregnant addicts. The Preuident's budget

request would provide 68% ore Federal monsy for treatment than

was available when he took office. Thece new funds will begin to

bring the supply of publicly-funded treatment more in line with

the number of addicts who need it. I wo-..ld hope that the states

will follow ths rAeral lead and expand their own support for

drug treatment, especially for pregnant addicts.

1 3



Unfortunctely, pregnant addicts are often among the most

reluctant to seek treatment, and many treatment programs are not

oiruipped to accept them. Pregnant addicts in the motody of the

ct,iminal justice system can sometimes be requird to Ilan in

residential tratment until after they deliver. But outreach

tzorts are needed for other pregnant addictt, who must winingly

enter and remain in treatment programs providing pre-natal end

post-partum tlre fcr them and thir childrn.

With the goal of finding solutions to these complicated problems,

the National Strategy calls for significant additional resources

for pregnant addicts and their children not just in treatment,

bnt in outreach and research initiatives as well. Through State

treatment action plans proposed by the President, states will be

held accountable for providing imcroved and xpanded outreach

efforts and treatment programs for pregnant addicts. The office

of StiblItance Abuse Preveation (08AP) will award grants in Fiscal

Year 1991 to support demonstration programs on prevention,

education, and arly intervention. The National Institute on

Drug Abuse (NIDA) will make funds available for Fiscal Year 1991

demonstration grants for research and development of outreach as

well as safe and afticacious treatment carvics to pregnant

addicts and taeir children.

As an aside, let me say that Congress' failure last session to

C 4
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enact the Presidnt's amendment related to statewide Treatment

Action Plans was a great disappointment to me. These plans wmuld

instill accountability into the Nation's treatment system and

womld provide crucial information not just in th area of drug-

exposed babies, but across a wid rang of treatment issues. I

know that both chaehers resoundingly passed this amendment, and

yet it became tied up in conference committee due to othr

issues. Congress has approprv!ted ignificant resources to drug

treatment in recent midgets .-1d=ent would hlp ensure

that funds arta spent on the most effective programs.

As a clinician and scientist, I am optimistic about incrased

efforts by NIDA to learn how drugs taken by the mother affect

intrauterine development and how babies born to addicted mothers

can best be treated. For example, medication that could block

the effects of drugs or decrease craving for them without harm to

the fetus would be extremely valuable in treating pregnant

addicts. Pioneering work is being initiated to develop treatment

agents that would not pass through the placenta to harm tha

unborn child, and to develop treatments that could alleviate the

effects of drugs on neNborn infants.

These are just some of the ways in which the National Strategy

proposes we address the complicated and serious problem of drug-

affecteu children. It is also important for us to realize that

tnis problem is krit the most serious manifestation of the broad

1 5
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devastation drugs hav brought to our country. We will b no

store successful helping pregnant addicts and their offspring than

we er in reducing drug consumption across the board.

We can and should take heart from scattered indications that the

Nation's current cocaine pidemic is no longer piralling out of

control and may be levlling off. But we cannot and will not le-

up. There is much more that remains to be don. I look forward

to working with you and your colleagues in the weeks and months

ahead.

1 E 6
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I want to express my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at our
hearing, "Beyond the Stereotypes: Woman, Addiction and Perinatal
Substance Abuse," held here in Washington, April 19. Your
testimony was, indeed, important to our work.

The Committee is now in the 'recess of preparing the transcript for
printing. It would be helpiul if you would go over the enclosed
copy of your remarks to assure that they are accurate, Ind return
the transcript to us by Nay 18 with any necessary corrections.

In addition, I am requesting that you respond in writing to the
following questions so that they may be included in the hearing
record:

1. You submitted materiala about dual diagnosis. Why is it
Important to make dual diagnoses? Is one of the diagnoses
likely to be overlooked? What should happen next when such
a diagnosis is made?

2. What factors do you believe have contributed to the recent
increase in heavy drinking among women?

3. Do you have any suggestions about what financia: or
organizational incentives to the health care system for
screening for alcoholism should look like?

4. Are there special confidentiality problems in screening
pregnant women? How would you make sure that such a procedure
wouldn't frighten women away from care?

1 7
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5. Isn't there a good chance that cases would be missed by a
physiological screen? Are there other procedures that should
be employed in addition to or instead of the physiological
screen?

6. Do we know anything about mortality or death rates associated
with alcohol abuse in women?

7. You say that the 10% women's treatment set aside in the
Alcohol, Drug Abus, and Mental Health Block Grant has been
studied, and that the effect of this policy was good. Mho did
the study, and can you be more specific about what they found?

8. You said that use of the 10% sat aside vas left up to the
states, and that it vas not being used as well as it could be.
You recommended putting .teeth" in the legislatton. Can you
be more specific about these comments, and suggest some
accountability mechanisms that state and local providers could
benefit from?

Let m again express my thanks, and that of the other members of
the Committee, for your participation.

Sin

cEaRE MI
Chairman
Select committee en Children,

Youth, and Families

E.closure
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SOUTH

HOSPITAL

(516) 2644000

FAX. (516) 591-1364

400 Sunrise Highway, Amityville, LI., New York 11701 Latabdished 1682

biciutd V. lanky. Szeottie Dewey

Mawr I. Osiselericl. Adastiokastor
SupleSereksli. MD., Mewl Deere.

May 15, 1990

Chairman George Miller
Select Committee on ClAdren,

Youth, and Famil:es
385 House Office Building Annex
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Miller:

enclose the edited transcript of my testimcny and written
replies to your additional questions. In addition, I have attached
copies of the Health Questionnaire, a screening tool to identify
alcohol and drug problems in women, and the National Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Dependence report on the women's set aside
program.

I am aware that the next hearings on this subject will focus on
public policy initiatives It has been my goal for many years to
help develop a systematic routine screening for chenical dependency
in obstetric practices, as the most realistic and practical way to

prevent serious birth defects. Demonstration projects will only be
effective if they are followed by a mechanism to make them
universally available. / hope that your Committee will help make
this dream a reality. Please feel free to call on me for any
assistance I can provide.

SBB/bc
enclosure

1C 9

Yours sincerely,

Sheila B. Blume, M.D.
Medical Director
Alcoholism, Chemical Dependency
and Compulsive Gambling Programs



REEPONSE TO QuEsnora POEM) By CHAIRMAN GEORGE MILLER

1. Why is it important to make dual diagnoses? Is one of the

diagnoses likely to be overlooked? What should happen next

when such a diagnosis is made?

An understanding of the patient's entire range of problems

is necessary for adequate treatment planning. If important

disorders are overlooked, recovering from chemical dependency

is unlikely. The most common dual diagnosis is different among

women compared to men. Among men with addictive disorders

anti-social personality is thc most commonly associated

psychiatric disorder. In women, major depression is the most

common. Furthermore, in two-thirds of the cases, major

depression was present before the onset of alcohol abuse or

dependence among women wit:1 these two diagnoses. Women in this

latter categor: ure at risk for recurrent depression. If the

recurrence of depression can be identified and treated

immediately, the patient's recovery from chemical dependency

will continue. /f the depression is not treated she is likely

to relapse into alcohol and/or drug use.
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2. What tactors do you believe have c^ntributed to the recent

increase in heavy drinking among women?

I believe the intense advertising and marketing of

alcoholic beverages is one of the major factors contributing to

increasing alcohol use among young women. Women and young

people have been targeted as a growth market by the alcoholic

beverage industry. Marketing on campuses and in minority

communities is intense. I think that meaningful health

warnings (ones that do not require a microscope to see) and

controls on advertising and marketing would help.

3. Do you have any suggestions about what financial or

organizational incentives to the health care system for

screening for alcoholism should look like?

There are now a few model programs funded by OSAP already

in place. Those programs that are the most cost-effective,

that is, require the least additional expense to accomplish the

goal of identification, interiention and referral, could be

replicated throughout the country through a program of Federal

financial initiatives. At the same time, those bodies that

certify and accredit hospitals and health care training

programs could add to their requirements that every obstetrical

service have a scre.ming, referral and follow-up system in

place for helping chemically dependent pregnant women

17 1
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4. Are there special confidentiality pyoblems in screening

pregnant women? How would you make euie that such a procedure

wouldn't frighten women away from care?

Any systematic routine screening for alcohol and drug

problems in pregnancy generates, by its nature, problems in

confidentiality. If alcohol and/or drug testing of the

pregnant woman or her newborn is used for therapeutic purposes

(intervention, treatment planning, follow-up monitoring, etc.)

it will benefit both mother and child. If the same testing is

used to initiate criminal or civ:.1 action against the woman in

question, the process 4111 act as an additional barrier to

treatment, deterring women in need from seeking both obstetric

and chemical dependency treatment.
Assemblywoman Gloria Davis,

in the New York State Assembly, has
proposed legislation that

would prohibit the use of such perinatal chemical testing in

the health care system for other than medical purposes. This

legal principle should be generally accepted. In no case

should the results of a chemizal test alone result in punitive

action against a woman. If a child needs to be removed from

the home, evidence of child abuse or neglect should be required

- not the results of a urin test alone.

Another potential problem would be the designation of

alcohol or drug use during pregnancy as "prenatal child abuse,"
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with a requirement for reporting any knowledge or suspicion of

such use to the State Child Protection Agency. Mandating such

reports would further erode the doctor/patient relationship and

di urage treatment. Any woman who reads the newspapers or

wet, ,es television 1s aware of instances of women being

arrested and prosecuted from maternity wards. Such events do

not encourage trust in the health care system on the part of

these women. If women are advised that their treatment for

chemical dependence will be reported for State investigation if

they should become pregnant, it will drive them away.

5. Isn't there a good chance that cases would be missed by a

physiological screen? Are there other procedures that should

be employed in addition to or instead of the physiological

screen?

1 have attached a copy of the Health Questionnaire

designed by Dr. Marcia Russell of the Research Institute on

Alcoholism in Buffalo, New York. This questionnaire is very

helpful in identifying potential alcohol or drug problems in

medical practices, especially in women. Another good source of

information is an interview with the patient's family. Thes,

methods can supplement physiological t,ts. In addition, Dr.

Robert J. Sokol and his colleagues have developed a simple, 4-

question screening test known as T-ACE. A score of 2 points

173
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indicates the need for an arsessment (Reference - American

Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Vol. 160 *4, pp. 863-870,

April, 1989).

6. Do we know anything
about mortality or death rates associated

with alcohol abuse an women?

Alcoholism is a deadly disease for women. Two recent

studies have demonstrated high mortality rates. Dr. Elizabeth

Smith of Washington University
in st. Louis Found the mortzlity

rate 4.5 times above
the expected rate in a group of 103

alcoholic women following treatment. They lost an average of

15 years from their expected lifespan. An additional study

from Stockholm looked at death rates for nearly 5,000

alcoholics treated over a 20 year period. For men the

mortality rate was 3 times higher than expected. For women it

was 5.2 times the expected age-corrected rate.

7. You say that the 10%
women's treatment set aside in the

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Block Grant has been

studied, and that the effect oF this policy was good. Who did

the study, and can you be more specific about what they found?

The evaluation of the effectiveness of the women's set-

aside was performed by the National Council on Alcoholism. A

report entitled "A Federal Response to a Hidden Epidemic:

Alcohol and Other Drug Problems Among Women" was published by

NCA in 1987. It showed a substantial increase in treatment

availability related directly to the set aside legislatior

174
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report from the liaional Council on Ahmilolism entitled "A
Federal Response to a Hidden Epidemic: Ahmhol & other Drug
Problems Among Women" is retained in committee Files].

8. You said that use of.the 10% set aside was left up to the

states, and that it was not being used as well as it could be.

You recommended putting "teeth" in the legislation. Can you be

more specific about these comments, and suggest some

accountability mechanisms that state and local providers ct'ld

benefit from?

The women's set aside could be used more effectively if

the states were required to use the money for direct funding of

wom2n's programs and for the monitoring of such programs. The

states should be asked to prioritize their unmet needs for

women, fund programs directly with this money, and monitor

these programs. They should be required to report back to

ADANHA on the prioritization process and the use of the funds.

At ...ne beginning of my term as New York State Cc,mmissioner

(1979) every state was required to produced an annual plan

which reflected our use of Federal funds for alcoholism

programming. The requirement for this plan was dropped when

the block grInt mechanism was adopted. An annual plan could be

reinstituted to cover the use of special funds targeted to

under-served populations in need of chemical dependence

services.
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1. Vbssyot two disavowed or servos., do you fist srf of

tbt AsUadas loalpfel to feel better or to relax!

a. areddas el/palettes

b. Vorb-sp harder asaussal at home or Job

C. ?MIN treavailistr

4. ?skimp moms othm kind ot pill or medication

e. lanes a drink

f. Talking it ever with Zriesds or rolatives

git

,..1
.....
wamaveyl

04
2. Utak of the times yom hove beam met depreseel; at those times did you:

II. Lose or main seight

U. Lose laterest im thimss that oesal1y iotorset you

c. lave spells Mhos you couldn't seen to stop crying

4. Defer from Insannia

3. live you ever WOO to a doctor, pqrchnlogist, social worker, counselor

or clergyman for help with an emotional problem?

.1'21 No

aMI111111.

h. iou many cigarettes a day do you smoke? Cheek one.

More than 2 packs 1,2 pack. Lees than 1 pack Nom

5. Now often do you have a drink of wine, beer, or a havers/is containing alcohol?

3 or more times a dey

'Nice a day

Almost every day

0000 or twice a veik

Ooce or twice a month

Less than once a month Sewer

6. a. If you drink wine, beer or beverages
containing alcohol, how often do you hove

four or sore drinks?

Almost always Frequently SessatInts Never

b. If you drink eine, beer or bevereges containing
alcohol, how onto do you have

one or two?

Almost alloys 1frequently Sametimes Never

7. Vhat presexibed medications do you taket

8. Nut other drugs or medicatice- do you use?

9. Does your drinking or takIng other drugs sometimes lead to problems

between you and your family, that is, wife, husband, children, parent,

or close relative?

10. During the past yaw, have close relatives or frietds worried or

complained about your drinking or taking other drugs?

U. Vas a friend or family member every told you
Shout things you said or did

while you were drinking or uslog other drums that you do oot remember?

Yea So

^

12. lave you, within the pest year, started to drink alcohol and found It

difficult to stop before becoeLog intoxicated?

13. Vas your father or mother ever bee problems with alcohol or other drugs?
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May 7, 1990

ITan Trachtenberg, M.D., M.P.H.
Medical Director
Bay Area Addiction, Research and Treataent
45 Franklin St., Suite N
San Francisco, CA 94102
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Dr. Trachtenberg:

I vant to express my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before the Ssaect Committee on Children. Youth, and i41111101 at our
hearing, "Beyond the Stereotypes: Women, Addiction and Perinatal
Substance Abuse," held here in Washington. April 19. Your
testimony vas, indeed, imnortant to our vork.

The Committee is nov in the process G2 preparing the transcript for
printing. /t would be helpful if you would go over the nclosed
copy of your remarks to assure that they are accurate, and return
the transcript to us by May 1B with any necessary corrections.

In addition, I am r6questing that you respond in writing to the
folloving question so that they may be included in tho hearing
record:

Could you axpand a little on the Governor's plan to liminate
MediCal reimbursement for heroin detoxification? Nov does he
propose to make it possible for low-l.come opiate addicts to
obtain detoxification? What is the rftstriction on
reisbursement for cocaine addiction under MediCal? What kind
of burden does such restriction place on addicted, pregnant
women?

Let me again express ay thanks, and that of the other masters of
the Committee, for your participation.

Sinc x,

GEORC-ritTA:21.
Chairman
Select Coamittea on Children.

Youth, and Families
Enclosure

Gair
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIDN POSED SY CHAIRMAN GEORGE MILLER
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COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CARE & EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Administrative Office
45 Franklin Street
Suiti, 2 North
San Francisco, CA S4102
(415) 552-7914

May 24, 1990

The Honorable George Miller
Chair, Select Committee .n Children.

Youth & Families
385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE Governor's Proposal to Remove Heroin
Detoxification Services as a Medi-Cal Benefit

Dear Representative Miller

Thank you for your inquiry regarding the current
proposal to eliminate heroin detoxification as a
covered benefit under the Medi-Cal Program. I hope
you will Join us in our oppoeitiou to any amendments
to the 1990-91 State Budget Act that would remove
heroin detoxification services as a Medi-Cal benefit.

California methadone clinics provide daily acute care
services to more than 18,000 narcotic dependent
patients -- most of whom are low-income and MedI-Cal
eligible

Methadone providers are very concerned about the
Governor's p:oposal to eliminate slx benefit
categories Zrom Medi-Cal, including heroin
detoxification. We unMerstand the reason for the
rroposed cuts is to reduce Medi-Cal cults, not because
the Governor believes the services are ubmicessary.
However, we are obliged to point out that the money
saved by eliminating heroin Jetoxification programs is
relatively small -- only $1.8 million annually -- of
which half Is reimbursed in fedeal dollars.
Moreover, we believe t'lle proposed cuts would actually
cost the state substantially more money in the long
rt.'s because acutely ill heroin users will simply turn
t, more expensive county emergcncy rooms or mental
health programs for treatment.
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Furthermore, while intravenous heroin users are on the
street without care, they are much more likely to
participate in criminal ctivities or come into
contact with life threatening communicable di
such as tuberculosis, hepatitis 11, and AIDS.

Methadone clinics are also the only entry point for
many low inccme narcotic abusers into the health care
system. Clinics are often able to identify serious
diseases at n early stage, thereby reducing the
overall cost of individual treatment and preventing
the spre of highly contagious di to the
general population

The Medi-Cal subsidy is often the primary reason that
aanr eligible narcott4 dependent persons first enter
methadone treatment. If they would have to pay for
the trestment, they would elect to spend their money
on illi,it substances. The reality of the situatin
is that if these individuals are not provided sone
level of inducemezt, they may never elect to be
treated.

Additiorally. zany of these individuals have
subordinated ,heir health care to drug abuse. When
entering treatment, we provide urinalysis, blood
testing, and a medical evnluation. We often discover
cozmunicable and unattended disease such as hepatitis
and tuberculosis.

Many narcotic dependent persons first entering
treatment come through the outpatient heroin
detoxification treatment modality.

Many program participants have not attended to their
mediccl needs for protracted periods of time.
Additionally, these individuais are often unwelc-rn at
established medical facilities, because of their drug
abuse. The prtaary patient often has family mezbers,
including children, who eventually enter our medical
and ciinical programs, finally receiving long overdue
care.

In short, I believe the Governor's proposal to remove
heroin detoxification programs as a Medi-Cal benefit
is shortsighted end, in the long run, will be far more
expervive to the taxpayers tban continuing eligibility
under the current program.

1 c i7 0
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I believe that any attent You or your Committee can
focus on this issue will ,f benefit to the addicted
women of California and their families. I thank you
again for yoar .terest in this issue.

Sincerely,

Alan Trachtenb-..g, M.D., M.P.H.
Medical Director

180
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I want to express my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before the Select Committee on Children Youth, and Families at our
hearing, *Beyond the Stereotypes: Women, Addiction awl Perinatal
Substance Abuse,* held here in Warthington, April 19. Your
testimony vas, indeed, important to our work.

The Committee is now in the process of preparing the transcript for
printing. It would be helpful if you would go over tha enclosed
copy of your remarks to assure that they are accurate, and radar
the transcript to us by Way 18 with any necessary corrections.

In addition, I am requesting that you respond in writing to the
following questions to that they ma7 be included in the hearing
record:

You said that the punitive treatment model used in the long-
term program you completed was not helpful. Based on what
:.our needs were, could you describe what would be helpful for
woman?

2. What were some of the main obstacles -- physical, emotional
or structural -- to seeking and obtaining treatment? Ras
there support from within your family to seek treatment?

Let se again express my thanks, and that of the other mesbers of
the Committee, for your participation.

Since

GEORGE MI
Chairman
Select Committee on children,

Youth, and Families
Enclosure
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Rum= To Quirr1oN8 Foam BY CBAnue.AN Gookoz Mosta

SOCIAL MODIL DEM; 14000 SHADY GROVE ROAD, ROCIMILLI, MD 200E0

P.O. Box E. EsnanIwI4 MD 21727

May 15, 1990

Kathleen I

George Miller, Chairman
Select Committee on Children, Tooth,

Families

Gear Mr Killer:

Thank yon for your recent letter, but please taw that it wee my sincere
pleasure, and privilege to have testified before ycerr committee. If I can be
of any value in your struggle to help addicted women, please don't hesitate
to contact me. Also, thank you for giving ay daughter, Erin, so moth extra
attention..Tou wady her day, one that shy will always remember, thank you:

In response 03 question:

1. Please look over brochure of Mt. Manor's program for symen,

as I did play a role in designing that program.
To expand personally, woman need loner term options trAl-
able, like half-way houses where they can live with their

Children.

2. Included in services should be:

a. parenting skills
b. family therapy
c. social skills (schooling, job interviews, community network-

ing, vocational rebab/training
d. day care
e. as 951 of sur women have been victim of rape, or abuse they

need specialized therapy to include:
incest, rape, abusive relationships, etc.

f. motivation to help them off welfare
women need positive peer role models

h. women who are addicted have double stigmas attached, they
need therapy to work through guilt, aheme including re-education
toward nurturing and love

12
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3. My main obstacle to treatment vas the enabling

that vent on around me. In over seventeen years to

think that I vas a client of Social Services and

vas receiving Federal money, and IWO film children,

had seen countless doctors, and no on* even tried

to intervene is unbelievable! There is something

wrong with our system, called ignorance, Social

enabling.

Yes, there vas support from sy family, after mylkid

received treatment, and the family vas educated on

the disease, they begmn to do the appropriate things

to help, not hinder.

Once again, the culprit is ignorance, slot of misinformed

individuals,

i.gait sir, Thankyou, and God Bless You.

Sincerely,

Kathleen
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HOUNTAIN HANOR TUE LIBERTY EROGRAH

JUST roi WOHEN

Yoe have just entered treatment W. know you may be feeling confused,
lonely. angry, hurt, guilty, shameful and maybe you don't even know how you.
feel at all. Nany of us have felt like your feeling right now. We hsve
been there. You way also fekl no one understands. now could they possibly
know how I feel, no she hss ver experienced what I have. Uow could anyone
help .e.

Yoli probably have somi deep secrets you hove never allowed yourself to tell
anyone. Ask yourself these questions.

I) Do I think about ay secrets?

2) What happens to me inside when I think about them?

J) Am I ashamed to tell anyone my secrets?

4) now do I feel witit my secrets?

5) What would others think of me?

OUT goal is to increase the chances Cull recovery. We feel women who
coat into treatment carry secrett int4de thew that are newer shared. We
nre offering special womens groups where she will be encouraged to let go
of her secre:s.

SECRETS AAE GREAT EQUALIZLRS WEN SUARED.

When we tell others who we really are they are able to share in return. Their
sharing of experiences reliever the shame and invites forgiveness o. self
and others. Such self revelstitn. frees the woman from the power her secrets
hold. In wcr.ens group she laarns that what she thought were shameful acts
were not unusual or unique.

DISCOVERY IS THE GIFT TO SHARING.

Sharing OUT fears, our hopes And our anger makes us more accepting of
ourselves and therefore we have less heed to cover up. We recognize and
celebrate our "sameness" and the freedom that this brings. Sharing ourselves
bonds us together thus combining our strength.

Every woman who comes to !fountain Hanor is assigned n female primary counselor
who directs all aspects of her rteatment progrnm. She will participate in
daily groups encouraging her to feel ssfe and develop !rust in herself and
her peers. She will be encouraged to use the support of her community,
groups and sZaff.

Liberty means freedom from ddiction. The success of the liberty program
tests lu its ability to help each woman develop a positive lifestyle by
fostering understanding and acceptance of her dlsease of nlcoholism and drug
addiction. The objectives ore to halt the tragic progreselon of the disease
by helping her to acknowledge it ruld by Riving her the prnetlen1 tonic to
6114 n o,, fnl recovery thfti icad- In woolurlIve lIvi.p
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Reed V. Tuckson, M.D.
March of Dimes Birth Dtfects Foundation
Public Affairs Office
1725 K Street, N.W., Suite 814
Washington, DC 20006

Dr. Tuckson:
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I want to exrress my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before the Select Cmaittes on Children, Youth, and Families at our
hearing, "Beyond the Stnreotypes: Women, Addiction and Perinatal
Substance Abuse," held here in Washiton, April 19: Your
testimony was, indeed, isportant to our work.

The Committee is now in the process of preparing the transcript for
printing. It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed
copy of your remarks to assure that they are accurate, and return
the transcript to us by May 18 with any necessary corrections.

In addition, I am requesting that you respond in writing to the
following questions so that they may be included in the hearing
record:

1. Mr. Besharov said that, for the crack problen, he didn't feel
that lack of insurance and inadegmacy of ir.surar.^.. was a major
problem., because most crack usIrs were Medicaid eligible. In

your experience in the District c Columbia, did you find that
Medicaid coverage was adequate to cover treatment needs of
pregnant addicts?

2. Last October, Jennifer Hmee, President of the March of Discs
Birth Defects Foundation, testified before the Select
Coumitte. about the "organizational barriers' to prenatal care
and the March of Dimes campaign for Healthier Babies. What

is the status of the campaign? Has it succeeded in

identifying model programs where institutional changes have
improved participation in prenatal care? Could you identify
some of these models? Do they facilitate access for addicted
pregnant woven as well?

.1R6
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3. In vour testimony you mentioned that the spread of crack-
cocena wiped out the progress made by initiatives in the
District to improve access to prenatal care. What were soma
of those initiatives? Where did pregnant substance abusers
wind up for treatment? What were specific problems stemming
from crack use and were any programs developedi which addressed
these problems?

4. Recently, Secretary Sennett insisted that tho War on Drag
Almme in the Capitol wait not a failure, although the results
were admittedly mixed or unmeasurable. How would you rats the
success of the federal off,.et to alma drug use in the
District of Columbia? Baasd on your experience in the
District, how might you construct a plan of attack against the
city's drug problem?

Let me again xpress my thanks, a.d that of the other members of
the Committee, for your participation.

Sincsxmly,

G E MI
Chairman
Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families

Enclosure

IR 7
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REsPONSE TO QUESTIONS POSED BY CHAIRMAN GEORGE MILLER

QUESTION #1

The District provides a vefy generous Medicaid program; compared to

the nation as a whole and was among the first' states to cover

pregnant women up to 185% of the fedaral poverty- guidelines.

Unfortunately, despite this cove,age, it was our exnerience-that a

tragically large number of persons still fall through the cracks in

the health insurance net. The District of Columbia, a city of

approximately 620,000people, currently has 114,000citizens who are

without any health insurance, public or private. A significanv

number of thesm are women of childbearing age. This is not

inconsistent with the national profile. Gur informat on is that 9

million Americenammen of childbearing age ape withoWtinsurance and

another 5 million who are insured are without maternity coverage.

Our experience vividly teaches that, because substance abuse knows

no economic or class boundaries, there are manywomen who need care

but who can't afford private insurance and/or 't qualify for

Medicaid, even at the 185% of poverty guideline. In addition, the

barriers to accessing the Medicaid systemfor those who are eligible

can be formidable. Staff shortages that are endemic to the social

sw-Ace system make eligibility determination cumbersome and the

dream of a decentralized, clinic-based system is currently

unattainable. In addition, the c)mputer system needed for

implementation of presumptive eligibility determination, in light

of the fiscal -onstraints of the city, is equally unattainable at

1R 8
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this time. For the growing number of Latino newcomers, the

linguistic and cultural barriers'to accessing the Medicaid program

are equally significant.

We must also remewber that relatively few health professionals.are

willing to accept tho small sums that Mt4id pays for the care of

these ample). patients. The public care system is already

inadequate to meet the growing demand. The combination of all of

these factors argues against any simplistic assumption that Medicaid

financing is adequate to manage a problem of this magnitude.
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QUESTION 12

The Institute of Medicine suggested that there are financial and

non-financial barriers to access to prenatal care. In an attempt

to adAress these issues, the Greater New York Chapter introduced the

Hospital Project as part of the Campaign for Healthier Babies.

Forty-four hospitals were surveyed and assessed for innovative

solutions to increasing access ti) prenatal care. Several

institutions were identified as being 4luccessful in addressing this

problem. Two institutions, St. Mary's of Brooklyn and St. Vincent's

Medical Center of Richmond, Staten Island, were targeted for more

intensive study,

Initital conferences to acquaint administrators and clinicians with

the innovations were held, then a series of conferences spotlighting

specific innovations were given. The first series addressed a time

appointment system. Topics discussed at other mini-conferences

included: models of continuity of care, problem-oriented perinatal

risk assessment, and programs for substance -abusing women. A manual

from each conference was 0:weloped to facilitate replication the

participant's institution. The Individual conferences offered have

been evaluated positively by attendees. In addition, a program to

assist hospitals in reimbursement was undertaken and the total

impact of these programs is presently being evaluated.

190
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QUESTION 12

Presently, the possibility of implementation )f the program in other

sites across the country ii being investigated. Three cities htve

demonstrated interest: Detroit, San Francisco and Sainsville.

Preliminary discussions are taking place.

191
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QUEtTION 113:

At the beginning of my tenure as the District's Commissioner of

Public Health in 1986, we initiated a series of interventions

designed to educate pregnantwomen about the importance of early and

continuous prenatal care, to motivate them to use the available

services and to facilitate their access to care by eliminating the

multiple bsrriers that often impeded access. As such we made care

free to any peeson earning less than $20,000/year; provided

transportation and outreach !.ervices through th- development of a

Maternity Outrlach Mobile (MOM Van); extended clinic hours into the

evenings in the poorest sections of the city; eliminated block

appointsent scheduling and guaranteed appointments within twowee

of the initial call; provided or site child care services; and made

eAtensive use of the media wild innovrtions such as redeosable

coupons for complianct Oth clinic appointments as educational and

motivational tools. We observed a 22% increase in clinic visits for

prenatal care and a decrease of 6% in Orii subsequent years' infant

mortality statistics. Unfortunately, the cruck cccaine cpidemi!

among women of rhildbearing age destroyed ttlis modest success.

The District's drug treatment system, like al/ other major American

cities, was simply unable .o meet the extraordinary rise in demand

in general and for pregmnt women in particula-. As such, we made

a decision to treat the pregnant substance aauser as a priority and,

regardless of any other considerattons, tn treat the pregnant woman

on demand. The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services Administration was

reorganized to eliminate the bureaucratic barriers to accesss and

192
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QUESTION #3

the service capacity for pregnant women was augmented by shifting

resources away from other areas. In addition, a second 1M24" Van

was created to specifically reach out to the immediately postpartum

substance abuser, while she was still hospitalized, to capture her

into the treatment system and follow her and the baby at home in an

attempt to prevent future problems and to track the development of

the infant through at least the first year of life.

It was our observation that there needs to be an enhanced linkage

between the providers of the prenatal care and the substance abuse

treatment system and sore attention given to the development of a

case management system that addressed the multIplicity of defects

that plague the substance abusing pregnant woman. We also came to

appreciate the need for much more research into the clinical

managemlnt of these patients. We really do not have a very

sophisticated treatment regimen available for the crack addicted

prcgnaLt woman in particular, or for the other drugs of abuse in

general. We are pleased that the Office of Substance / JSO

Prevention and the Office of Treatment I'provement in HHS are now

addressing these issues, but they need a much more significant

investment of resources if they are to be successful.

1P 3
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QUESTION /4

The 'war' on drugs in the District remains a mrotracted struggle

that, despite the good efforts of many commdtted persons and

organizations, cannot by any criteria be considered a success. Kr.

Bennett's concentration did not address what, in ey opinion, art the

major determinants for success. if we really believe that

prevention is the key, then our effortswill need to be more focused

and committed on addressing the root etiological causes of substance

abuse that are found at the heart of the community infrastructure

of the city. We need to work on crcating the concept of the

possibility of a meaningful future for our youth and young adults,

if we will have a chance of convincing them not to use drugs and

alcohol. Unless this soil is developed and tilled, then the

education and treatment seeds that we plant will not bear fruit.

This suggests that two related efforts must occcur simultaneously.

First, real attention needs to be given to community economic

development that creates jobs for which skills need to be and can

be acquired to fullfill. Secondly, the leadership of the community,

in all of its manifestations - from media to minister - needs to

work on the value system that defines 'meaningful'. The real effort

here is to rebuild the community infrastructure based upon a

principled and ethical dedication to improving the quality of life

for all. What these two strategies are not about is a preoccupation
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QUESTION 14

with crimiRal justice solutions to the problem. If the district

teaches amy lesson, it's that above all we've learned that you UR

lock up thousands of people and not make any dent into the problem.

Let me hasten to Mnetion that prior to, and outside of, the

political posturing that occurred between Mr. Bennett's office and

the D.C. Government, a great deal of substantive work was begun

between theCommission of Public Health and tha Department of Health

and Human Services under the leadership of Dr. Louis Sullivan. A

four component effort was agreed upon Rnd is well along the way to

implementation that included: I) the development of a

compresensive prevention plan with each ward's leadership that

involved and facilitated neighbGrhood leadership in addressing the

problems with health professionals; 2) the expansion of the

outpatient drug treatment capacity by 300 slots and the use of these

new slots to evaluate the developing state of the art drug treatment

therapies; 3) the development of a model diagnostic unit at the

central intake facility to enaale a better individual treatment

assessment and to facilitate outcome evaluations; and 4) the

assistance of the resources of the Public Health Service in having

all levels of the District's alcohol and drug treatment staff to

better meet the challenges of increasingly more complex patients.

This work was conducted in good faith and with commitment by both

1 fl 5
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QUESTION #4

parties, but did not receive the publicity that other efforts seemed

to attract.

I would hope that the Secretaries of Education, Commerce, Housing

and Urban Development, and Health could be convened by the President

for a real *war' on drugs.

1 6
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I want to express my personal appreciation to you for appearing
before the select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at our
hearing, *Beyond the Stereotypes: Women, Addiction and Perinatal.
Substanoe Abuse,* held here in Washington, April 19. Your
testimony was, indeed, important to our work.

The Committee is now in the process of preparing the transcript for
printing. It would be helpful if you wroullign over the enclosed
copy of your remarke to assure that they ars accurate, and return
the transcript to us by may 18 with any necessary cm motions.

/n addition, / ma requesting that you riuqmnd in writing to the
following questions so that they may be inclWed in the hearing
record:

1. Tlu mentioned that one of the primary objectives of your
;megrim i to identify factors motivating women to seek
treatment. Have you any ideas about what some of those
factors might be?

2. Ws often assume that self-help, mutual support organisations
like AA and MA aro there to see people throug/. their post-
treatment struggle to stay drug-free. It is vary disturbing
to hear that, in Atlanta at least, meet of these 012 step"
type groups ars inaccessible to women whose need may be the
greatest -- those that live in black, low-income communities.
Why are the groups so Lire in the inner city? What could
public or private agencies do to encourage their
accessibility?

3. You say timre should be multiple measures of prograa success,
because short relapses and failure are not the same thing.

1 9 7
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Other than those you mentioned in your testimony, are there
any other indicators of program succems yon find meaningfuland useful? Are there any guestionnaizes or instruments that
could nelp standardize some of this information so that we
could make comparisons across different types of programs?

Lat me again erpress my thank.e, and that of the other zembers of
the Committee, for your participation.

Sinc

GEORGE MI
Chairman
Select Committee on ChilAren,

7outh, and Families

zaar-

Enclosure
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RICSPONSE TO QUESTIONS POSED BY CHAIRMAN GEORGE MILIXR

limy 31, 1990

Gams Hiller
Chairmen
Select Cbemittee on Children, Youth and Families
U.S. Ikuse of Ihieinentatives
385 Base Office Building Annex 2
Bashierton, D.C. 20515

Deer Representative Miller:
As you regasted, I have edited the transcript of the April 19th

hearing, *Beyond the Stereotypes: Kasen, Addictial aid Perinatal
Substance Atuse. lank you fee giving me 'he cpportunity to address the
ommittee. &Wince ahem, pertinelarly env pregnant wommt, is a
pervasive and eatresely creel= social proislas fcr which there are no
readily available saluting. It is important that we begin to clarify
scan of the hates involved, in ceder to faadate realistic and
meaningful goals in our efforts to intervene with buil the addicted
mothers ani their children.

I would like to respari to the questions you raised recanting wy
testis:ay.

1. In 1905, we carducLai a °marine% sbxly of moat vivo were
entering L .24 treatment programs in the metro Atlanta area and
rrecnant and poet pert= addicts who tore beinj referred to our
interventicn worn. Ihe results of our Igor/ indicated that wan
who were entering treatment programs tona signifirently any impaired
psychologically ard socially. As a group, the wt.:int and poet
addicts tended to report fewer modal and family emblems, less
anxiety and psychological distress ard in canna were more satisfied
with their lives. They nem }valor then the warn who wens seeking
treatment and ware more likely to have cheendent children in the
ham. These findings tend to support the belief that individuals who
seek tuatara are generally theme who have "hit bottca", i.e.
individuals who have eseeriared severe social, psychological andicr
medical problems as a result of their addiction. The pregnant aid
post-pertun addicts hal beat less advenaly affected ky their
addictket ad thus were more likely to deny that drug use was a
pccblea.

These findings have several implicating for grevention and
interveticn with ponmart and post-pert= addicts. First, time is °..*
critical iscortanoe when intervening with pregnant worm Cloviously,
we moot affccd to wit until the mother "hits bottom" and decides to
enter treatment. Active casefinding and agrewesive cubreedt are
nelential in larking with thie popalaticn. thile it is important to
be sensitive to the adtiple prebleat and ard social hashes theta
warn face, it is equally Isparta* to he willing to un oonfrattaticn
Waimea wteen neoessery to help honk through denial ard help the
client face hat addiction. CM outreach embers work intensively with
clients in their haw, wing a crebinatin of agerrave,
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confrontatiaml ad educational strategies to ireak enough the denial sad
motivate ermen to ask MID. In making with arc clients, we have found
that there is's critical "window" &ring the Mediate post paten period
(the first 30 days following &livery) dem theca is the

greatest risk far relapse. Psychosocisi support *rim this period is
very isportant. Preventicn of relapse in the mw mother is actreasly
important, since many of times lam All bee subsequent
;mammies.Panther useful strategy is to utilise adsting fray supports.
Involvieg the frill in the treatment plemnisq ad the aftercare
;mom is also impactent.

Po wad above, as study also indicated that ems who did enter
treatment program were lees likely to have chloride* children in the
ham. One progreadoes provide 24 MUM childcare plemaints for warn
with children. !be children are plead with limed childcare
providers who net with the mothers prior to placement. ,This is a
ra'atively new coancrent of our program but we have found that this
ortion tads to IIIPCOVO compliance ad retention in treatment.

Ps mat lore, we of the greatest terriers to tulateent hes teen
the limited mbar of treatment beds available. Oar seperience over
the last 3 1/2 yams has indicated that there are significantly sore
warn win are motivated to seek treatment than there are ewes
available.

2. fielL111112ADXS. Ihe limited accessibility et 12 step grams in
the inner city ocemunitise is difficult to entails. In pert, it is
due to the fact that there are few "safe" meeting plam available in
wee comassities. Another factor say be that such grams often fail
to =wider the culture-mpecific carerns of the eincrity cr.s.dunities
and their "mainstreeme argroads nay be leers effective with these
popilatim. Young mothers, in paticular, often have difficulties
with tremcctation ad childcare which axe usially not addressed by
12 step groups. Oomenity head *fiercer* support is essential for
the movering addict. Ommatity education say be helnful in
seensitliing caminities to this aspect of the problem Often
comeunity ememersent begins with educaticn. In Atlanta, an have ben
worldly with sevaral diadem who axe interested in developing
°amenity besed r comm. What we have hand is that often there am
hxlivi&als willing to help who simply do rot Iwo what they az: do.

3. Peogroliggcsgs. The ultimate goal of any ;rem icaVintervention
grogram for ;cement aidicts is a drug free pregnincy. Intervention
&ern a gceplancy Jay ;mar* a Cang use in a future pomeancy.
hklictica is seldoe m "all cc nothing" rheromene. Most addicts will
relapse. Maim the later ;Mess of recovery, these relapses should
co= less frequently =.4 be of sixesr duration. twee are a number
of instruents which can be used to measure pregress. For ample,
U. Addictien Severity Inimr (ASI) Otaislad, 19(r) has been used by
eutetance aim programs an an evalsation instilment. It eseirmes
seven domains of functioning: psychiatric status; ardical statue;
employment stab:wing; and aloolol nee; legal probleme; family and
eocial relatiamhipe. Positive dangle in any of them areas indicates
a mare of "emcees".
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Please 1st se byos if I an provide you with any additicnal
inforratica. Pe we proceed with the enalysis cd data two our pcoprae,
will I= he* to thare inforratirn fame our ecalnation study as it hoopoe
available.

0

31-226 (204)

Sincerely you,

Director
Prevention & ladled

Remo*
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